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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This contract was initially conceived as a result of
discussions with Mr. Larry Wright of the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (JPL), concerning the critical need for accurate thermal
resistance measurements on transistors.
Since JPL test programs and experiments currently in
the planning stages are to be run with semiconductors operated
in ovens at 100°C, an accurate method of measurement of eJ-C and
eC-A to determine actual operating junction temperatures of the
devices will be required.
This report describes a three-month program performed
by Motorola Semiconductor Products Division whereby a thermal
resistance measuring technique was refined and its accuracy and
repeatability determined.
I Figure i shows the overall Program Test Plan and the
quantity of units used for the various tasks.
The Motorola type 2N2222 silicon annular epitaxialNPN
transistor was selected as the test vehicle for this program
I since this is to be the device evaluated in a proposed large-
scale accelerated test program for JPL. A Motorola data sheet
for the 2N2222 is included in the Appendix (Section 8.0) of this
report.
A total of 355 devices were tested on this program, all
from Motorola production lot 544, process SL3-05, manufactured
the week of 11-5-65.
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2.0 OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of this contract were:
2.1 Phase I Tests - Measurement Methods for eJ-C
To refine the present method of measuring eJ-C of
individual 2N2222 transistors and determine if its absolute ac-
curacy was !I0% with a repeatability of _5% or better.
2.2 Phase II Tests - SJ-C Measurement Accuracy and Repeat-
ability
To verify the accuracy and repeatability of the eJ-C
measurement method by one or more independent measurement tech-
niques.
2.3 Phase III Tests - Measurement of eJ-A
To develop a method of accurately determining eJ-A for
the 2N2222 devic_ (TO-18 package) in the 100°C forced draft air
_J
flow ambient conditions to be used in the accelerated test pro-
gram.
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3.0 PHASE I TESTS - MEASUREMENTMETHOD FOR 8J-C
J
Upon receipt of the contract, Phase I tests were ini-
tiated to determine if the existing MotoroiaQuaIity Control
thermal resistance tester (referred to herein as tester HO-01)
was suitable for use on Phase II and III tests or would require
modification or a replacement tester. The following sections
present the details of these tests with significant results.
!
3.1 Initial Correlation Studies
I At the con_nencement of this program, the Motorola SL3-05 production line from which the 2N2222 test units were to be
obtained was just starting production following completion of a
l scheduled shutdown dating back to August, 1965. Rather than de-
lay the program by waiting until the first new productlon lot was
to be available (lot 544 - to be welded the week of 5 November,
1965), a sample of 25 devices from lot 531 (welded week of 6 Aug-
ust, 1965) were obtained from the warehouse for use as initial
correlation samples.
Initial eJ-C measurements were made on 21 of the 25
samples on tester HO-01 at three power levels, 250mW, 500mW, and
750roW (See Table 3.i). The mean values obtained were 152°C/W at
250mW, 89.5°C/W at 500mW, and 83.4°C/W at 750mW. The speclflca---
tion limit on _J-C for the 2N2222 is only 83.3°C/W and should notbe dependent upon power level (within the range of values in ques-
tion), therefore, the accuracy of the measurements was question-
I able.
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Accordingly, a review of the principles of operation
of thermal resistance tester HO-01 was undertaken.
The thermal resistance of a transistor is defined as
the effective temperature rise per unit of power dissipated in
a designated junction above the temperature of a stated refer-
ence point under conditions of steady-state operation. In this
particular program, the junction designated for power dissipation
was the collector-base junction and the reference point was the
transistor case. This can be stated mathematically as follows:
8J-C =
TJ - TC
P where TJ = Junction Temperature
TC = Case Temperature
P = Power Dissipation in
collector-base junction
eJ-C = Thermal Resistance
(i)
In equation (i), the case temperature TC and the power
dissipation P could readily be measured by direct methods; how-
ever, the junction temperature TJ would have to be measured in-
directly using a temperature-sensitive electrical parameter of
the transistor. We chose to use the temperature characteristic
of VBE, which is the forward drop of the emitter-base diode.
The test cycle, shown in Figure 2, consisted of applying constant
power P for an interval of time tI until the temperature difference
between case and junction was essentially constant. When the pow-
er was removed, a constant low forward bias current was automati-
cally established through the emitter-base diode. The VBE re-
covery was then sampled at two points; (I) immediately after pow-
er was removed, tl, and (2) after a two-second time interval, t2.
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The first sample of VBE represented the maximum junction tempera-
ture at the end of the power pulse. The second sample was a
measure of VBE with the case and junction assumed to be back to
the original equilibrium temperature.
This test method assumed three things: (I) that the
thermal capacitance of the case was much greater than that of
the emitter-base junction (essentially the die of semiconductor
material), thus, the heat stored in the die at the end of the
power pulse, when shared with the large thermal capacitance of
the case, resulted in a negligible change in case temperature,
(2) that the thermal time constant of the case-to-ambient was
much larger than the thermal time constant of the junction-to-
case and, therefore, the junction temperature reached case temp-
erature within the two-second interval between t I and t2, and
(3) that the volume of ambient air surrounding the unit under
test was sufficiently large to prevent any significant change in
the case-to-ambient value.
The junction-to-case thermal resistance, eJ-C, in °C/
watt, was calculated as follows:
8J-C Vl - V2 where
= K X P
VI = Value of VBE at TI, in
millivolts
V2 = Value of VBE at t2, in
millivolts
K = Temperature character-
istic of VBE in milli-
volts/°C for silicon de-
vices)
P = Power dissipation in watts
(2)
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VBE was measured with the same low forward bias current (refer-
red to as sense current) at both sample times, t I and t 2. Ex-
perimentationat Motorola has shown that the distribution of the
thermal characteristic of VBE (at I = 2.0mA, TA = 25°C - 300°C)
is very tight with maximum and minimum values remaining within
_3.5% of the mean value for a particular temperature. Thus,
once this mean value was determined for the Motorola 2N2222, it
was used as a constant in equation (2). Values of sense current
as low as 100_A were investigated, but at this current level,
the variation between devices was greater due to operating on
a non-linear region of the forward characteristic.
A block diagram of the basic test circuit employed is
shown in Figure 3. A grounded base configuration is used and
since VBE is the critical voltage to be measured, it permits
ground to be used as a convenient reference point for perform-
ing measurements. By use of logic circuitry, the value of VBE
at time tI (VI) is stored in capacitor CI and the value of VBE
at time t2 (V2) is stored at capacitor C2. These two values of
VBE are amplified by a difference operational amplifier to pro-
vide an accurate value of VI - V2 for equation (2). By addition-
al logic circuitry and use of decade levels of power dissipation,
the measurement system was easily modified to give direct eJ-C
readout in °C/watt on the digital voltmeter.
Careful study of the three assumptions made revealed
that the second and third assumptions were valid, but there was
a possibility that the first one was not valid. Measurements
were made of case temperature on a device during eJ-C measure-
ments on tester HO-01 at 250mW, 500mW, and 750mW (See Table 3.1).
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Case temperature rises of 2.0°C, 5.0°C, and 6.5°C respectively
were observed. The effect of this case temperature change on
eJ-C accuracy was evaluated by testing seven correlation sample
devices ten times each on tester HO-01 in the normal manner and
then repeating the measurements with the cases of the same test
devices immersed in circulating deionized water at room ambient
temperature (See Table 3.3). The results of this study showed
no significant difference between eJ-C values measured in free
air and in the water bath. Further study showed that for a TO-
18 case in free air, a 1-second 500mW power pulse would indeed
raise the case temperature approximately 5°C, but during the two
seconds following the power pulse, this 5°C change would only
decrease by 0.5°C. Since the two samples of VBE are taken dur-
ing the two seconds following removal of power, the 0.5°C decrease
in case temperature would have negligible effect.
Since these investigations did not give a definite
answer for the high 8J-C values and variations among power lev-
els, another Motorola thermal resistance tester (referred to
herein as the bench tester) was evaluated. The bench tester was
originally the main 8J-C tester used by Quality Control, but it
has been replaced by HO-01 because of its slow test rate. How-
ever, it has been kept in part-time use as a calibration stan-
dard for HO-01.
The bench tester employs a 90% duty cycle square wave
to apply power and sense conditions to the device under test.
Power is on for approximately 40 milliseconds and then removed
for 4 milliseconds while a 2mA sense current is used to measure
VBE. By using an oscilloscope as the readout device, the value
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I of VBE at 2mA sense current and power off condition is set to
zero on the scope by a nulling voltage potentiometer. When the
power switch is turned on, a phase control is used to adjust two
timing relays so that the VBE value can be vlewed almost immed-
iately after the 40 millisecond power on condition ends. Since
the average power dissipation is 90% of its steady state value
with this system, the device under test is immersed in circulat-
ing deionized water during 8J-C measurements. By operating the
device in free air, the same tester is used for 8J-A measure-
ments. Another set of SJ-C data was obtained on the 25 cor-
relation samples using the bench tester (See Table 3.1). For
power levels of 250mW, 500mW, and 750mW, the mean values of 8J-C
obtained were 93.6°C/W, 97.8°C/W, and I03.6°C/W respectively.
At 500mW, this represented a mean value of 17%='above the maximum
specification limit of 83.3°C/W. However,.the variation with
power levels was only about_5% (500mW nomlnal). To evaluate
the repeatability of the bench tester, a group of six devices
from the correlation samples were retested at.the same three
power levels (See Table 3.2). The repeatabillty was found to
be within +5% at all three power levels.
A study of the oscilloscope waveforms.obtained from
the bench tester indicated that the entire leadlng edge of the
exponentlal decay of VBE following removal of power was missing.
Circuit analysis revealed that a set of relay contacts on the
sensing relay were being used to connect the VBE output to the
oscilloscope terminals. The delay caused by thls relay was re-
sponsible for missing part of the exponential waveform.
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The contacts on the sensing relay connecting the scope
to the VBE viewing circuit were disconnected and the emitter vol-
tage brought out directly to a differential amplifier input to
the scope° The nulling voltage was brought out to the other side
of the differential amplifier to permit a zero voltage adjustment
prior to applying power. The circuit of the bench tester after
these modifications were completed is shown in Figure 4.
The six correlation samples previously tested on the
bench tester for repeatability were tested again at 500mW to ob-
serve the effect of removing the sensing relay contacts from the
circuit (See Table 3.2). The effect observed was an additional
5°9% increase in the mean value of 8J-C.
Since the change to the bench tester and the subsequent
modification of the sensing relay circuit resulted in SJ-C values
even higher than the maximum 2N2222 specification limit, it was
decided to use tester HO-01 for the initial eJ-C measurements on
the 355 contract test units (from lot 544). In setting tester
HO-01 back up for testing the test devices, it was observed that
the 2mA sense current continued to flow during the 1-second power
pulse in addition to the programmed 40mA even though the panel
indicator on the tester indicated that IC was only 40mA. This
meant that the data taken previously (Table 3.1) was in error be-
cause the power levels were actually 275mW, 525mW, and 770mW,
rather than the 250mW, 500mW, and 750mW desired. This error was
corrected and the correct power levels were used for the initial
thermal impedance data on the contract test devices (See Section
3°3)°
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Since there was considerable test data to support the re-
sults obtained on the bench tester, even though the mean values
were 23% above the specification limit, an additional test to
verify the data was performed. One unit from the original 25
correlation units and one unit from the contract test devices
were measured on the bench tester for 9J-C with the sensing re-
lay contacts disconnected and then with the contacts connected
(See Table 3.4). Instead of using the circulating deionized
water bath, however, the case of the device under test was mount-
ed on a thermoelectric cooler/heater with an adapter to fit the
TO-18 case. After the AVBE had been measured at 500mW, the pow-
er was removed and the case of the transistor raised in temper-
ature with the thermoelectric cooler/heater until precisely the
same AVBE was observed. For one device (S/N 115), the 500mW pro-
duced a AVBE of 102mW (sense relay in). With the previously
assumed VBE temperature coefficient ("K" factor) of -2.0mV/°C
for silicon devices, the 102mV change in VBE represented a 51 °
change in junction temperature (TJ). However, it required a
temperature difference of 55.5°C from the thermoelectric cooler
to achieve the 102mV change in TJ. Similar results were obtained
with the second unit (S/N 3). The lack of correlation between
these two methods indicated the possibility that the assumed "K"
factor was in error.
Accordingly, 25 devices from the contract test units
and five devices from the original correlation units were measured
for VBE temperature coefficient in circulating deionized water at
room ambient and at approximately 85°C (See Tables 3.5 and 3.6).
The mean "K" factor for the contract test units was calculated
to be ®I.84mW/°C while the five original correlation units averag-
ed -I.87mW/°C.
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To obtain additional verification of this new "K" fac-
tor value, twenty of the original correlation units were measured
on a "TACT" automatic parameter tester on VBE at 2mA in moving
air at room temperatures from 25.2°C through 200°C to simulate the
proposed JPL Accelerated Test Program (See Table 3.7). A linear
regression analysis was performed on this data and a slope of
-I.84mV/°C was computed with a correlation coefficient of 0.996,
which indicates a very good statistical fit to the observed data.
Since temperatures higher than 200°C would be encountered
on the accelerated program, VBE data was taken on six of the twenty
units previously tested up to 200°C on manual equipment with the
devices in moving air at temperatures of 200°C, 250°C, and 300°C
(See Table 3°8). This was to determine if any significant changes
in the "K" factor occurred at the higher temperatures. No sig-
nificant change in the slope was observed.
Using the value of "K" factor confirmed by four inde-
pendent tests (Tables 3.5, 3°6, and 3.8), the data in Table 3.4
indicated that the bench tester readings were indeed correct.
The 102mV AVBE for unit 115 converted to a eJ-C of II0.9°C/W.
The ATJ required was 55.4 ° which compared accurately with the
55.5°C actually measured. For unit 3, the 109mV converted to a
eJ-C of I18.5°C/W. The ATJ required was 59.2 ° compared to the
measured value of 58.7°C. The values of eJ-C with the sense re-
lay "in" were approximately 7 - 10% in error.
After the "K" factor experiments showed that the bench
tester was capable of measuring eJ-C with a high degree of ac-
curacy, an additional experiment was performed in an attempt to
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explain why tester HO-01 read so much lower than the bench tester.
The Motorola Applications Department measured the thermal response
characteristic for the 2N2222. This characteristic curve is shown
in Figure 5. This curve showed that the decay in VBE following
removal of power was at such a rate that a 1% error would be intro-
duced if 27.5_seconds elapsed before the VBE was measured (or ob-
served on scope). This error increased to 2% at ll0_seconds, to
5% at 710_seconds, and to i07o at 2.8 milliseconds.
It appeared that the most probable reason for HO-01 to
read much lower than the bench tester was a delay in sampling VBE
following the 1-second power pulse. Since relays were used to con-
trol the timing, it was possible that delays of i to 3 millisec-
onds might be experienced. However, since the time required to
change the relay circuitry and associated logic in tester HO-01
would have caused excessive delay in the program, alternate so-
lutions were investigated.
The 25 original correlation units were again tested on
the bench tester with the sensing relay contacts out and the new
"K" factor of -I.84mV/°C used in computing eJ-C. The units were
tested at the 500mW and 750mW power levels (See Table 3.9). Prior
to this set of measurements the test socket had a buildup of cor-
rosion due to being immersed repeatedly in the circulating water
bath. Erratic waveforms were observed on the scope during the nul-
ling step and this was traced to the contamination of the socket
contacts. The socket was thoroughly cleaned and the deionized
water replaced prior to making the measurements shown in Table 3.9.
The mean value of SJ-C at 500mW was calculated to be I16.8°C/W and
at 750mW, it was I15.3°C/W. This represented a difference of only
3-13
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1.25% between the two power levels and indicated that the original
theory that eJ_C was essentially independent of power level was
correct.
It was decided on the basis of the new and accurate re-
suits obtained on the bench tester that all 355 test units should
be remeasured initially for eJ-C at 500mW on the bench tester.
This was accomplished and the data is presented in Section 3.3.
The first 25 program test units (not including the unwelded de-
vices) were also tested at the 750mWlevel to permit an additional
check of the power level effect in thermal resistance. The mean
eJ-C value for the first 252 test devices measured at 500mWwas
I19.3°C/Wo The mean value of eJ-C for the first 25 units measur-
ed at 750mWwas I19.4°C/W. It was concluded from this experiment
that the thermal impedance is independent of power within the
range of power levels to be used in the Accelerated Test Program.
Since the bench tester required immersion of the test
device in circulating deionized water and was also very slow, it
would not be practical for large-scale testing such as that to be
required on the proposed JPL Accelerated Test Program and in in-
stances where devices could not be immersed (cap removed, etc.).
Therefore, additional tests were performed to see if correlation
could be achieved between tester HO-01 and the bench tester° The
25 original correlation devices were retested two times on HO-01
(See Table 3.9) with the scale factor changed. Comparing indi-
vidual devices, the largest difference between HO-01 and bench
readings was 5% for unit 23. The repeatability between the means
of the two measurements on HO-01 was +0.5%. For individual de-
vices, the largest difference was +2% for unit 12.
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Twelve of the first 25 test units (not including the
unwelded devices) were retested on HO-01 with the scale factor
adjusted (dial reading of 1.020) for correlation of eJ-C values
between the two testers. This data is presented in Table 3.11
and dated 12-4. Data was also taken on twenty of the same 25
test units with the original scale factor (dial reading of 1.500)
and with the changed scale factor evaluated (dial reading of
1.085) using the original correlation devices. This data is also
presented in Table 3.11 under the 12-4 date. Data on the same
25 test devices taken on the bench tester on 11-26 when all 355
test units were given their initial eJ-C measurements is also
shown in Table 3.11 to show the correlation achieved. The mean
SJ-C value of tester HO-01 readings with dial setting of 1.02
was calculated to be I18.67°C/W while the mean eJ-C value of the
bench tester measurements was I18.69°C/W. On individual devices,
the maximum difference between HO-01 and bench SJ-C values was
3.9% for unit 113. The mean of the differences between individ-
ual readings was 1.7%.
Since the correlation looked extremely good, the ma-
jority of the 355 devices were retested to obtain an accurate
initial eJ-C value from tester HO-01. Some devices had already
been started on other phases of the program and were not available
for this retesting.
During the period the scale factor evaluation tests
were being performed, the Motorola Applications Department measur-
ed eJ-C and eC-A on four of the original correlation units using
a cold water and hot water bath AVBE comparison technique simi-
lar to the one used by the Reliability Programs Department to ob-
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tain the data previously presented in Table 3.4. The data ob-
tained by the Applications Department is presented in Table 3.10
with the Reliability Programs Department values. The comparison
of readings showed that eJ-C values on two of the units differed
by only 2.5%, on one unit by 5.6%. The last device apparently
had been damaged, or an error made in measurement since the Appli-
cations Department reading was 18% less than the one made by the
Reliability Programs Department. For the other units, however,
the correlation with an independent tester was satisfactory.
Six of the twelve units used for correlating tester
HO-01 with the bench tester on 12-4 were retested on 12-17 and
12-18 to determine if the correlation had changed significantly.
The data is presented in Table 3.11. No statistically signifi-
cant change in correlation was observed.
One additional modification was made in the bench tester
during the balance of the program. It was observed while testing
eJ-A in free air that a small rise was occurring in both junction
temperature (TJ) and case temperature (TC) in the "power off" con-
dition. Investigation showed that although the emitter current
was reduced to 2mA (I sense) when the power switch was turned off,
the collector circuit was still connected and IC of 2mA was flow-
ing. With the 12.5 volt VCE supply, this produced an average col-
lector dissipation of 23mW (90% duty cycle) which was causing the
observed temperature rise. The circuit was modified by using an
additional set of contacts on the power on/off switch to interrupt
the collector current in the "power off" position. This change is
included in the circuit shown in Figure 4.
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3.2 Initial Group A Measurements
Prior to processing the test devices for this program
through the final welding operation, a 100% microscopic visual
inspection was performed. Those devices which had any signifi-
cant variation in the surface conditions of the aluminum metal-
lization different from standard product were rejected. This
was to insure a relatively homogeneous test lot for the thermal
resistance studies.
Prior to any thermal resistance measurements, all test
devices were measured on ten standard Group A d-c parameters.
This was to insure that only devices meeting the 2N2222 elect-
rical parameter specifications would be used in the program.
The parameters measured, measurement conditions, and specification
limits are shown in Table 3.12. This table is a copy of the actual
programming sheet that accompanied the devices to the Fairchild
"500" automatic tester on which the Group A measurements were
performed. All electrical parameter data was automatically
punched into IBM data cards by the Fairchild tester and proces-
sed for rejects on a GE-215 computer.
3.3 Initial SJ-C Measurements
The initial measurements of eJ-C at 500mW and 750mW
power levels on the 335 test devices were performed on Motorola
Quality Control tester HO-01 during the period of 11-5-65 through
11-16-65.
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Following a thorough investigation of 0J-C accuracy
and correlation, it was decided by Motorola that the initial
0J-C data should also be taken on the Quality Control bench test-
l er at the 500mW level. These measurements were performed on
11-26-65. The first 67 devices could not be tested on the bench
l tester as they were unwelded (no cap) devices. Also, some of theremaining 288 devices had already started other testing and were
not available for this measurement.
The eJ-C measurements data for both the HO-01 readout
and the bench readout are presented in Tables 3.13 and 3.14.
The details of the initial correlation investigations
are contained in Section 3.1 of this report.
3.4 Modifications in Measurement Techniques
This section summarizes the baslc modification in
equipment and/or techniques that were made on the two thermal
resistance testers used on the program. The details are dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.
For Quality Control tester HO-01, the following modi-
fications in equipment and/or measurement techniques were com-
pleted:
i. Corrected operating power level to allow for ad-
ditional 2.0mA of sense current flowing in collector
circuit but not indicated on tester.
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2. Set 12.5 volts VCE with calibrated oscilloscope
between collector and emitter rather than depend on
accurately setting up an 11.8 volt VCB on a 50 volt
full-scale 3% panel meter and assuming a VBE value
of 0.7 volts.
3. Used sense current level of 2.0mA rather than
IO0_A to operate on a linear portion of the base-emit-
ter diode forward characteristic curve.
4. Corrected scale factor by changing dial value
from 1.50 to 1.02. This change included correction
for the change in "K" factor (from 2.0 to 1.84) and
for the apparent time delay in the sampling of VBE
at the end of the 1-second power pulse.
For the Quality Control bench tester, the following
modifications in equipment and/or measurement techniques were
completed:
Io Removed sensing relay contacts from scope circuit
monitoring VBE and viewed VBE directly on scope through
differential amplifier. This permitted observation of
the full exponential decay waveform of VBE immediately
following the removal of power.
2. After completion of Item i, the phase control was
adjusted in such a manner as to observe VBE within
l_second after the power was removed.
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3. Changed "K" factor used in calculating eJ-C from
-2.00mV/°C to -I.84mV/°C.
4. Reduced socket contamination and corrosion by
cleaning socket and changing deionized water fre-
quently.
5. Twisted leads to measurement socket to eliminate
tendency of circuit to have random oscillations.
6. Modified power on/off switch to reduce actual
"power off" condition from 23mW to approximately 1.4mW.
3.5 Corrected Initial eJ-C Data
After completion of the initial correlation studies
described in Section 3.1 of this report, good correlation was
obtained between Quality Control tester HO-01 and the Quality
Control bench tester.
Since some tests on this program could not be per-
formed on HO-01 because of the water immersion requirement (the
unwelded units), and because the repeatability experiment would
involve I000 individual measurements which would be similar to
the requirements of the proposed JPL Accelerated Test Program,
it was decided to retest the majority of the 355 test devices on
tester HO-01 at 500mW power level with the scale correction.
Some devices were already in testing and not available for this
measurement. These measurements were performed during the period
of 12-4-65 through 12=6-65.
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The eJ-C measurements data for the retest on HO-01
are presented in Tables 3.15 and 3.16.
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I@ MOTOROLA INO.S e m i c _r_tm= t_#,
THERMAL RESISTAI_E DATA
TABLE 3.1
pAc_I._L_.. or 1
il
Orvlc( T_( 2[_2222
SPEC. R(V. NO. PRO3. 1150 (JPL)
LOT .u.m_. 531 (SL5.-05) :..
GROUPREY 098 susG_xjpCorrelation Unit
First OJ-C* data taken on H0-01
DIAL: 750 150
and Bench Tester wlth 25 correlation sampies.
225 "K" factor=--2o0V/aC (estimated)
IC : 20mA
VCR = 12_5V
8J-C
S/_ at
250mw
UNIT °c/mw
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
1
2
nTC
at
250_
I
.0 c
40mA
12.5V
BJ-C
at
500row
°c/._
.164 _0930
.159 .0842
5 .I28
4 .129
5
•0870
.0850
at
500mwl
e c
80mA
9.58V
OJ-C
at
750nw
nTC
at
750mw
e c
20mA 40mA 80mA
12,5y 12,5V 9,38V
8J-C OJ-C OJ-C
at at at
250mw 500.ya 750mw
°c/row °c/row
|
.0867 ......
.0804
.0809
.090
.094
.080.0758
.095
.096
.088
°c/row
.102
.102
.094
.150 .0945 .0875 .I04 .I04 .108
6 •171 .0956 .0885 .I00 .103 .107
7 .115 .0839 .0803 .092 .093 .I00
8 .132 .0847 .094 .097 .106.0901
.0847
.I000
.0923
.0899
.0870
.0836
.08139
I0
11
12
13
14
15
.138
.208
.0944
•0850
.0845
.091
,I04
.096
•098-
.096
•137
.158
.154
.167
.136
.!46
.199
.162
.132
.148
.107
.100
.098
.0787 .086 .091
.0765 .087 .090
.092
.093
.0851 .079816
.081517
18
19
.0876 .092
.096
.097
.097
.0898
.0953
.102
20
21
22
.I13
.I06
,I05
.097
.097
.I02
.102
.105
.I030 .0957 .I07 .112 .118
.0923 .0869 .096 .101 .107
.0863 .0778 .090 .094
.089.084
23 ........... .091 .097
24 ......... .104 .110
25 .180 +2.0 ° .0810 +5.0 ° .0760 +6.5" .088 .098
DATE 10-28 11-1 q 10-28 11-19 10-28 11-19 I I-2 11-2
STATION ]I0-01 H0-01 IIO-Ol H0-01 l[O-Ol 110-01 Bench Bench
i NSP. Page _
STAMP 3-Z5
.097
.094
.100
.I17
.102
1112
Bench
REMARKS * OJ-K_ data taken with sense current of 2.0mA
on both HO-Ol and Bench tester.
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*|O?0 ,_
N AME
TITLE _'
OATE ,,
_ MOTOROLA INO.
$emlc_uctog-
IIq, olk#oee ll:Nudm0m_
Retest of selected units
K Factor = -2.( es
IC : 20mA 40mA
v_. 12.5V 12,5V
eJ-C I GJ-C
fat
250_m_ , I 500_
I
UNIT °C/'a'W I °C/roW
MINIMUM !
MAXIMUMi I
i !
2 .0_9
.095
.098 I .102
i
I0 .I05 I .I07
11 II
12 !
i 13 .
4 .086 .087
15
16
17
18
r 19 . _o
I ! 20 .096 .0_
21 /
' 22
23
4
i 25 .092 .096
OA_ iz-4 [ /ll-_
I STATION Bench " Bench
I NSP.
THERb_kL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.2
PAE 1 or 1
m _1 ii
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
S_EC. REV. NO. PROJ, 1130 (JPL)
LOT St_SER 531 (SL5-05)
GsotPRgY 098 susG_otmCorre; ation Unil
on Bench for Repeatability check and evaluation of Ist clrqult ci
Effect on 500 mw OJ-C of disconnectin_
sensing relay. 40mA
0mv/°c (estimate)
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPOe|011
80mA
9.38V
8J-C
at
750row
°C/row
12.5V
OJ--C
at
500row
°C/_,_
i
.097 .102
.I05 .I08
.110 .I14
.093 .094"
.I03 .I05
.09R
i
11-4
Bench
.103
11-10
Bench
NAME
TI TLE ,,,
DATE ....
I@
i
I
J
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
MOTOROLA INO.
S _ m i c or_le_Nc _,m.
Jme._e_eo Detelmlo_
PAGE--I OF 1
TR ERI_L RES ISTANC E DATA
DEVICETYPE 2N2222
TABLE 3.3 SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1150 (JPI_
tOT NUMSER 531 (SL3-05) _!
GROUPREY 098 SUSG_oupCorrel_tlon l.ln.l' t
Test to Determine if rise in TC on HO-OI was causin_ significant eFror in 8J-C.*
Unit #2 Unit #4 Unit #5 Unit #6 Unit #7
OJ-C at 500row OJ-C at 500row _J-C at 500row 8J-C at 500row 8J-C at 500row
Water
Bath
_t 24°c
°c/row
Still
Air at
26 °c.
°c/row
Water
Bath
at 24°C
°C/row
Air at
26 °C
'C/raw
.0857
Water
Bath
at 24°C
eC/_W
Still
Air at
26 °C
°C/InW
Water Still
Bath Air at
at 24°G 26°G
°c/m_ "c/_
Water
Bath
at 24"C
"C/B_W
.0762 .0722 .0731 .0854 .0778 .0782 .0731 .0748
.0753 .0698 .0702 .0811 .0840 .0741 .0719 .0745 .0721
.0744 .0708
.0676
.0673
.0687
.0711
.0705
.0728
.0819
.0847
.0858
.0809
.0696 .0822
.0873
.0854
.0810
.0719
.0746
.0743
.0775
.0750
.0721
.0762
.0738
.0821
.0713
.0708
.0744
.0742
.0758
.0702
.0661
.0723
.0719
.0717
.0730 .0712 .0715 .0811 .0796 .0743 .0729 .0734 .0715
.0739 .0711 .0682 .0819 .0792 .0752 .0733 .0736 .0734
.0680 .0822
.0824
.0705
.0752
.0719 .0815
.0826
.0696 .0747
.0715.0708
.0740
.0739.0729 .0694
.0708
.0723
St il 1
R/O Air at
26 °C
UNIT °C/row
MINIMUM
WAXIMUM
Ist .0763
2nd .0774
3rd .0750
4th .0769
5th .0740
6th .0779
7th .0745
8th .0744
9th t0753
]0th _0747
11-29 11-29 11-29
H0-01 H0-01 H0-01
II-29 II-29
l{O-O I II0-01
11-29 11-29
HO-OI HO-OI
i
11-29 11-29
HO-01 H0-OI
ii
DATE 1!- 29
STATION H0-01
t NSP.
,,T
REMARKS (*) Before any changes in measurement method. NAME
TITLE ,
8&l"Ir
MOTOROLA INO.
Semlcl_duct@#-
i
DEVICE T'VPE 2N2222 ;"
THE,PdvL_ILRESISTANCE DATA SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3.' 1150 (JPL]:.
TABLE 3.4 LOT NUMBER 531 & 544 (_L3-_.9)
GROUPREY 098 SUSG_oupCorrel_tion Unit_
Me as ure me nt
"K" Factor=-2.0mv/°c (estimate) TC (Hot & Cold) controlled by
IC=40mA Sense Relay
VCE=I 2 o5V "out"
of 8J-C with transistor case inserted in thermoelectric (T/E) cooler,
eJ-c
at
500row
UNiT
MINIMUM
T/E cooler to obtain VBE of
102mv & 109my.
TC
Cold
VBE
Cold
TC
Hot
_VB E
at
, 500_
._, °c/w °C ' Volts °C
MAX i MUM
102
109
II-12
Bench
22.4
23 .I
102115
I
3 109
.699
.685
I
I i i
DATE 11-12
STAT t ON Bench
I NSP.
SThMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO. $P0-|071
77.9
81.8
11-1
_nch
VBE
Hot
Volts
.597
.576
"l1-1_
Bench
NAME
TI TLE
OATE ,
Sense Retry
"Cn"
_VBE OJ-C
at at
500mw Sao_
=" lw
94,4 94,4
98T8 98,8
11 .I 9 11 _I 9
Bench non,,h
I
i
I
MOTOROLA I1_0.
S_mi_om_l_@_
,_A_ -..-_ O_ l
THERMAL RES ISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.5
OEVlC( T'_E 2_12222
SPEC. REV. No. PROJF_ 1130 (.TPL')
LOT NUMBER 541 (SL3-05)
i
GROuPREY 098 su_ZOl (Water-Bath
Data for verification of VBE temperature coefficient - Water Bath Method.
VBE measured at IE = 2.0mA, IC = 0
r_v£ce immersed in c£rculating de-ionlzed water.
s_
UNI T
TW
Cold
Water
°C
MINIMUM
_AXIMUM
I01 24.75
VBE
Cold
Volts
TW
Hot
Water
oC
VBE
ttot
Volts
.698 85.15 .584
102 24.22 .681 84.91 .569
103 24.75 .690 86.65 .576
104 25.00 .699 86.65 .584
105 25.00 ,700 86.68 .588
106 25.25 .694 85.78 .580
107 25.25 .691 84.91 .580
108 25.25 .690 84.91 .580
25.25 85.13.699109 .586
110 .............
Ill 25.25 .691 84.69 .582
112 25.25 .692 84.69 .581
115
114
.698
.692
.694
.699
115
116
117
25.25 84.69
84.69
84.69
84.47
25.25
25.25
25.25
.-,_ u
.583
.583
.589
25.25 .698 84.47 .588
118 .691 84.47 .583
.691
,699
.690
84.02
83,81
83.59
119
120
121
.582
,590
.581
122 .691 83.59 .583
123 .694 83.37 .588
124 .696 85.57 .588
• 25.25
25.25
25,25
25.25
25.25
25.25
25.25
25.25
11-22
Bench
.692
11-22
Bench
125
DATE
STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO. |PO-|O7!
82.93
II-22
Bench
.587
11-22
i
Bench
NAME
TITLE
DATE
q
t
. i
i
I
i
v
MOTOROLA INO.
_e DII#ilI_ew THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
PAGE_ oF 1
DEVtCE T_E 2]N2222
TABLE 3.6 SPEC. REV. NO. PRO.T= 1130 ('.TPL _)
LOT NUMBER 531 (513-05)
GROUPREY 098 SUBGROUPZ01 _ater-Batb
%
Data for verification of VBE temperature coefficient - water bath method.
VBE measured at I_2.0mA, IC=0
Device immersed in circulating de-lonized water.
s/_
VBE
Cold
UN I T Volts
M I N I MUM
MAX I MUM
2
4
5
TW
Cold
;_ater
i
°C
23.78
25.78
25.78
23.78
23.78
TW
Hot
Water
°C
VBE
Hot
Volts
.681 86.22 .563
.691 85.55 .579
.683 84.91 .570
6 .687 84.91 .573
7 .688 84.47 .970
i i I i i i i i i ,
DATE 1],-25 11-25 11-25 11-23
STATION Bench '1 Bench Bench Bench
INSP. ' " p_=o
ST_P __o_8
I
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPDe|OTR
................................ L .............
NAME
TITLE
DATE .....
io._ur,r_
I,_-I
iLU
_F--.
i
J
c
c
U
I
t_
I--
Z
2_
i
!i!!!!
m ,ri _ ot o, _r
c ¢:_ ¢::1 _ i ¢:_ ¢:
If" I1_ uN _"_ tl_ II_ I.¢
¢::: ¢:_ ¢::_ ¢:_ ¢:] ¢:_ ¢:
('2_ c2 ¢:_1 c_ c
I I : I I
c_ c_ ¢_I c_ c _ c
I I II I I I
I
I I I
-_ i,,,.? _,1 ,_.._ _ ,_-i- 1_
_ CCI _
_I__
i.
m
4-}
!
I-
(2hi
4-_
11.4
0
0
_I) i
N1
t_
i
I I
I
I
m
O
r_
0 1
II
..-t
0
I
lid
0
me i
]
@
ell
P3
.r4
I_.
III
0 ¸ © kj
MOTOROLA INO.
Semico_duc(kN,
_le IBC,vao/on
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.8
PAGE 1 OF I " ,
DEVICETYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ, 1130 {JPI,)
LOT NUMBER531 (SL3-4353
GRouPREY 098 SUBGROupZOI (200-300*03
Data for calculating VBE temperature coefficient ("K" Factor) in range up to 300"C.
!
VBE measured at IE = 2•OmA, IC = 0
S/N
UNIT
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
12
14
16
17
23
DATE
STAT I ON
I NSP.
_STAMP..
_qBE*
at
25 °C ,
Volts
.6874
•6791
.6886
•6861
.6837
.6972
11-24
T ACT
VBE*
at
200o0
I
Volts
.3578
.3559
•3680
.3583
.3588
.3793
VBE
at
2700
Volts
•682
.675
.684
.682
•680
•693
VBE
at
200°C
Volts
•352
•348
.360
.353
.353
.372
11-24
TACT
I
11-30
Bench
Page
3-30
11-50
Bench
VBE
at
250 °C
Volts
J
.262
•261
.270
•263
.267
.282
11-30
Bench
RI_ARKS* Reference tot relat:ing 200 - 300"C data to previous NAME
readings taken between 25"C and 200°0 on 11-24-65. TITLE
MOTOROLA FOAM NO, SPO-IOTf DATE , ,
I I
i
i ii
VBE
at
300°0
_olts
u
.171
.172
.178
.174
.177
.190
i
1 1-30
Bench
I
r
i
T
MOTOROLA INO.
Seml¢on(hactol-
PeOe*NHPO DhFI o dUlnwt
PAGE I OF J"
Y}{ERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.9
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO., PROJ, 1130 (JPL_
LOT NL_4BER 531 (SLY-05) _;
"t.-)
'Bench Tests with sensing relay omitted &"K"
"'_'" Factor=-l.84mv/°e(measured & verified)
IC : 40=A
VC_. 12 ._V
Z_VBE
S/lq at
500row
UNI T mv
MI N I MUM!
MAX I £tUM
2 108
4 98
5 112
6 106
7 104
8, 108
9 113
I0 117
II III
12 111
13 102
14 99
15 ---
16 107
17 109
18 108
19 122
20 109"
21 I01
22 97
25 I01
24 ---
25 ---
i i
DATE II-24
STATION. Bent h
INSP.
STAMP
I
OJ-C
at
500mwl
_.%VBE
at
750mw
GRoueREY 098 suscmoupCorrelatlon Dn£!
Factor modified-}]O-Ol ITest with scale change.
DIAL:
IC :
VGE :
1.085 1.085
42mA 42mA
II.9V ll_gv
OJ-C 8J-C
at at
500row _OOmw
9,38V
O3-(3
at
750mw
°clw _v °c/w °c/w °clw
160118 104116 105
107 145 105 96 97
122 168
115
113
118
158
156
162
167
173
165
I
161
150
142
153
123-
127
122
115
113
117
121
125
120
117
i U7
I03 .
III
121
121
III
114
106
]02
104
115
117
112
107
I 1
98
102
108
116
119 164 119 105
118 163 118 III
133 186 135 122
114
105
103
106
114
118
II0
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO. |PD*IO?I
IIi
102
98
I03
107
112
123
119 ]63 118 108 109
II0 150 109 99 I00
106 144 104 97 99
II0 150 109 104 106
Bench
mmi
124
,n, i i
It0-01
NAME
TITLE,
DATE ,,
I
BenchBench
iii,,
m m
12-4
_o-oI
w
T
MOTOROLA INO.
Semi_o_lucfor
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.10
P AGE-- OF
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL_
LOT _BER 531 (SL3--05)
GROUP REY 098 SUBGROUPCorre:
of H0-01 Bench & Motorola Applications Dept. equlpment_ CCorrelation Data -comparison ig
S/N
UNI T
MINIMUM!
RPD TEST DATA
eJ-C
on
H0-0 I*
°c/w
Applications Department Test Data
(Basically a Water - Bath Method)
8J-C
°c/w
8J-A
°c_
83.-C
on
BenGh**
°c/w
107
115
I13
_18
8C-A
°c/w
MAXIMUM
4 77 I13 319 206
30082 112 188
7 79 93 306 213
5 248 ¢4 115 210
i i
DATE 11-24 11-24 12-3 12-5 I12-3
STATI ON H0-01 Bench AppI. Appl. Appl.
I N SP. Page
STAMP .,3-32 ,,
* Before any changes in measurement method. NAME
REMARKS ** With sensing relay disconnected and -l.84mv/°c TITLE ,
"K_' factor. OATS:MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPDo|O?I
• n
i i i
w
F
T
MOTOROLA INO.
Sem__t[_e
_eNm
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.11
PAGE --1 OF •
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222 _:. ,
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ, 1130 _JP_ _ .
LOT NUMBER 544 (._L_-05) !
GROUP REY 098 SUBGRoupOorrel_tion t_nlt
Adjustment. of H0-01 Scale Factor for Correlation with Bench Tester. :'i
DIAL: --- 1.500 I .085 I .020 1.020 ,1.02()
IC : 40mA 42mA 42mA 42mA 62mA
VCE : 12.5V II.gV ll.gV ll.9V II.9V
S/N
UNI T
MINIMUM
OJ-C*
at
500row
103
°c/w
eq-c
at
5oomw
°c/w
eJ-C
at
500row
°e/w
120
OJ-C
at
500mw
°c/w
eJ-O
at
5oomw
°c/w
MAXIMUM
101 115 ...............
]02 ..................
I
77
83
83
104 118 109
113
117
124
124
117
116
] 20
123
105
106
107
120
"I_.9V
;;at
500mw
;c/w
! ,:
i
_mm
122
120 81 III 120 ......
108 113 79 106 114 ......
109 109 --- 109 107 I08
110 ...............
III 126 86 119 129 127 126
112 I13 77 105 115 ' - .....
I15 129 87 "'_ _=A 190 127£ iV _J .....
114 116 78 llO .........
ll5 113 74 104 .........
116 113 72 103 109 108 I07
117 117 78 109 .........
118 124 81 113 .........
119 116 75 106 .........
120 131 87 121 .........
121 117 77 107 .........
122 118 78 109 118 115 114
123 128 83 114 .........
108 71 I01 .........
108 ......121
11-26
124
125
DATE
Bench
79
12-4 12-4 12-4 12-17
ltO-O1 }I0-01 }t0.-411STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
H0-01
REMARKS (*) Sens£ng relay om£tted & "K" factor=-l.84mv/°c. NAME
TITLE
MOTOROLA FORM NO, IPO*lO/I DATE
............... I .
12-18
HO-O I
ii
v
o! t
I
o
Page 3-34
I =' I ,,,,i
i.i
l--
r_
l--
cO
LO O_
,_ _-o
Z
oj
n-
o
(hE
hl
n-
i.i
,.i a
F-- _:C
C_J
0 n"
ill
;,.L,+
"o
0
0
IN
I,"4
,-3
t'-'
Pa_e 3-35
ii
MOTOROLA INO. PAGE ]. OF 3
Semlconducb:_. _
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA O£VlCE mE 2N2222
SPEC. REV, NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL)
TABLE 3.13 LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544 (S_-05)
Hi
Initial readout of 8J-G on Q.C. tester R0-01* for un_elded devices.
DIAL: 1.5
IC : 42mA
VC_ ; ll,9V
g/_ eJ-c
at
500_
UNIT ¢'C/W
MINIMUM
MAX IMUM
1 .0704
2 .0732
3 .0746
4 .0728
5 ,0676
6 .1248
7 .0740
8 ,0778
9 .0710
I0 .0735
II .0740
12 .0737
13 .0693
14 .0738
15 .0720
16 .0818
17 .0757
18 .0730
19 .0715
20 .0701
21 ....
22 .0720
23 .0763
24 ,0790
25 .072R
ii
DATE 11-5
No initial readout was performed on Bench tester since the
unwelded (NO CAP) units could not be immersed in water.
I I
i Ji
1 :
1
STATION H0-01
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS * 2mA sense current used.
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO,,IOll)
Page
3- 6
NAME
TITLE
DATE
_ MOI"OROLA INO.
Semil_oncl_ttor
lm_lldll_llt E_IFilI_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.15 (Cont'd)
UNI T
I,
MAX I I_JM
26 _
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
57
38
39
z,o
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
DATE
STATION
I NSP •
STAMP
REMARK S
.0736
.0750
.0716
.0751
.0705
.0744
.0743
.0750
.0698
.0721
.0723
.0860
.0756
.0740
.0702
.0730
.0718
a
.0781
.0895
.0744
.0725
.0626
11-5
H0-01
|
MOTOROLA FORM NO, $P0,,10711
................................... L
eAOE2--.._.._ OF 3 .....
i
N AM[
TI TL[ ,,
OAT[
L
P
i , i
i I
DEVtCE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1150 (JPL) ....;
LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544 (SL5-05)
GroUPR EY 098 _SGROUP Init¢_l 83-C
MOTOROLA INO.
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.13 (Cont'd)
eAGE.--.t.--- OF ,3
DEVICE 'TYPE 2N2222 :"
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (.TPT_
LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544(S13..05)
GROUPREY 098 SUBGROUPIn£t£a_: 8J-C
UN I,T
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63"
64
65
66
t
j
67
.0742
.0758
.0715
.0720
.0715
.0717
,0841
.0692
.0678
.0691
.0690
.0784
.0746
.0768
.0810
.0768
.0817
11-5
110-01
DATE
STAT 10N
NAME
TITLE ,,,
DATE ,
i ,
ii
I NSP.
ST,AMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*10"/I)
MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconducfo#,
THERMAL RESISTA_K:E DATA
TABLE 3.14
PAGE1---1------ OF 12
DEVaCE TYPE 2N2222
S'EC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1150 (JPL)
LOT _ER 544 (_I.3"05)
Initial R/O - Q.C. Tester H0-01*
DIAL: I .5 2.25
IC : 42mA 82mA
VCE : 11.9v 9.15V
S/N
UNIT
MINIMU_
MAXIMUM!
8J-C
at
500row
°C/row
OJ-C
at
750row
°C/row
GROUP REY098 SUBGm)UP Initial BJ-O
Initial R/O - RPD Bench Tester **
"K" Factor : -I.84 mv/vC.
40 BA 8 2mA
12.5V 9.15V
OJ-C
at
500t_
"C/raw
ZIVBB
at
500row
mv
I
8J-C
at
750row
°C/_w
I01 .0818 .0759 .115 106 .117
102 .0876 .0804 ..............
103 .0797 .0749 .120 .117 162
.0803 .0746
.0833
.0806
.0832
.0786
.0758
.0697
.0742
104
105 .0871
106 .0875
107
.0735
.0894
.118
.124
.124
.0781
.120
.I13
.109
.126
.I13
108
109
.0813
110
109
114
114
110
104
I00
II0
.117
.C781
.125
.124
/
_VBE
at
79o 
4
my
)
t
161
162
172
171
168
160
152
III .0887 .0857 116 175
112 .0590 .0751 .I15 104 161
115 .0922 .0863 .129 I19 180
114 .0832 .0751 .116 107 162
115 104
.0937
159
158116 .0765 .0716 .I13 104
117 .0825 .0789 .I17 108 1_5
118 .0860 .0795 .124 114 172
119 .0804 .0724 .116 107 160
120 17812o
.0809121
.0856
.0754
.131
122
125
DATE
STATI ON
I NSP.
STAMP
.0768
.I17 108
109
.I18.0824
123 .087] .0807 .128 118
12A .0745 .0681 .lOB 099
.121.0821
II-15
.122
.116
.II0
.125
.I17
.130
.117
.115
.114
.118
.125
.116
.129
.119
.120
.130
.109
.121
H0-01
.0772
II-16
II0-01
111
11-26
Bench
i
REMARKS *2mA Sense Current used for both BO-O1 and Bench
**"K" FeetoC o_ -1,84mv/'C "used
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPD*|O'/O
164
165
180
150
167
11-26
NAME
TITLE,
OATE ,,,
I
Bench
iii ii i
MOTOROLA INO.
S e m i_ oew_Jc for
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Cont"d)
PAGEL OF 12
DEVICE "I'VE 2N2222
sprc. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL3-05) -%
GROUpREY098 SUBGROUP Init_al OJ-C
UNIT
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
126 .0798 .0749 .113 104
1 27 .0789 •0741 .117 108
128 1.31 1.26 .174 160
129 .0836 .0774 .121 III
150 .0807 .0742 •116 107
151 .0807 .0746 .116 107
132 .0958 .0883 .135 124
133 •0825 .0786 .113 104
134 .0834 .0766 .II0 I01
135 .0815 .0747 .121 III
136 .0862 •0804 .124 114
109137
138
139
140
141
142
.0799
.0819
.0812
•0754
.0798
.0905
143 1.01
144 .0820
145
.0742
•0775
.0761
.0719
•0749
.0829
.0955
.0765
.0781
.I18
.120
.116
.II0
.I13
.120
•137
.121
ll0
107
I01
104
II0
126
111
.0859 .120 II0
146 .0795 .0733 •113 104
147 .0785 .0753 •III 102
148 .0859 .0808 .128 118
149 2.63
150 .0822
i
DATE 11-15
STATI ON II0-Ol
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROI.& FORM NO, llPOelO?ll
•3 21 2952.49
.0775 .124 114
1I-I 6 II 126
H0-01 Bench
N AME
TITLE
DATE .......
i
ii i
MOTOROLA INO.
SemJcoe_luct_.
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Cont'd)
eA_ _______ OF !2
DEVICETYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (3L3-05) "
GROUP P,_Y098 SUBGROUPInitial e3.-c
UNI T
M I N I MUM
i
MAXIMUM
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
.08]7
.0810
.0787
.0792
.0781
.0792
.0780
I0.6
.0861
.0838
.0813
.0836
.0906
.0732
.0765
.0766
.0738
.0819
.0724
.0719
.0760
.0708
I0.6
.0796
.0763
.0769
.0761
.0825
.0660
.I16
.117
.I13
.I 20
.I14
.120
.I14
.'.124
.122
.121
.122
.125
.I09
107
108
104
110
I05
II0
105
114
112
III
112
I15
I00
165 .0845 .0764 .125 I19
166 .0826 .0745 .122 112
167 .0732 .120 110
.0849 .0780168
169 .0794.0856
.0867
.121
.123
.126
.I14
.128
.I16
.I13
.120
170 .0868 .0818
171 .0789 .0729
172 .0788
.0824
.0819
.0814
13-1_
ltO-O1
.0762175
174
175
DATE
STAT I ON I
I NSP.
.0725
.0764
11-16
H0-01
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPD*,|OTI)
111
113
116
105
I18
107
104
II0
I i
II-26
Bench
NAME
TITLE ,, ,
DATE .........
MOTOROLA INO.
S e m ic o m_l uc thm,e,
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Gont'd)
DEVI CE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT _R
GROUPR_098
PAGE_ OF
2N2222
PROJ. 1130 (J_PL)
544 (SL3-05)
SUBGROUPInitf_ 83-.C
UNIT
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
176
177
.0857
.0852
.0801
.0778
.124
•125
114
115
178 .0868 .0851 .124 114
179 .0869 .0787 .126 116
180 .0788 .0749 .113 104
181 .0799 .0755 .115 106
182 .0859
.0771
.0836
183 !
184
185 .0781
136 .0752
.0860
.0789
.0839
187
188
.0801
.0753
.0759
.0724
.0719
.0777
.0724
.0780
.0752
.0778
189
190
191
.122
.I13
.120
112
104
110
.I14 105
.I14 105
.124 114
.113
.0775
.0817
.127
.117
.122
104
117
108
112
192 .0789 .0735 .I13 104
193 .0827 .0747 .124 114
194 .0849 .0791 .124 114
195 .0860 .0802 .122 112
196 .0799 .0751 .115 106
197 .0799 .0748 .117 108
H ,.
198 .0793 .0755 .121 III
199 .0824 .0785 .127 117
200
DATE
ltO-O 1STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
.0777
11-15
HO-O1
REMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPD-IO?I
.I13 104
11-26
Bench
NAME
TITLE ....
DATE
I
I ii iii
I
.!
/
i
T
MOTOROLA INO.
Semlcondu_Cor
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Cont'd)
PAGE: 5- OF _ _ 2
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
S'E¢. REV. ,O. eRe J, 113n (_JP_
LOT NUMBER 546, (SLY--05) _;':
G_oupRE_98 SUBCaOUP Init_)l eJ.-G
_ _'"
UNI T
MINIMUM
i
MAX I MUM
201
2O2
2O3
206,
205
.0792
.0859
.0768
.0836
.0820
.123
.0903
.125
.I12
.122
.120
113
115
103
112
110
111206 .0868 .121
207 .0828 .I18 109
208 1,07 .154 142
209 .0802 .123 113
2]0 .0810 .]15 106
2!I .130 120
.0744
.0777
.0713
.0783
.0766
.0794
.0747
1.00
.0737
.0709
.0849
.0727
.0819
.0759
.0753
.0637
.0820
.0701
.0753
.0719
.0842
.0762
.0788
.124
732e-
.i16
.115
212 .0793
213 .0879
216, .0816,
215 .0792
.0826
114
121
107
106
96216 .0673 .I04
217 .0893 .123 113
218 .0746, .114 105
112
.122
.I16
.127
.I18
.121
219
220
221
222
,0808
.0906
.0818
223 .0837
107
117
109
111
224 .0821 .0761 .I18 109
i¸
7
,?
225 .0765 .0710
i i i
DATE 11-15 1]--16
STATI ON H0-01 II0-01 '
I NSP. '
STAMP ,,,
_t_A_ S
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPD*10711
.I07 98
l i
11-26
_Bench
NAHE
TITLE
DATE
i i
I
i
l
Ill I INI
I
I
[
T
MOTOROLA INO.
Semicor_lsw=tof
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Conttd)
6 12
PAGE_ OF ,
DEVlCE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3. 1150 (3PL)
LOT _R 544 (SL3-05)
GSOtP REY098 SUSGROUP Initial OJ-4
UNIT
VlAX I MUt,/
226
227
.0815
.0832
.0752
.0798
.I17
.123
108
113
?
228 .0736 •109 100
229 .0806 .117 108
230 .0657 .099 91
231 .0774 .III 102
232 .0948 .156 125
233 .0857 .117 108
234 .0838 .III 102
235 .0875 .123 113
236
.I]5.0825 IC6
.0695
.0744
.0603
.0704
.0898
.0790
.0756
.0798
•0769
.0741
.0741
.0769
.0720
.0783
.0803
.0807
.0745
.0775
.0752
.0754
237 .0791 .I13 104
238 .0804 .I14 105
239 .0808 .122 112
2&0 .0819 .II0 I01
241 .0821 .124 114
242 .0870 .122 112
245
.121
.114
.124
.0881
244 .0790
245 .0824
246 .0826
111
105
114
.I15 106
247 .0815 .I16 107
248 .0784 .0722 .114 105
249 .0850 .0781 .]21 111
250 .0785 .0751 .]18 109
DArE 11-15 11-16 11-26
STATIONIIO-OI HO-OI Bench
I NSP.
ST_MP
REMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO•|071
Page.
NAME
TITLE ,, , ,
DATE ....
T
MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconduc,_r
Ime.eo_go D#_e#o_
TIIERHAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Gont'd)
eA_ 7.--Z._ OF, 12
DEviCE TYPE 2N2222
mEC..EV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JP_ i
LOT NUMBER '"504 (SI_-05) :_ ,
GROUP REY098 siscA_t_ Initial ;SJ-.C
UNIT
MINIMUM
±
_IAX IMUM
253
254
.0791 .120 II0
.0746 .117 108
271
.0694
.0872
i
.0832
.0816
.0754
.0921
.0783
.0861
.0784
.0821
.0836
.0842
.0774
.0857
.0824
.0803
.0769
.0831
.0821
.0801
.0790
Q
.0855
1.18
.0772
.0825
.0817
.0824
i
11-15
.I09
.135
I00
124
1 .I0
255 .0737 .I15 106
256 .0805 .121 III
257 .0732 .112 105
258 .0775 .125 113
259 .0781 .118 109
260 .0822 .125 113
261 .0716 .112 103
262 .0779 .123 113
265 .0752 .122 112
264 .0740 .117 108
265 .0726 .112 I05
266 .0775 .118 109
267 .0741 .122 112
268 .0756 .113 104
269 .0746 .118 109
270 .0783 .118 109
150
.0713
.165
272
273
274
275
DATE
STATION
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
.I07
.125.0783
98
115
/
.0790 .118 109
.0769 .115 106
i i
1I-I 6 II-26
!I0-01 H0 -01 Bench
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPOo|07|)
Page
3-45
NAME
TITLE
DATE
?
T ¸
r
i
MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconductor"
U_'l_lt_eg D4t_Sole_'*
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Oont'd)
PAC_, 8 OF 12
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
sPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL) .......
LOT NLI_R 544 (SLY-05) ! _
RsYO98 eo-c
UNIT
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
276
277
278
.0826
,07,96
.0811
.0772
.0740
.O74O
279 .0851 .0777
280 .0971 .0902
281 .0838 .0779
.0787
.0815
.0831
282
283
284
.0723
.0763
.0761
2;
285 .0690 .0608
286 .0687 .0644
287 .0847 .0793
288 .0767 .07P+I
289 .0843 .0803
290 .0796 .0733
291 .0785 .0734
29 2 .0746
.0798
293 .0770 .0705
294 .0829 .0802
.0829
Q
295 .0833 .0750
296 .0786
297 .0909 .0827
298 .0833 .0766
299 .0848
30O
DATE
STATION
I NSP.
STAMP
.0903
.0724
II-16
.0778
,i
11-15
REMARK S
|10-01 HO-O 1
MOTOROLA FORM NO, S@O*|O'/II
Page.
,_-_fo ....
NAME
y
TITLE ....
DATE ,, , ...... '_ ,
_ MOTOROLA INO.
Semic:onductoe.
i
I ,,.iiI
, UNIT i I
irVlI N IMUM
I_AX I_JM I '1
I I 301 i .0P, 23 i
I J m
302 i .08_,7
i I 303 I .0846 J
I I 304 i .0856 i
, 305 1.0788 ,
i 6 i 28 i
i 307 I .0818
, 308 ;i.0817 i
, 309 , .0835 ,
i 310 I "0819 I
i311 0891i
312 , .0831
i 313 i .0815
i 314 [ .0780
, 315 i ,0801
, 316 ,.0801
I 317 ,.0806
, 318 , .0811
, 319 i .0772
• 320 1.0847
, 321 .0645
i 322 , .0918
, 323 , .0797
, 324 ,.0926
I 325 t .0827..
I DATE , I1-15
STATI ON i II0--0!
I NSP.
STAMP i
RE]_IARKS
_ERMAL RESISTANCE DATA.
TABLE 3.14 (Cont'd)
_.....2__ oF _
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
, HI
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL_)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SLY-05)
GROUP REY098 SUBGROUPInltla%, eJ-C
.... [f_
H
i
i I
Q
MOTOROLA FORM NO, $P0-|071
.0789
.0729
.0796
.0763
.0718
.0751
.0757
.0771
.0776
.0749
.0808
.0790
.0741
.0734
.0750
.0748
.0758
.0771
.0721
.0789
.0588
.0862
.0744
.0834
.0774
II-15
llO-Ol
NAME
TITLE
DATE
I II
i
i iii
II i I
i
I_ MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconductor
pAr_..lJl..--. OF 12
THERMAL RESISTAI_E DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Cont'd)
DEVICI£ TYPE 2N2222 i,
s'EC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL) _
LOT NUMflER 544 (5L3-05) [
,K
SROUPR,SY098 SUeGROUPZnit.._.al 63-G
UNI T
'MINIMUM
MAX I IV_UM
326
327
328
329
.0771
.0939
.0743
.0823
.0745
.0860
.0717
.0771
330 .0734 .0702
331 •0793 •0739
532 .0768 •0704
.333
334
335
.0829
.0819
.0866
•0789
.0839
•0823
336
337
338
.0753
.0759
.0802
.0723
.0753
.0779
.113
,131
.109
.I13
104
121
100
104
.107 98
Nm_1 u_
.III 102
.I14
.120
.I17
.I13
.117
.117
105
110
108
104
108
108
/
q
339 .0935 .0868 .128 118
340 .0736 .0674 .I07 98
341 .0819 .0747 .I13 104
342
343
.0797
.0855
.0794
.0833
.0775
344
345
346
.111
.I18
.I16
.121
.113
.I16
.0732
.0772
.0747
.0749
347 .0779
348 .0815
349 .0841
350 .0833
DATE 11-15
STATION ll0-Ol
I NSP •
STAMP l
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SP0*|O71)
.0729
.0739
.0736 .I15
.0765 .118
.0757 .114
i , i
11-15
102
109
107
111
104
107
106
109
105
11-26
Bench
NAME
TI TLE
DATE
H0m01
............................ J
MOTOROLA INO.
_#e _q_4oJ_D_e
THERMAL Pd_SISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Cont 'd)
FAG[ 11 OF. 12
De"VlCE T'mE 2N2222
s_EC.,,:v. _. P_,OJ,113o (_L)
LOT MJMOER 544 (SLY-05) '_":_
RE_98 sUeG_ In£t_l _
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
F
I
UNIT
MINIMUM!
MAXIMUM
351 .0812 106
552
.0837
.0727
.0781
.115
.121 111
355 .0792 .0724i .I15 106
354 .0646 .06001 .097 89
355 .0875 .0815 .121 111
356 .0812 .0752 .116 107
357 I0.7 I0.8 .......
358
359
360
.0824 .0759
.0767
.0852
.0775
.0783
.0767
.0812
.0794
.O899
.I12
.III
.130
.124
.I16
.I18
361 .0818
362 .0834
565 .0822
I05
112
120
114
107
109
6
i_
j/
|
364 .0807 .0740 .117 108
365 .0766 .0696 .112 103
366 .0873 .118 109
99567 .0768 .0711 .I08
368 .0815 .0792 .115 106
369 .0744 .0698 .109 I00
.0768
.0726
370
.0810
.0785
.0791
371
372
107
105
107.0729
.I16
.I14
.I16
373 .0756 .0719 .I17 108
374 .0749 .0703 .I15 104
.116575 .0777 ,0740
DATE 11-15 11-16
107
i
11-26
Bench
N AME
TI TLE
DATE ,,,
STATION HO-OI
I NSP.
ST,AMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, $PD,,I071
HO-OI
i
v
"MOTOROLA INO,
Semi;conductor
Ime._l,_Qe ml_lel_we
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.14 (Cont'd)
pA_12 OF 12
m£VlCE "tYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SLY-05)
!"
GSOUP REY098 SUBGROUP Initial 83-4
UNIT
MINIMUM
_AXIMUW
576 .0770 .121 Ill
577 .0748 .112 103
578 .0751 .117 108
379 .0758 .121 III
380 .06391 .I07 98
381 .0745 ! .I18 109
582 .07461 .121 III
383
384
385
386
.07631
.0834
.0817
.0811
.0825
.0681
.0835
.0799
.0832
.0791
.0842
.0819
.0841
.0828
.0734
.0779
.07571
.0765!
.120
.II0
.I14
.115
II0
I01
105
106
387 .117 108
388 .0770! .......
DATE
STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO-|071
J
I
NAME
TITLE
DATE ,,
II I I i
,r"
MOTOROLA INO.
S_mtco_lsw=t_
E_.lMh_ee _#o#_A_e
THER_L RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.15
PAGE 1_ OF
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. I130 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544 (SL3-05)
<.
GsOUp REY 098 susG_oupRetest-_nltlal
Retest of initial eJ-C on H0-01* after scale change to correlate with Bench test
DIAL: 1.02
IC : 42._.
VCE : 500row
s/s
OJ-C
at
500mw
UNIT °C/W
MINIMUM
106
_AXIMUM
2 112
3 114
4 III
I00
188
114
8 ] 20
9 108
I0 112
II 115
]2 114
13 104
14 111
15 106
16 123
17 114
11218
19
2O
.|
108
109
21 ---
22 109
23 117
24 120
25 114
i i
DATE 12-4
STATION HO-01
I N SP. Page.
! STAMP j-/).L
REMARKS (*) 2mA sense current used.
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPO-|Olel)
)3
i
NAME
TITLE ,
DATE
MOTOROLA INO.
Semicond_:tor
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.15 (cont'd)
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D£VlCE I_PE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL)
LOT NIJMI_ER Unwelded-544 (S_-05)
GROUP REY 098 susG_o_Retest-Znlt£al
!MINIMUM
MAX 1MUM
26
2'7
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
DATE
iSTATION
REMARKS
1
115
112
114
113
109
112
113
II0
]05
109
112
129
114
115
107
108
108
I18
136
113
112
I00
ii
12-4
H0 -01
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SFO*|O?l
._L._..
N AME
TITLE
DATE,
i ,
i
r
MOTOROLA INO.
S e m i c oe_l _= t_me
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.15 (Cont'd)
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222 -_!
SPEC..EV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (J_}
LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544 (S_5)
GRo_REY 098 SUBGRO_ Retest_[nlt£al
t
UN IT
M IN I MUM
4'
_IA X I_[JM
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
65
64
65
66
67
DATE
STATION
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
!
115
112
III
III
109
III
129
108
104
107
114
104
116
]17
127
115
128
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H0-01
MOTOROLA FORM NO, $P0-1070
I
N AME
TITLE ..........
DATE , , ,
_f
| _,_
v
T-
|
I _ MOTOROLA INO.S e rn | ¢ ond uc.h:w.
q_'_G_e 4r_sm_Am
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TABLE 5.16
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D£VlC£ 7_E 2N2222
SPEC. ,EV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPL)
LOT ,raCER 544 (3L3-05) i
8GnOUP REY 09 susGsouPRetest_Init|al
Retest of Initial BJ-C Data on H0-01 after scale change to correlate with BenchTest,
DIAL- 1.02 _.02 1.02
IC : 42mA 42mA 42mA
VCE : 11.9V 11.9V 11.9V
S/N
UNIT
M I N I MUM
MAX I MUM
101
102
103
104
105
106
8J-C
at
500row
°c/w
116
114
119
123
107 118
113108
109
II0
111
112
115
114
115
116
107
OJ-C
at
500mw
°e/w
117
116
12O
123
120
114
109
129
115
154
117
111
109
121
121
114
i
133
114
118
125
105
117
i
12-4
HO-Ol
127
113
155
116
112
109
117 119
118 119
119 113
120
121
122
123
124
125
DATE
STATI ON
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO. $P0-|071
131
112
117
120
103
116
12-6
II0-01
8J-C
at
500row
°c/w
120
107
127
129
108
I19
12-16
}I0-01
, , ,
Data taken on 1st 25 un£ts on 12-6 & 12&16
for prel£m£nary repeatab£1ity data for H0-O1
I
F"
I
NAME ,
F
TITLE , ,
DATE ,,
i
MOTOROLA INO.
Semico_t_=:t_
_e Dh,ee_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.16 (Cont'd)
o,,,111 •
_vscE T_E 2N2222
sP_'c..EV. NO. PROJ, 1130 (JP_)_
LOT NUMBER 544 (SLY-05) :_
;¢
REY 098 _esaouPRetest_Init_al
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAX IMUM
126 115
127 113
128 186
129 117
130 115
151 116
132 154
133 1.17
134 118
]35 116
:136
157
138
122
114
120
139 117
140 107
141 116
142 127
143 143
144 118
145 120
146 115
147 113
148 122
149 577
150 120
DATE 12-4
STATION 110-01
"|NSP.
ST,_t_P
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPD*|O'/9
NkME ,
FTI TLE
v
DATE ....
MOTOROLA INO.
S o m t c oevd lu_ t__"
PNI4f_o _io_'e
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.16 (Cont'd)
=!
Z
UNIT
MINIMUM
_AX IMUM
151 119
152 114
153 114
154 112
155 108
156 115
157 109
158 1.14
159 125
160 119
161 III
162 119
163 129
164 102
!65 122
166
167
168
169
115
109
118
121
170 124
171 114
172 122
173 115
174 115
175
HII
DATE
115
]2-4
STATION HO-OI
'iNSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO-lO?t
NAME
TI TLE
DATE ,,
i
i i
IMOTOROLA INO.
Semiconcluctor
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.16 (Cont'd_
D(VI CE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO,
LOT NUMBER
GROU'REY 098
PAGE......._. OF il 1
2N2222
 RoJ. zz3o
544 (SL5-05) _'
w
SUBGROUP Retest-Inltlal
UNIT
i
)MI N I_UM
'VIAXlIV_M
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
121
123
128
122
114
116
120
110
118
III
III
121
'113
122
i
,; 6
190 114
191 116
192 i13
193 115
, ,J
194 121
195 121
196 III
197 114
198 112
199 119
Page
3-57
i i
NAME
TITLE ,,,
DATE ......
i
i
2O0 109
DATE 12-6
STATION H0-01
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPOel071
r
T
k
i
T
i
=
MOTOROLA INO.
Sernicondu_hJr
_o _v#mJoGo
TRIVIAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.16 (Cont' d)
pM_5_2___ or 11 _
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
sPEc. R£V. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JP_L)
LOT NUMBER 5/4./4 (_qLS-05) _--
;_ '
REY 098 _sGRou_Retes_InitlalGROUP
I
UNIT
IMINIMUM
_AXIMUM
201 114
20 2 122
203 108
204 119
205 118
206 :[22
207 115
208 150
209 113
210 113
211 128
212 III
213 123
214 115
215 III
216 98
217 127
218 108
219 116
220 114
221 125
222 117
223 120
224 116
i
225 II0
DATE 12-6
STATION 110-01
IN SP. P@ge ^
STAMP J-._
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO-|07t
N AME
TITLE ........
DATE ,, v
IQ
t
,,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I ,,
I
I
I
MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconductor
_ee IDel,4e I_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.16 (Cont'd)
D£VlCE T_P£ 2N2222 L_
sPEC..cv. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JPLI
LOT NUNBER (SL3-05) 544- _.(_-
GROUPRE"I 098 SUBGRO_ReteS_Initial
.i_ }J-
Data taken on 12-6 on S/_l 226 through 275 was to obie_
the effect of removing the CAP on eJ-C.
CAP
OFF
UNIT
_INIMUM
_AxIMuM
226 114
227 1!7
228 105
229 114
250
231
252
235
234
2.35
256
237
89
107
135
115
115
120
114
114
238 112
239 116
240
241
242
I15
117
I03
118 -
91
108
136
118
115
121
115
116
114
)17
III
119
121
124
III
115
114
113
II0
117
113
12-4
lIO-Ol
243
244
245
246
247
III
118
121
125
112
114
113
115
248 108
249 117
250
DATE
STATION
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPD*IO?II
III
12-6
110-01
N AM E ;:
I
TI TLE .........
DATE
IQ
i
MOTOROLA INO.
Sem/c4_rtduclor
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.16 (Conttd)
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DEVICE "r_E 2_2222 _
SPEC. REV. NO..... PROJ, 1130 (JPL)
LOT NUIVlBER$4/4 (SL3-05) _!
"C
GROUPR]_Y 098 SUSG_otmRetest&Initlal
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAX IMUM
CAP
OFF
251 119
252 112
253 104
254 ___
255 112
256 120
257 108
258 117
259 117
260 122
261
262
26.3
264
268
109
121
116
115
265 108
266 114
267 114
112
269
270
271
i
120
114
105
115
115
125
II0
118
119
124
112
125
117
116
108
]17
116
113
III
116
167
III
120
116
117
i
12-4
II0-01
272
108
118
165
II0
273 118
274 115
275 114
12-6
IIO -01
,i i
i
N AME
TITLE ....
'
DATE .......
i
DATE
'STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO,, $P0*|079
)J-
IMOTOROLA INO.
S_mJ(=on_l_foa.
_go _ueO_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 3.16 (Cont'd)
OF 11
OEVnCET_PE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PP.OJ. 1150 (JPL])
LOT _£R 544 (SL5-05) _ _'
GROUPRBY 098 SUBGROUPRetes_%Init£al
UNI T
VIIN IMUM
_AXIMUM
306
507
308
309
510
511
I'
312
515
314
315
316
317
3]8
319
32O
321
322
323
524
325
326
327
350
DATE
STATION
I
116
115
117
119
114
123
120
112
II0
113
115
112
120
109
119
92
131
114
126
116
116
134
109
116
108
12-6
110-01
I NSP.
i
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*|O?I
N AME
TITLE,
DATE ,
]
T •
y
IMOTOROLA INO.
S e m i c olrl_ l_ i_ or
THERMAL RESISTANGB DATA
TABLE 3.61 (Cont'd)
OEVlCE"rVPE 2N2222
_EC. REV. NO.. PROJ, 1130 (JP_ ,,
LOT NUMaER 544 (SL3-05) _'
GROUPREY 098 SUeGRoueRete_-In_tial
%'i ;
J i
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAX II_IUM
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
550
351
352
353
354
355
i
DATE
STATION
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARK S
107
115
117
122
109
115
118
134
108
115
115
120
III
116
107
III
115
115
Q
117
113
120
113
92
125
12-6
II0-01
NAME
TITLE,,,
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO-IO?I DATE
I I I
i
I
v" r
v"'
MOTOROLA INO.
Semilcond_@¢_,
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TAB LE 3.16 (Cont 'd)
G I0 31
PA_E__ OF _ i-'
OEVlCE TYPE 2N2222 ,;_:
SeEC..EV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (3]_)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SLY-05) _,_.'-'-
;4
SROUe REY 098 SUBG_UP
UNIT
M IN II_UI_
VlAX I MUN_
356
357
358
359
36O
361
362
.363
364
565
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
DATE
STATI ON
i
I NSP,
STAMP
REMARKS
I
113
116
115
131
117
118
118
111
119
110
120
111
116
114
116
109
104
115
117
113
117
116
98
i
12-6
no..oi
ITOROLA FORM NO, SPO*lO?l
Page _
N AME
TITLE ....
OATE.,
, ii
i ii
ii
MOTOROLA INO.
$emiconduefoe
_gra Dl_,aetem
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.16 (Cont'd)
"A_ IJ!--- OF ,71 ,
DEVICE TYPE ,, 2N2222 ' _-
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (J_)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SLSI05) _j_i
G_OUPREY 098 _-susG_oupRete s1 Inlt lal
UNI T
,MI N I _MUM
MAX I MUM
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
DATE
STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
115
114
116
112
119
116
120
12-6
tlO-Ol
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPO*|O?l
i
NAME
TITLE , ,
DATE ,, ,
?
i
4.0 PHASE II TESTS
eJ-C MEASUREMENT ACCURACY AND REPEATABILITY
4ol Experimentation and Modification of Original Test Program
The original test plan was to use two hundred and ten
devices randomly selected and divided into four groups. Group i
would contain 25 units for the thermocouple experiment, Group 2
would contain 30 units for the infrared experiment, Group 3 would
contain 55 units for the temperature paint experiment, and Group 4
would contain I00 units for the repeatability experiment. Certain
technical problems were encountered and some modifications were
made in this portion of the program. The modifications did not
alter the scope or effort originally planned for meeting the con-
tract requirements° The next five paragraphs describe the tests
as they were actually performed°
4olol Thermocouple Method
It was originally planned to stitch bond a i mil chromel-
alumel thermocouple to the emitter area on 25 devices. When the
bonding was started, only one successful bond was achieved after
five hours of effort and four destroyed transistors. The junction
on the end of the i mil thermocouple was approximately 3 mils in
diameter. When subjected to stitch bonding, this junction flat-
tened out enough to produce a base=emitter short. It was decided,
therefore, to bond the thermocouples with a special "HT" cement
manufactured by Omega specifically for bonding thermocouples to
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surfaces to be operated at high temperatures. This also proved
to be a difficult operation. The 1 mil thermocouple had to be
formed to prevent shorting base to emitter, placed on top of the
emitter wire bond attached to the die, and a drop of HT cement
applied, all under a microscope. Extreme care was taken to pre-
vent breaking the 1 mil wires. Because of the length of time re-
quired to bond the thermocouples with HT cement and the extremely
fragile nature of the 1 mil wires, the quantity of thermocouples
to be bonded was changed from 25 to ii. One was stitch bonded
and ten were bonded with HT cement° The number of scheduled read-
outs on each device was increased from one to four to partially
compensate for reduced sample size.
Two additional problems were introduced with the new
bonding method° The 0J_C values were found to be lowered approxi-
mately 10% by the application of HT cement, the actual percentage
depending on the amount of cement used (see Page 1 of Table 4.3).
Consequently_ all devices were remeasured on 0J-C after the thermo-
couples were bonded° Second_ the thermal time constant of the de-
vice was increased significantly so that even though the 1 mil
thermocouples had a thermal time constant of approximately 50 milli-
seconds_ the blob of HT cement holding the thermocouple raised the
overall time constant to many seconds. This prevented using this
method to determine the maximum junction temperature reached dur-
ing a one second power pulse as had been originally proposed. An
alternate plan was chosen to determine the steady state maximum
operating junction temperature using the bench tester to measure
AVBE (from which ATJ was calculated) and the 1 mil thermocouple to
measure ATJ directly° The 500mW power level was used since it was
established during the initial correlation tests (described in
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Section 3.1) that eJ=C was independent of power level° Also, the
original assumption that eJ_C would be higher when the cap was
removed was found to be in error° The value of eJ®C was found to
be independent of the cap being on or off (see Table 3.16 in Sec-
tion 3°5 and Table 4oi in 4°2). Some additional information ob-
tained from this experiment that was not originally planned was
data for calculating eC®A for devices operated in still ambient
air with caps removed° The data was used as a basis for the temp-
erature=indicating paint tests described in Section 4.4.
4ol.2 Infrared Microscope Method
The first change in this test plan was the elimination
of the five devices for determining emissivity. In discussing ar-
rangements for this test with Autonetics (infrared microscope fa-
cilities at Autonetics were used for this experiment), it was de-
termined that the test procedure to be followed would automatically
account for emissivity and that a separate measurement would not be
necessary° The second change in the test program was to reduce the
number of samples for infrared scanning from 25 to 5. This was
necessary because of the amount of time required (almost two days
for five devices) for accurately scanning each device. The experi-
ment to determine the maximum junction temperature reached during
a i second power pulse was not performed due to the limited time
available on the Autonetics equipment. In addition, the power levels
used were 250mW, 500mW, and 750mW rather than the original values of
500mW, 750mW, and 1083mW due to difficulties encountered in working
at the higher junction temperatures with the Philco Thermal Plotter
during temperature calibration tests (see Section 4.3).
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4olo3 Temperature-lndicating Paint Method
The test program for this experiment was modified in
several ways° Tests A, B, and C (see Figure I) were performed
with steady_state power applied to units in moving 100°C air cor-
responding to the proposed JPL Accelerated Test Program rather
than the i second power pulse in still ambient air originally pro-
posed. It was found that the temperature-indicating paint had a
slow thermal response time (from seconds to minutes, depending on
temperature range) and could not be used to accurately determine
temperature changes during a I second power pulse. As a result,
the steady=state-type operation was necessary. The power level to
be used was calculated individually for each device based on its
measured SJ-C and the mean value of eC-A determined from the tests
of Section 5°3° Power levels selected were to cover junction temp-
erature values between 175°C and 335°C and case temperature values
from 120°C to 230°C, which corresponded to the temperature range
of Detecto®Temp paint types available. The 25 units originally
scheduled for test group G were divided into three groups (GOI, GO2,
and GO3) and Detecto-Temp paints with those temperature ranges be-
tween 60°C and 155°C were applied° Power was applied to each de-
vice while observing it under a microscope. The power level was
increased in small steps until the paint changed color, indicating
that a specific temperature had been reached. The value of power
required to reach that temperature was recorded. An additional
group of thirty devices was added to the program as tests K, L, and
M. These tests were performed in a similar manner to those of GOI,
GO2, and GO3, except the paint temperature range was from 120°C to
340°Co Also, the value of eJ®C was affected by the amount of De-
tecto®Temp paint applied° It was necessary, therefore, to remeasure
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eJ-C on all devices on tester HO-01 (I second power pulse) after
the paint had been applied. Due to the short duration of the pow-
er pulse, no change in the paint colors occurred during the re-
measurement of eJ-C at the 500mW level.
4.1o4 Water Bath Method
Due to the poor results of the infrared microscope
method, it was felt that one additional independent verification
method should be included in the program. The water bath method
was selected and although only one device was tested, the method
was very precise and repeatable.
4.1.5 Repeatability Verification
The tester to be used for this experiment was HO-01.
The modification of the tester to show adequate correlation with
the bench tester took longer than previously planned. This pro-
hibited using the tester over a sustained time period to perform
the repeatability tests° Consequently, the repeatability test was
performed during two eight=hour shifts.
4.2 Thermocouple Method
After it was determined that a i mil chromel-alumel
thermocouple could not be readily stitch bonded to the emitter
area, an evaluation of two bonding cements was performed to de-
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termine their suitability for this program (see Table 4ol)o The
two cements evaluated were Omega "HT" and Eastman 910. A very
small amount of each cement was applied to the die on three 2N2222
devices that had been previously measured on eJ-C using tester
HO-01, both before and after their caps were removed. The removal
of the caps had negligible effect on the value of eJ-C. The Omega
HT cement showed no significant effect on SJ-C in the wet or dry
state° The Eastman 910 cement showed considerable effect of reduc-
ing SJ®C while wet and shorting out the device when dry. The Omega
HT cement was selected for the bonding of thermocouples to the emit-
ter area of test devices used for this experiment.
Twenty five devices that had previous SJ-C measurements
on tester HO-01 were selected for this test (Group FOI) o The eJ-C
values chosen were representative of the broad distribution of the
entire test lot of 2N2222 devices (production lot 544, process SL3-
05)° The caps were removed from the 25 test units and an attempt
was made to stitch bond a 1 mil chromel-alumel thermocouple to the
emitter area of each device. As previously mentioned in Section 4.1,
only one device was successfully stitch bonded. An additional group
of ten devices were suitably bonded with the Omega HT cement° Dur-
ing the initial evaluation of HT cement, no significant effect on
eJ-C was observed; however, when a much larger amount of cement was
applied to adequately hold the thermocouples firmly on the die, a
reduction in eJ®C of approximately 10% was found° All devices were
then remeasured for SJ-C on tester HO-01. The original eJ-C values
and post bonding values are shown on Page 1 of Table 4°3°
The eleven test devices were operated at 500mW in still
ambient air and AVBE was measured with the bench tester and the
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TJ was measured with the i mil thermocouples on a Honeywell
Model 2733 potentiometer bridge that had been calibrated by
the Motorola Temperature Standards Laboratory. Each individ-
ual device was measured from one to eight times, depending upon
how long the i mil thermocouple wires survived the required
handling. The ambient air temperature (TA) was measured with
an expanded scale (.l°C/division) laboratory thermometer (TCA
Model 444324), which was also calibrated by the Temperature
Standards Laboratory. The test data is shown in Table 4.2. On
the eighth readout, a 3 mil copper-constantan thermocouple was
soldered to the index tab on the header flange of eight of the
test devices for measuring case temperature. Only the 500mW
power level was used for these tests since eJ-C had been shown
to be independent of power level by the initial correlation
tests described in Section 3.1. The AVBE measurements were con-
verted to TJ values by using the "K" factor of -I.84mV/°C es-
tablished during the initial correlation tests, and the measured
value of TA. This data is shown on Pages I and 2 of Table 4.3
along with the calculated percentage difference (A%) between
the value of junction temperature determined from AVBE (con-
sidered as the calculated value) and the value measured directly
with a thermocouple. On the eighth readout, the case temperature
was computed from the relationship shown in equation (3).
TC = TJ - 0J®C X P where TC = Calculated Case Temp.
TJ = Calculated Junction
Temp.
0J-C = Measured Thermal
Resistance
P = Power Dissipation
(3)
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The calculated TJ was used in this computation rather
than the measured value because in several instances, the i mil
thermocouple had been broken and no value of measured TJ was
available°
On Page 3 of Table 4.3, the mean values of measured
and calculated TJ for each individual unit are presented. Since
TC was measured on one readout, the mean measured value was the
same as the eighth readout value° For the mean calculated value
of TC, the computation was made using equation (3) and the mea___._nn
value of calculated TJ.
The range of the observed difference between measured
TJ and calculated TJ was +2.1% to -15.0% for individual readouts.
For the individual device mean values, the range of the observed
differences wa_ +1.6 to -12.4% and overall mean value for all de-
vices was -5.6%. It was noted that with only one exception (unit
#245, which had only a single readout prior to damaging the i mil
thermocouple), the ten devices bonded with HT cement had a nega-
tive difference, that is, the thermocouple indicated a lower junc-
tion temperature than that calculated from AVBE. We postulated
that the thermocouples were not actually in physical contact with
the junction surface. Several attempts were made to X-Ray the
devices to resolve this question; however, the density of the HT
cement was such that the i mil thermocouple could not be distin-
guished from the background. The postulation was verified by
using a resistance bridge (ohmmeter) to determine if electrical
continuity existed between the thermocouple and the emitter on
each device. All ten devices with HT cement were found to be "open"
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that is, the thermocouples were not in intimate physical contact
with the junction. Evidently, a thin film of HT cement was de-
posited under the thermocouple during the bonding operation. The
device that was stitch bonded (Unit #276) had a mean difference
between measured and calculated TJ of only +1.6%. It was also ob-
served that the one other device that had a very low percentage
difference (also positive) between measured and calculated TJ had
shown a 2.6% decrease in SJ-C after bonding. This indicated that
a much smaller amount of cement was used in bonding this device
(confirmed by visual observation).
For a nominal SJ-C value of 100°C/W, an absolute ac-
curacy of _i0% represents a !6.7% TJ accuracy at 500mW and TC =
25°C (condition under which initial eJ-C would normally be measured).
Since the observed mean error in TJ measurement by the thermocouple
method was -5.6%, the accuracy of the AVBE measurement technique
was verified. In fact, if the error caused by the cement under the
thermocouple could be eliminated, this method would very likely
have a mean error under +3%.
i
I
I
I
The observed mean difference between measured and cal-
culated values for TC was -9.7%. Some difficulty was initially
experienced with the 3 mil copper-constantan thermocouples giving
measured TC readings that were considerably lower than the values
shown on Page 2 of Table 4.3. The thermocouples had originally
been bonded to the index tab of the header flange with Eastman 910
cement. Evidently, the cement flowed under the thermocouple dur-
ing the "curing" period and formed an insulating layer. The thermo-
couples were removed and soldered on for the balance of the tests.
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The relatively large temperature difference observed wlth the
thermocouples soldered on was considered to be due to the lo-
cation of the thermocouples. Observations made during the temp-
erature-indicating paint tests (Section 4.4) showed a consid-
erable temperature gradient between the point on the header where
the die was mounted and the edges of the header.
Values of eJ-A and 8C-Awere computed for each device
from the mean values of TJ, TC, and TA. These calculated values
are presented on Page 3 of Table 4.3. Analysis of data indicated
that units #236 and #239 had a measurement error during the ex-
periment and these devices were not considered in determining the
final mean values (Mean "B" in Table 4.3). Also, since the stitch-
bonded device, unit #276, was physically different from the others
in that it dld- not have the drop of HT cement on the Junction sur-
face and header area, it was not considered in.calculating the
final mean values. The final mean value of 8C A, computed from
the calculated values of TC, was found to be 262°C/W. This value
was used for calculating 8J-A values for the temperature-indicat-
ing paint tests of Section 4.4.
4.3 Infrared Microscope Method
This experiment was performed at the Autonetics Division
of North American Aviation in Anaheim, California, where a Philco
Thermal Plotter infrared (I/R) microscope facility was made avail-
able to Motorola. Specifications for the Philco instrument used
are presented in the Appendix of this report.
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The procedure consisted of inserting an individual
device in the Motorola test fixture after it had been mechani-
cally modified and rigidly mounted on the viewing stage of the
I/R microscope. Adjustments were made to align the device so
that the mechanically indexed stage would permit scanning along
a selected path on the emitter metallization pattern. A "no
power" calibration run was made to set the horizontal axis scale
factor for an X-Y recorder that was used as the I/R radiation
readout device. Steady-state power of 250mW was applied to the
test device and the stage was indexed so that the entire die was
scanned. This run was necessary to determine the proper scale
to use for the vertical axis (I/R radiation units). Power was
removed and the vertical axis was calibrated with a standard cal-
ibrating voltage. The 250mW steady-state power was again applied
and an X-Y plot was made of the I/R radiation level versus position
on the die by mechanically scanning the die across the emitter pat-
tern. The power level was then raised to 500mW and the procedure
was repeated except for the device alignment step. Following the
completion of the 500mW radiation scan, the power level was raised
to 750mW and the procedure repeated once more. After the 750mW
power level scan was completed, the device was removed from the
test fixture, a new test device inserted, and the entire procedure
repeated. This same procedure was followed for all devices tested.
Originally, a power level of 1083mW was to be used; however,
Autonetics suggested that considerable difficulty would be en-
countered in running temperature calibration tests at such high
junction temperatures (_340°C), so this power level was not used.
Upon completion of the individual device radiation plots,
the temperature calibration procedure was started. The Motorola
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test fixture was removed from the viewing stage of the microscope
and a special metal fixture containing heating elements and an
iron-constantan thermocouple was installed on the stage. The top
plate of the fixture had three small holes to fit the lead con-
figuration of the TO-18 package of the 2N2222 and permitted the
header flange of each device to fit flat against the metal surface.
After one of the test devices had been inserted, the fixture was
oriented to permit scanning the same path that had been covered
during the I/R radiation tests. Four specific radiation levels
I were selected from each individual device radiation plot to be
used for temperature calibration. These four polnts represented
two points of maximum radiation (one located in middle of bas
metallization area) and two points of minlmum- radiation level (one
I located on silicon area between base and emitter metallization and
one in the center of the emitter wire bond) for a given fixed po-
wer dissipation. The center of the emitter wire bond was a mini-
mum because the raised surface of the bond was out of focus for
the I/R microscope which had been accurately focused on the base
i and emitter metallization. The temperature of the metal fixture
i was then raised by adjusting a Variac controlling the heating el-l ements until the I/R radiation level at one of the four selected
points was identical to that observed during the scanning of the
device with power applied. The temperature value (determined from
the iron-constantan thermocouple) was recorded. The entire die
I was then scanned and an X-Y plot made of the radiation levels atthe elevated temperature condition. This procedure was repeated
for the other three points and then the entire procedure was re-
peated for the other two power levels. The overall procedure de-
scribed above was followed for each of the test devices.
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The results of the temperature calibration tests were
very poor. The calculated junction temperature should have cor-
related with the observed temperatures at the emitter metalliza-
tion for a given device. For test unit #305, using eJ-A of
375°C/W (eJ-C of II3°C/W measured on tester HO-01 plus eC-A of
262°C/W determined from thermocouple method tests of Section 4.2)
the calculated junction temperatures were I19°C at 250mW, 213°C
at 500mW, and 306°C at 750mW. The temperatures determined from
the calibration tests were, respectively, 106 ° +I0°C, 98 ° +5°C
and 104 ° +I0°C. Similar results were obtained for the other test
devices. The basic cause for the poor results was attributed to
the difficulty in precise device alignment between the IR radia-
tion tests and the temperature calibration tests on a given de-
vice. Due to the nature of the test fixtures used, it was neces-
sary to change the devices from one fixture to the other to per-
form both tests and the alignment of the devices for scanning could
not be identical. Autonetics had been successful on previous tests
of other semiconductor devices (not in TO-18 packages) in getting
I good correlation (_I0°C) between calculated and observed tempera-
tures; however, the devices were scanned for I/R radiation level
I with power applied in the same special fixture used to perform the
temperature calibration test so that an individual device was never
i moved once the scanning path was established. For the 2N2222 tests
at the higher surface temperatures (>150°C), a special oil used by
Autonetics to insure good thermal contact between the metal fixture
I (for temperature calibration tests) and the header flange of the
tes_ device, reached the "smoke" point and caused some difficulty
I in focusing.
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4.4 Temperature-lndicatin_ Paint Method
The first investigation made during this series of
experiments was an evaluation of the Detecto-Temp temperature
indicating paint that had been selected for use. This paint
was manufactured and supplied by the H. V. Hardman Co.
The paint evaluation consisted of placing ten dots
of each of the sixteen types of paint selected in different
locations on a silicon wafer one inch in diameter. The wafer
surface contained the same aluminum metallization and geometric
pattern as wafers used in the production fabrication of the
2N2222 device. The paint types and specified colors and color-
change temperatures are shown in Table 4.4. An oven with pre-
cision temperature control (_I°C) was stabilized (monitored with
copper-constantan thermocouple and Honeywell Model 2733 Poten-
tiometer) at 40°C. This was 10°C below the specified color-change
temperature of the lowest temperature paint to be evaluated. Fol-
lowing stabilization, a small port in the top of the oven was
opened momentarily and the silicon wafer with the paint samples
on its surface was lowered into the chamber on a teflon wire
"sling" and the port was closed. The wafer remained in the oven
for five minutes and was removed. The colors were examined under
a i0 power microscope for any indication of color change. This
procedure was repeated in 5°C steps (except for the temperature
ranges for which no paint was being evaluated) up to the maximum
value of 350°C. The results of the evaluation are shown in Ta-_
ble 4.4.
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Although only six of the sixteen Detecto-Temp paint
types evaluated met the manufacturers specification, ten of
the types had color-change temperatures that were satisfactory
for use. In Table 4.4, where tw____otemperatures are shown in the
same column for the same paint (for example, paint type 915 -
902), a portion of the ten color dots changed at the lower temp-
erature and the remaining ones changed at the higher value.
The effect on _J-C of applying Detecto-Temp paint to
the junction surface of the 2N2222 device was also evaluated.
Three units (caps removed) were measured for eJ-C on tester HO-01,
The three devices were coated with Detecto-Temp paint. Unit #385
received a thin coating, unit #386 received a medium coating, and
unit #387 was given a thick coating. The devices were remeasured
on HO-01 immediately after the paint was applied and again after
the paint was thoroughly dry. The data, shown in Table 4.1 of
Section 4.2, indicated that the effect on eJ-C depended upon the
thickness of the applied coating. It was decided that all devices
would be remeasured on eJ-C after application of the paint so that
initial values of 0J-C would be correct. Since tester HO-01 ap-
plied only a i second power pulse, there would be no danger of
the paint color changing during remeasurement of eJ-C (see Section
4.1.3).
For the measurement of junction and header temperature
tests, the temperature-indicating paint was applied to the junction
and header areas as shown in Figure 6. The paint dots were ap-
plied in this manner under a i0 power microscope. Due to the quick
drying characteristic of the paint (ethyl alcohol vehicle), it was
very difficult to get uniform paint dots on all test devices. Some
of the dots covered a considerable area on the die and/or header.
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TOP VIEW
2N2222 TO-18 HEADER
(CAP Rn_OWD)
DETECTO-TEMP PAINT DOT LAYOUT FOR POWER LEVEL TESTS
Figure 6
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The power levels calculated to raise the junction to
the color-change temperatures of the selected paint dots were
computed from the individual values of eJ-A for each device and
the measured ambient temperature° The value of SJ-A was obtain-
ed by adding 262°C/W, the mean value of SC-A determined from the
thermocouple method experiments of Section 4.1, to the measured
value of eJ-C. The calculated power level to raise the header to
the color-change temperature was computed from the value of SC-A,
262°C/W, and the ambient temperature.
For tests G01, G02, G03, K01, L01, and M01, (see Figure
i), the individual test devices were observed under a Spencer
10-40 power microscope while power was applied. The power level
was started at approximately 50% below the calculated value and
increased gradually in small steps until the desired color-change
was observed. The power was applied through the bench tester test
circuit and the temperature was allowed to stabilize for at least
two minutes at each power step° The power level at which the color
change occurred was recorded° The results are given in Tables 4.5
and 4.6. Comparisons between the calculated power levels and the
observed power levels required to reach specific junction and
header temperatures are shown in Table 4.8. The error for indi-
vidual devices showed considerable range with values from as low
as 0.47. to as high as 30.1%o The mean error for a given group of
devices with the same paint types varied between 5.5% and 20.1%,
while the overall mean error was 10.4% for junction temperature
power levels and 11.1% for header temperature power levels. Al-
though the individual errors were both positive and negative, al-
most 70% of the errors were in the positive direction. This would
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indicate that the calculated power level was generally greater
than the observed value. Since the value of SC-A used for the
calculated power levels was computed from data on devices that
had HT cement on their junctions (although all other conditions
were the same as on this experiment), the value of eC-A for de-
vices with only Detecto-Temp paint on their junctions may have
been somewhat higher. This would have reduced the power levels
of the calculated values. Also, some of the color changes were
not very pronounced, and the decision as to the power level at
which the change actually occurred was sometimes very difficult.
Generally, it was felt that this portion of the experiment was
only suitable for a good approximation of the power level require-
ed to reach a specific junction or header temperature and that it
was not adequate for verification of the absolute accuracy of the
thermal resistance measurements.
It was noted during the experiment that in many cases,
the color dot on the header would start changing color where the
paint was near the die at power levels from 5% to 25% lower than
the level required for the majority of the color dot to change.
This would indicate that a temperature gradient of from 5°C to 25°C
could exist between a point on the header very near the die and a
point on the edge of the header.
The last portion of the temperature-indicating paint
investigation method consisted of tests A01, B01, and C01 (see
Figure I). For this experiment, the thirty test devices chosen
were unwelded units. Their eJ-C values were measured on tester
HO-OI. Detecto-Temp paint was applied in the same manner as for
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the other experiments (see Figure 6). eJ-C was again measured
on tester HO-01 and the devices had their caps welded on in a
special welding procedure so that the units were not exposed to
any temperature greater than II0°C. After weld, the test devices
were again tested for eJ-C on tester HO-01. To these final values
of eJ-C, a eC-A value of II0°C/W was added to calculate the indi-
vidual device values of eJ-A. The value of eC-A (II0°C/W) was ob-
tained from the eC-A measurement tests of Section 5.3. This value
was for operation of a TO-18 case (cap on) in moving 100°C air.
Using the individual values of eJ-A, the power level required to
reach a temperature half way between the color-change temperatures
of the top and bottom color dots (Figure 6) was computed. The de-
vices were then placed in an oven with moving air at 100°C and the
calculated power applied to each device for a period of two minutes.
The devices were then removed from the oven, allowed to cool to
room ambient temperature, and their caps were removed. Each de-
vice was then examined carefully under a Spencer 10-40 power micro-
scope to determine what color changes had occurred. The results of
these three experiments are shown in Table 4.7.
For test A01, the calculated power levels were all cor-
rect in that all the top color dots (170°C) changed, and none of
the bottom color dots (180°C). This would mean that the calculated
power level gave the correct TJ of 175°C within +__5°C (_2.9%). The
power level applied was high enough (>182mW) on each device so that
the 120°C color dot on the header should have also changed. How-
ever, in no instance did it change. The only explanation was that
a higher temperature paint had mistakenly been applied to the head-
er (many of the paints used had similar colors at room temperature).
This was further indicated when the header dots on the other tests
changed as predicted.
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In test B01, eight of the nine devices tested showed
correct calculated power levels with the top color dots (230°C)
changing and the bottom dots (240°C) not changing. This indicat-
ed that the calculated power level gave the correct TJ of 235°C
within +_5°C (_2.1%). Neither the top nor the bottom dot changed
in the remaining device (unit #16) so no value could be placed on
the accuracy of the junction temperature reached. It could have
been anywhere from approximately 210°C (-8.7%) to 220°C (-0.4%).
The value of 210°C was calculated from eJ-C and the 572mW applied
(yielded ATJ from junction to case) added to the minimum header
temperature (TC) of 140°C. This m_nimum header temperature was
established because the header color dot (140°C) changed on all
nine devices.
For test C01, both the top color dots (330°C) and the
i bottom color dots (340°C) changed. This would indicate that theTJ values were at least 5°C greater t an predicted. Careful ex-
amination of the color dots indicated that although the bottom
dots had started changing, only one of the ten devices tested had
reached the full brown-gray color, indicating 340°C or greater.
The remaining dots were either brown and light gray or similar
shades, indicating that the junction had not quite reached 340°C.
Therefore, the calculated power level for nine of the ten devices
yielded TJ values of 335°C +__5°C (+--1.5%) and the remaining device
was >340°C. On the basis of the other nine devices being within
approximately I°C or 2°C of 340°C, judging from colors observed,
it is verylikely that the other device (unit #26) did not exceed
346°C (+3.0% from 335°C). The header dots (230°C) changed color
from green to light green and light brown. This indicated that the
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220°C level had been exceeded, but not the 225°C level. (see
Table 4.4 for Detecto-Temp paint type 915-908). For the power
levels applied (from 1025mW to 1090mW), the calculated case temp-
eratures were between 213°C and 220°C. Therefore, the case temp-
eratures were within 12°C (5.6%) or less of the predicted value.
The results of this last part of the temperature-indicat-
ing paint method experiments were suitably accurate so as to con-
stitute verification that the absolute measurement accuracy of 6J-C
is well within the program objective of _I0%_
4.5 Water Bath Method
The measurement procedure for the water bath method was
similar to that used in the thermoelectric cooler experiment de-
scribed in Section 3.1 (Table 3.4). The test device was immersed
in circulating deionized water at room ambient temperature with
two milliamperes of sense current applied through the circuit of
the bench tester. VBE was measured with a Hewlett-Packard Model
412-A VTVM and also observed on a Tektronix Model 561A CRO with
a Model 2A63 differential amplifier input unit. The case tempera-
ture (essentially the same as the water temperature with only sense
current flowing) was measured with a calibrated expanded scale
(.l°C/division) laboratory thermometer. 500mW of power was then
applied to test device and the change in the VBE (AVBE) was measured
on the CRO. Power was removed from the device (except for the 2mA
sense current) and VBE was allowed to return to its original value.
The temperature of the circulating water bath was then raised (using
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an electric hot plate) slowly until the change in VBE (AVBE)
measured on the VTVM and CRO was identical to that observed
with 500mWof power applied. The temperature of the hot water
bath was measured with the laboratory thermometer. The data
obtained from these series of measurements is shown in Table
4.9.
eJ-C was first calculated by dividing the ll3mV AVBE
value by the "K" factor, -I.83mV/°C (which converted AVBE to
ATJ), and by the power level of 0.5 watt. The value calculated
was 122.8°C/W. eJ-C was then calculated by subtracting the
ambient water temperature from the hot water temperature (which
yielded ATC = ATJ at "0" power) and dividing the difference by
the 0.5 watt power level. This value of eJ-C was found to be
124.8°C/W. These calculated values are presented in Table 4.10.
The percent error between the bench tester and the water bath
method was only 1.6%. Since the water bath method did not in-
volve any attachments to or modifications of the device under
test (such as removing cap, bonding thermocouples, applying paint,
etc.) and because the parameters involved (VBE at 2mA and water
temperature) were easily measured with a high degree of accuracy
(!ImV on VBE and !0.1°C on temperature), the technique was very
precise. Therefore, the 1.6% error observed between the bench
tester eJ-C and the value obtained by the water bath method was
verification that the absolute accuracy of the bench tester was
well within the !i0% objective of the program.
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4.6 Repeatability Verification
All of the transistors to be used in the JPL Accel-
erated Life Test Program (RFP No. 0541) will be measured for
thermal impedance prior to stress testing. The accuracy of
measurement required is !i0% and the repeatability must be +__5%
or better.
For this test group (E01) i00 units were randomly se-
lected from the 288 test devices and serialized 126 through 225
exclusively. The experiment was set up so that each device
would be measured consecutively on eJ-C using the Motorola HO-01
tester. Following the i00 consecutive unit readings denoted as
the first run, the procedure was repeated nine times so that ten
readings on each device would be obtained. This data is present-
ed in Table 4.11. Best results are obtained if the parameter
measured has values in the low, middle, and high portions of the
range of the population range of that parameter. It is observed
from Table 4._ that the minimum eJ-C was 96.5°C/W and the maxi-
mum value was 144°C/W, which represented a spread of 49.2% from
the lowest to highest value. This was excellent for determining
an accurate estimate of the repeatability of the tester.
To determine the variation among the various readings
and to provide an estimate of the repeatability of the thermal
impedance tester, the coefficient of variation was calculated on
each unit, using the following formula:
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C.V. = n
n 2 n 2
n r (X i) - ( E X I)
i=l i=l
n(n-l)
n
E X.
i=l 1
X i00
where the X. values are individual 0J-C measurements on a device
l
and n is the number of consecutive times each unit was measured.
The results are tabulated in Table 4.11 in the last col-
umn denoted by C.V. This data shows a maximum value of 2.188%
which was obtained on unit #139. The value of 121°C/W for 0J-C
measured on this unit the first time is in the middle of the range
of values obtained on 8J-C for the i00 units.
The average C.V. for the i00 units is 1.26%. We con-
clude from this experiment that the Motorola tester HO-01 meets
the +5% repeatability requirement in the JPL Accelerated Test Pro-
gram Specification.
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121 lO4
123
112
115
113
193.0
242
/x_d-C
243
ZI_-C
24/*
107
_C
-14.0
99
112
103
245
246
Z924--C
247 115 99
111
_H-C
--II
...... 196.7 205.4 lC)5.1 203.1
-4.4
209 .I
-7,5
215.1
250
Z'_"C
276**
_-C
-7.1
196.1
193.9
(I)
113
99
112
-10.8
205.0
194.6
199.0
189,5
- 1.8
mII
% difference it measured valu_ (M) an
----m _--m mm--
IRI
m--! mml
-4.1
208.4
-6,3
_6.6
-6.6
204.0
mm_
211,2
-11,5
4tb i
Heas. Calc.
• [
Ta Ta
°C "C
169,3 188.3
-11.2
189.3 193 ,B
-2.4
195.6 200t8
196,1 211.9
-8 .I
196.6 205.9
-4.7
calcu _ated va ue (C) :alculai:ed M-C I00.
(2) "K" fac :or of 1.84mv/°c used in all ;a]_cglatfons.
DATE ] 2-6 12-8 12-,9 12-11 12-13
i,
S1.ATTION RO-.01 HO-01
I N _. Page
STAMP 4-30
(*) Thermocouple bo.ded to emitter area by Omega NAME
REMARKS Hi. Cement. T I1.LE ,
._**.)._T_)_:.ol_1._0_tltch bonded to emitter wire bond at die,oA1. E
For 500row In st_l!_amblent air.
i
ii
Mo'rOI_OLA INO.
Jq,.eeheeee I_wOo_n
THERMAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM
THERMOCO UPLE HETROD
(CAICULATED DATA)
TABLE 4.3 (Cont'd)
2 3PAGE-- OF
DEVICE XMPE 2N2222
SeEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JP_)
LOT _MSER 544 (S13-05) :_.,
cRouP REY 098 SUeG_UP E_I "_
comparlson ,of measured
.RA)
DATA
s/N
UN! T
MINIMUM
and calculated values
_as.
TJ
6th
. , ,,
Calc.
TJ
oC
iMea8.
T3
oC
of junction and case temperature*.
7th
Calc.
T3
°C °C
MAX IMUM
236 183.2 204.7 175.5 201.8
_7_I"C 1 1 "T -1 5.0--J_ JL. u --- .
239
5th
Meas. Calc.
TJ T3
i
°C °C
167.1 188.1
-12.6
.---- _._
189,9 192.1
-11.6
204,0 210,5
-3,_
191.7 2O5.2
-7.0
198.5 208.2
-4.9
------ _----
----m
208.7 215.7
-2,3
202.5 210.5
-4.0
169 ._1) 206.4
--m.
160.2 156.8
2.1
For 500row In sl
12-18
240 (l)
191.2
195.4
210.6
-10.2
191.7 209.0
- 9.0
198.0
242
n?_-c
243
244
6%M-C
245
A ?_4-C
200.2
£II arab
209.6
-5.9
212.7
lent ah
246
247
200,0
195.0
205.3
198.8
160.2
250
A %M-C
276
205.0
-2,5
220.7
205.5
-5.4
215.4
-4.9
212.5
-6.9
206.4
156.8
2.1
T3
• C
170,9
193 ._
189.3
199.3
162.2
Calc.
T3
°C
195,2
-14.2
202.0
201,4
-4 ,I
202.0
200.3
-5.8
202.4
-4.1
204.8
161.2
0.6
MEAN.
8th
Meas,
TC
"C
119 ,I
137,6
127,6
125.7
134.9
146.0
156.3
109.2
%LUE:(*)
DATE 12-30 1-3 1-5 1-5
tale,
TC (2)
• C
144.7
-21.5
154,0
-II.9
MEAN
VALUE
(2)
AT3
%
,
F
-12.4
-5.0 "
i
149.4 _ -.-
-17.1
148.5
•-18.2
150.8
-11.8
155.9
-6.8
mml
155.3
0.6
105,2
-3,7
-9.7%
-3.5 '
mim
-7.8
mmm
-6.2
0.,5
-5.7
m
-11.5
J
1.6
-5,6%
STATION ,, ,
I NSP. P_.
STAMP 4-_I
(1) Themocouple bond came loose from die. NAME
REMARKS (2) Galculatp_1, from _T=G and calculaee4 T3 rather TITLE
than _TJ, _ _,% between' C
.o,ono, , eo.toTo measured and aleulated DATE ............. •
_ MOTOROLA INO.
_emlc:onm_for
Iq.emeJ,m_ Dl_#a_
THERMAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM PAc__ OF _
TH ERMOCOUPLE MEI_OD
(CAIEULATED DATA) DEVlCE T_E 2N2222 _t
SPEC. REV. NO. PR_.T_ 11_0 (.TPT_!
TABLE 4.3 (Conttd) tOTeR 544 (SL3-_) _'_
REY 098 sue_x_ F01
.Computattoh of 8J-A and 8C-A values for 500row operation(2)in _till -._ient air.
Prom From From
sA_
Mean Values for Individual units
Meas. Calco Heas. Cadc. Meas.
TJ
UN I T oC
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
T3
!
TC TO(5) TA
°C oC oC °C
256 175.5 195.5 119.1 145.0
239 165.6 171.8 --- 116.8
Hea8,
Value
f%T-A
°c/w
Calc.
Value,,
OJ-A
°cA0
MQU.
Values
eC-A
°c/w
!
From
Gale.
Val ue s
BC-A
°e/w
_% between
ldeas. & Cale.
Values _':
_LT-A ! _8C-A
%
25 .I 297 541 188 240 -1458
24.9 278 ;5)4 Q._. 184 --5.8 ---
-27.7
240 189.5 197.5 157_6 149.5 25.1 330 545 225 250 -4.5 -11.1
545127.6242 152.4 559
569156,3245
204.4 205
201
25.1
25.1209.8
254
262
197,5
194,0 125.7
-4.1
-9.2558
-23.9
-50.4
244 195.0 207.0 134.9 157.5 25.1 354 564 220 266 -9.0 -20.9
205.0 559204.0 24656f> -0.61_8.0 25.1
212.0 146.0 [160.5 25.1 555 574 242 272 -5,4 -12.4
212.0 _.-- 162.5 25.1 351 574 --- 276 -6.6 7--
207.3 156.3 157.8 25.1 329 564 262 266 -10.6 -1.5
203.0
200.6
189.5
102.4
146.0
266
546
563
158.4 25.2161.0
2_
.246
25.1
168
214
22625.1
196.5
109.2
132.0
247
138.0
2_0
154
241
262
II II
276 (I)
Mean A 186.9
Mean B* 196.6 202.1
272
526
_. 2.2
i
_"6.1
-5.8
8.3
5 43156.0
* - Hewn B cal(ulated pithout data frxn Unit_ # 236, 239, ar] 276.
DATE
STATION (3)p.nl,r,|tl._t. d rnm m_: n 'I'.T (_._lo.latP. ]% and (:.T.-C.
INSP. Page
ST_b_P 4-32
I REMARKS (I) Thermocouple stitch bonded to emitter wire bond NAMEat die. (2) With Cap "ofF' and Omega liT cemeat TITLE
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPD*I079 on die. DATE
% __|.
y
i
-
J
THErmAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM
DEPE6TO-T_P PAINT EVALUATION Sb_VlARY 2N2222
DEVICE "PtPE
SPEC. REV. NO. 'PROJ. 1130 (Jp_
TABLE 4.4 tOT NUMBER 544 (SI._-05) _i
GROUPREY 098 SUSGRoupPalnt 1_est
l
,l
' Detecl
Tamp
Paint
Type
Numbel
915-
UNI T
M IN IMUN
i
MAX Ik_dM!
0900
0901
0902
0905
0904
0905
0906
0907
,o908
0909
0910
0925
SUMMARY
Orlg.
Color
L. Blue
Light
Cre an
Pink &
Blue
Pink
Light
YeI1 ow
Pur pl e
Blue
_hite
Green
Gold-
Br_4n
White
Pink
0926 BI-Grn.
0927 Blue
0951Y tN
0954 31-Crn.
(I_o al_
Speci
(2) '
Poor
5tol
an_e frc
icat ior
_dheren(
)°C abox
[ OF RESULTS OF TEMPERATURE TESTS OF _'DETECTO-T_4P" PAINT
Ist Paint
Color Chan_e
New
Color Temp.
Blue
L, .Blue
M, .BIue
Lilac
Violet
None
ray -
_e_
Yellow
L. Grn&
L. Brn.
Oran_e
Crea_ 2
L il ac
L. Gra(_
L.Grn.
I_ Brn
Brown
L,Bluel
m ori¢il
color
° C
50°C
60°C
80 :C-
85 C
;tOOOC
120 °C
(l)
140°C
180o0
220"0
280 oC
2nd Paint
Color Chan_e
New
Color iTemp.
------ O C
None
tt
|t
t|
tt
t|
M. Gray 195"C
None
L. Brn&
H. Brn. 225"C
Rust 285°C
'55500Yen 
8500 Gray 2]OOC
550°C None
25000 M. Gray 530°C
. o;c
190 C Gray 215°C
75"C L. Gray 240"C
ml col(r obser, ed ove_
•hange temperat_ re was
llcon _ afar - Lajorlty
!led qo_ or chanj ie tempe
3rd Paint
Color Change
New
Color Temp.
None
tl
tt
t|
tt
tl
D. Gra 170"0
None
M;_rn 250#_
None
tl
t_
tt
tl
Violet-
Gray 295 °C
None
the te_ oeratur
[40Oc.
of pat_ t dots
=ature,
4th Paint
Color Change
New
Col or Temp.
.--. 0 C
None
t!
t_
tt
_t
t!
None
t_
tt
tt
t!
Brn-
Gray ]40 °C
None
•. rathe from 27
zame of J wafer
r
{
Summary
of Results
Meets Sates.
Mfgrs. for
_neo.. Pro_me._
l
No No
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Ye_ Yes
No Yes
1_9 No
No Yes
Yes Yes
yes Yes
No No
Yes No
i
No No
No No
No Ye s
No Yes
No _es
_C tO 2_ _'C.
_t or fz om
DATE 11-25 11-23 11-2] 11-25 11-2] 11-25 11-2] 11-2]
STATION
INSP.
ST e
REMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO-1071)
1
Page
4-33
NAME
TI TL.E
DATE, ....
,!
I
_ MOTOROLA INO.
_ml©or_luc:foP
PAG[ 1- OF 3 ,
T}IERMAL RESISTANCE DATA DEV;CE TYPE 2N2222
_EC. REV. NO. PRO3. 1130 (J_%)
TABLE &.5 LOT NUMBER 5#¢4 (SL_-OS) _
"Detecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in GROUP R]_ 098 SUBGROUP _01_
determlnlng power levels required to change** paint colors at specific TJ levels, i_,
a
fit -A*
still
Air
°c/w
Top Paint Dot
on Die (Color
changes at 75°C)
Power
Level Notes
App1 'd
After paint
applied to
Die & Header
8J-C
S/N at
500row
UNI T °C/_
_AIN IMUIV
MAXI_aJV
251 117
252 I13
253 103
254 ---
255 108
256 117
257 102
258 113
259 112
260 119
(I) P_int appl
DATE 12-27
STATION H0-OI
I NSP.
STAMP
-m
379
375
mw
TA
"C
Bottom Paint Dot
on Die (Color
changes at 83°C)
Power
Level
Appl 'd
mw
Notes TA
oC
S
132 --- 26.5 136 26.5
133
365 140 ---
_[46
130
1;_o
110
(1)
(1)
t o ohse_
26.8
570
379
138
IbU at
95°G
(
26.8
Paint Dot on Header
(Color changls
at 60°C)
TA
°C
7
26.5
26_8
26.8 200 26.8 26.8
170
364
375 136
124
116
'.s on di
26,5
26.3
375
381
ied too
25_C at
(1)
(1)
189 at
95 C
_C at
,e surfsthick
26.0
I-5
Bench
26.0
26.0
26.0
26,5
26.3
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
:e,
1-18
Bench
N AME
TITLE , ,,
DATE ,
,e chan_
1-18 1-18 1-18 1-18 1-18
;erich Bench Bench Bench Bench
Power
Level Notes
Appl ' d
124 ---
130 ---
136 ---
136 ---
136 .._
120 ---
124 ---
110 ---
100 ---
i
1-18 1-18
Bench Bench
I I -
I I I(*) eCmA3262"C:/W for unwelde I TO-18 case £n st¢12
REMARKS dlr &£ 25"0.
(**) Color changes o_se%_ed undqr pic_oscope while power
,oTomo_a ton, ,o. sPo-soT, 18 2ncreaseo slow y.
I
26.5
26.3
26.0
26.0
26,,0
,, H
26.0
1-18
Bench
_ Mo'roItOLA INO.
Semlc_tN_.
PAGE--Z....-- 0,'_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA D£VICE TYPE 2N2222
l •
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JP_.
TABLE 4.5 (Cont'd) LOT NUMBER 544 (SLS-05) _
"Detecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in GROUP R_Y 098 SUBGROL_ GO2 t_
determinin_ power levels required to change** paint colors at specific TJ level@.
After Paint Top Paint Dot Bottom Pa£nt Dot Paint Dot
appl ted tO
Die & Resder
8J-C
s/N
UNi T
PAIN I I_UIV
VIAXI MUE/
262
265
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
(I) Tt
8J -A*
at still
500m_ ,Air
°c/w °c/w
106 368
m
I16 578
108 370
I07 369
lo_ 3_v
nl 37_
III 373
108 570
105 567
113 375 '
is unit used to
on Die (Color
chan_es at 100°C)
Power
Level
Appl 'd
n14
2os
2O5
165
175
210
185
22O
180
190
on Die (Color
changes at 12O'C)
Notes TA
--- 26_0
--- 26.3
--- 26.4
--- 26,3
--- 26.3
--- 26.3
--- 26.3
--- 26.3
--- 26°5
(1) ---
nt chec at ele
Power
Level
Appl 'd
mN
240
245
180 •
195
245
235
Notes TA
°C
TA
°C
W
T
I
26.0 26.0
26.3 26.3
26.4 26.4
26.3
26.5
26.3
26.3
on Reader
(Col or changes
Power
Level Notes
Appl 'd
me _--
170 ---
165 ---
145 ---
150 ---
160 ---
140 ---
145 ---
I
130 ---
132 ---
--- (1)
26.3
26.3
255 m--. 26,3 26.3
26.3225 26.3
230 --- 26.5 26.5
--- (1) ......
run pa: vated t,mperature.
I
DATE 12-27 1-5 1-19 1-19 1-19 1-19 1-19 1-19 1-19 1-19 1-19
STATION _0-01 Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench 3ench Bench Bench Bench
INSP. Page
ST-_ 4-35
(*) @C °c/w for unwelded TO-18 case NAME
REMARK S air at 25 °C. T I TL E ,
(**) Color chan_es observed under microscope while power
ao'roMeL_ ro_. NO. SPO_OV, iS increased slowl OATE , .
....... _............ Yr . ....... _ ........................
_ MOTOROLA INO.
S_mlcondu_t[_r
4mmelmrle _v#e_rs
3 3
PAGE-- * OF
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA DEVICE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
2N2222
PROJ. 1130 (3_)
TABLE 4.5 (Cont'd) LOT NUMSER 544 (SL3-05) :
"Detecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in GROUPREY 098 suecao_ GO3 _ c
determining power levels required to change** paint colors at specific TJ levels. _";_.:
After Paint Top Paint Dot Bottom Paint Dot Paint Dot on
applied to on Die (Color on Die (Color Header (Color _-,
Dfe &lleader changes at 140"C) changes at 130eC) ch,anses at IO0°C) :
OJ-G
S/N at
500row
UN I T OC/w
MIN II_UMi
_IAX I MUM
271 160
272 103
273 103
274 II0
275 II0
(I) TI is unit
(2) P_iint app_
DATE 12- 27
STATION 110-01
i NSP.
ST_P
Notes TA
w_m OC
--- 26.5
(2) 26.5
(1) --m--
--- 26.3
--- 26.3
.nt checc at el(
:o obser'te chang
1-19 1-19
Bench Bench
II I
Power
Level
Appl 'd
raw
310
--urn
360
390
rated ti
_s on d:
1-19
Bench!
Page
4-36
Notes TA
m--_ °C
_._U at
170 °G 26,3
(2) 26.5
(1) ---
420 at
170 o_ 26,3
480 at
70 o_ 26.3
:mperat_ res,
'.eStlrf_ -_e.
1-19 1.-19
Bench Bench
OJ-A*
still
,'Air
Power
Leve I
Appl t d
Notes
w_m
260
310
260
310
1-19
260NR
Die
(1)
280 NR
1-19
Bench _ Bench
i
N AME
TITLE
DATE
TA
*C
Y
26.5
26.5
26.3
26.3
Pc_4er
Level
App1 'd
°C/W g_4
422 240
365 _' ----m
369 ---
372 330
372 34o
used t¢ run pa
£ed toc thick
i
t _
1__, _ 1-19
Bench Bench
(*_ 8C-A='262"c/w for unwelded _0-18 :ase in still
REMARKS ai_ at 25"C .... _ . -A.. -_ ...... wh_le
** a es obseLv©u u..,_, .._,-_,,o,_,,w _ p(_er( ) Color ch n8 .....
.OVOnOLA VO_..0. s_o.,o,, _s _ncreaseo sLowAy.
I
I
, 1-19
Bench
i
4.
i@ MOTOFIOLA INO.
Seml©ondue|or
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
" TABLE 4.6
"Detecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in
P AGE--.m.L. OF 3 ..
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO,]'. 1130 (J'PL_)
LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544 (SIZ-OS)
GeXe REY 098 _BG_aP K01
determining power levels required to change** paint colors at specffi c TJ levels.
After Paint Top Paint Dot Bottom PalntDot
applied to on Die (Color
Die & Header
8J-C
s/s at
500nu
BJ'-A*
still
Air
°c]w
on Die
(color chanKes at 17(
Power
Level
Appl ' d
mw
180eC}
TA
il
Paint Dot on
Reader (Color
chan_e_ at 1 20e_%
Power
Level
Aovl 'd
UNIT °C/W °G mw
_INIMUM
_AXIMUM
109 34034 26.5
mml
571 340
35
Notes
32O NR
36 108 370 360 26.5 340 Die
370
390
108 26.5
26,5128
37 3O0
Notes TA
--- 26.5
--- 26.5
--- 26,9
--- 26.5
--- 26.9
--- 26,5
--- 26,5
--- 26.9
--- 26.5
°c) chan_es at
Pceer
Level Notes
Appl 'd
420 ---
410 ---
380 ---
350 ---
340 ---
440 ---
500 ---
380 ---
440 ---
28038
96,5
34O
300
27U NR
Die
260 NR
Die
TA
"C
26 ,f,
420
26.5
26,5
26.5
250 NR
39 III 373 320 26.5 280 Die. 26,5
34Q NR40 III 373 420 uze
460 26,541
26.5
104
3UU NR
Die
366
380
45O
260 NR
42 109 371 _ 320 26.5 280 Die
43 108 370 360
26 _5
26 _5
26,5
26,5
iii
DATE 12-27
_-_5 1-20 1-20 1-20- 1-20 1-20 1-20 - 1-20 1-20. 1-20
, ,, ,,,,
i STATION HO-O1 Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench BenchINSP. ' Page ,.
mT_i, 4-37
(*) for unwelded TO-18 case in still NAME
REMARK S act at • _:i,_-(**) Color ch nges observed under mlcroseo_ while vower IS TM i
UOVOnO,.Ato...o, s,,o-.toT, increased slowly. -_- L DATE ' ' L
I#I(_'rOROLA IN(}. PAGE 2 OF _ .....
memn/-._tuotoe-
D/_Jo0_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA DEVICE TYPE 2N2222 !
.- SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 (JP_
TABLE 4.6 (Cont'd) LOT N[94BER Unwelded-544(SL3-OS),,
"Detecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in GROUP REY 098 SUBGROUP _01 "-_
de_ermini,ng power levels requlred t? change*.* paint colors at specific TJ levels.
After paint Top Paint Dot Bottom Paint 'Dot Paint""_"on
appl fled to
Die & Header
e_-o
S/N at
500row
UNI T "c/w
117
VlINIMUM
_MAXIMUM
45
46
OJ-A*
Still
Air
°c/w
379
on Die
(color chanKes at 230'
Power
Level
Appl ' d
mw
580
47 111 375 650
48 109 371 530
5O
51
on Die (Color
3) chan_es at 240°C)
Power i
Level
Appl ' d i
65O
68O
58O
52
Notes
18_ ' at
75 C
220 at
75 °C
200 at
75°C
TA
°C
26.5
26.2
26.2
Leve 1
Appl'd
IBW
T&
_u
"C
Notes TA
_tm Oc
56Q at
223"C 26.5
610o_t220 26. 2
510oat
22_ G 26.2
520 at
225 °C 26.2
530 at
225°C 26.2
26.2
540 °at
220 C 26.2
560 at
225 °C 26.2
26.2
26.5
26.2
26.2
94 356 " 540 620 26.2 26.2
572 56O
6OO
620
660
II0
108
540
550370
53 107 369 580
1800_t75
IUU at
75°C
18Ooat
75 C
26,2
54 108 370. 580
560
26.2
26.2
26.2
26.2640569
1-21 1-21 1-21 1-21 1-21
Bench Bench Bench
107
Reader (Color ,
changes at 150"C_)
Power
Notes
449 NR
480 ,Die
460 NR
500 Die
430 (t_eI_R
4zu tqK
450 Die
360 NR
400 Die
42.q NR
460 u_e
480 "_e [_R
4_u_K
440 Die
460 4g_e_K
1-21 1-21
BenchBench
NAME
TITLE
DATE ,,.
I ii II III I
DATE 12-_F'l 1-5 1-21
55
STATION HO-O1 Bench Bench Bench Bench
I NSP. '.... Page
.TMWP 4- B
(*) eC-A_62 *c/w for Ummlded TO'18 ease in still
REMARKS air at 25°C. (**) Color changes observed under
n'ro._a roll .o. s_.-t0_. .x_cr_scope while power fs increasedSLOW y. I
26.2
26.2
26.2
26.2
26.2
1-21
Bench
I
_ IMOi"ORO&A /NO.Semmk=cwme_u_/hmr
P_._3___ or , 'i ,
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA D£'VlCE_E 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PRI'i.T_ ]]_;fl (.TPT,_I
TABLg 4.6 (tout'd) LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544 (Rl_-O5)
"Detecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in e_uP RKY 098 su_ouP M01 i:
determining power levels required to change** paint colors at speciEic T3 levels. _
A£ter paint
applled to
Die & Header
O3-C
S/N at
500me
UNI T °C/W
MINI_
MAXIMUM
56 111
57 124
58 106
|
59 101
60 102
61 ---
62 101
63 112
64 116
65 122
i
Top Paint Dot
eJ-A*
still
air'
°c/w
373
386
368
363
363
374
378.
386C 610 (2)
on Die (Color
changes at 330
Power
Level Notes
app1 t d
700 (I) 525 at230 °C
610(2) 500 at!230"C :
675(1) 560 at230 °C
665(1) 56_ at
750 (1) 580 at230 °C
730(1) 580 at230 oQ
:675 (1) 540oat230 Q
665 (1) _8o_ t
455 at
230 °C
"c)
TA
• C
26,4
Bottom Paint Dot
on Die (Color
changes at 340°G)
(1) Pa
(2) Pa
DATE
STAT I ON
INSP.
Lnt turn
[nt turn
1-21
Bench
•d tota:ly gray
_d totally gray
|-5 ,-21
Bench iBench
26.4
26 _4
26,4
26.4
26.4
26,4
26.4
26.4
at abmt 1050 _.
., Level
appl 'd
665
630
775
755
805
805
790
810
630
at abo_t 980 _;,
1-21 1-21 1-21
Bench Bench l Bench
P_§_9
Power
Notes
560. at295 C
522oat
295
560 at
185 °C
560 oat215 f!
630 at
21 S °fl
630 o_t215
540 oat185 C
580 at
1Rq°_
455at
_)1 _ °r.
1-21
Bench
l - (*) eC-A'--262°c/e for uneelded TO-18 case in stillREMARKSair at 25°0. (**) Color changes ob.se.rv d under
__ mlcroscoDe while power is Increaseo snowty.
mOTOROLA FORM NO. SPD%|071
| __
TA
"C
26,4
26,4
26,4
26.4
26.4
26.4
26.4
26,4
26,4
:1-21
iBeneh
N #,ME
TI TLE ,
DATE ,,
Pal.t'Dot o..ea r
(Color changes at _
230eC)
Power
Level
appltd
lnw
630
625
750
805
840 ---
All HDI_
735 at 91Q
705 ---
All RDR
750 =_ qln
770 ---
1-21 1-21
i
Bench Bench
i i i =l
i ii i
Notes., TA
----- . .: _eC
%
i Iii ii
--- 26 -/-I'
--- 26.4
--- 26.4
--- 26 -4
26.4
26.4
2K_4
26.4
26.4
1-21
l_t_h
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA D£VeCa tee 2N2222
_EC..EV. NO. PROJ. l_q fJPL)
TABLE 4.7 LOT _R Unwelded-544 (_L3-05)
"Detecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in cmouP RIP/'098 suec4_ouPA0I _:
determining TJ by application of design poaer levels and observin_*paint color change9.
after paint
applied & hcf or,
I,,A_ uo.ld__d
eJ-C
S/N at
500._
UN I T Or/w
_INIMUbl
VlAXII_M
1 104
2 109
3 113
4 105
5 I01
6 186
7 108
8 114
9 103
e
I0 109
II ---
After wel ding
cap to header
OJ-G O J-A*
at IO0"C
500_s_ 500row
%/w °c/w
106 216
111 221
108 218
192 302
114 224
120 230
106 216
111 221
&
Design
junctn
Temp.
°C
175
175
175
179
Power
Level
Appld,
U_
-347
339
344
248
175 335
175 3 26
175
175
347
359
top paint Dot
on di_
I?0°C
Did
Col or Notes
Change]
QmN _
yes ---
YeS ---
yes, ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
),as ,m ,m
:res ---
i
DATE 12-I 8 12- 27 I m21 I'22 I "22 I'22
STAT|ON H0-OI 40-01 french Bench Bench Bench
,NSP. Page_
ST._MP 4 -4u
i
I REMARKS (*) eC-A=II0*c/w for TO-18 case in movlng air
at 100*C, (**) Under microscope after 2 m£n.
...omo_M so...o, s,..,oT,
Bottom paint
dot on die
180 "C
Did
Col or Notes
Change
no ---
no ---
no --'--
_mm mum
no ---
no ---
no ---
no ---
no ---
1-22 1-22
Bench Bench
appZ. Of power &j r__m_za! of cap, _ 0,1',,,,
Paint dot
on header
120"C
Did
Color Notes
Chan_e
n9 ---
nQ ---
no -._
no u__
no ---
no ---
no ---
no ----
1-22 1--22
Bench Bench
I|
.A.S
7! TLE ....
i i ii
MOTOROLA INO.
Sernlc:om:luc:to¢,
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 4.7 (Cont'd)
"Detecto_Temp" Temperature Sensitive Paint Used in
_vlc_ mE 2N2222 ( :_
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3. 1130 J-_-
LOT NUMBER Unwelded-544 (S_=-05)
6noueREY 098 sosca_ue B01 _
determinfn_ TJ
After Paint
appl led &be forl
cap we1 ded
_-C
S/N at
500_
ON I T °C/w
VlINIMUM
_AXlI_JM
12 112
13 101
14 110
15 106
16 122
17 109
18 107
19 103
20 ---
21 ---
22 110
DATE 12-18
STATION H0-01
.H
I NSP.
STAMP
b7 application of de.sign power levels and Qbservin_*oaint evlo_ chnn_mq.
After wel di ag
cap to head,
03-(3 O3-A*
•at I00 °C
, 500_ 500row
"c/- "c/w
116 226
105 215
116 226
111 221
126 256
114 224
111 221
108 218
114 224
112-27 1-21
HO-01 Bench
neslgn!
Junctn
Temp,
°C
235
Power
Level
App1 '
mw
597
235 628
235
235
235
597
611
572
Paint dot i
on header;
140eC i
Did
C ol or Notes
Chan_e
.mm
I
I
235 603 ---
235. 611 ---
235 620 ---
1-22
Top paint dot
on di,
230 "C
Did
C ol or Notes
Change +
yes
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
rid ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
1-22
Bench
Page
4-4,1
1-22 1-22
Bench Bench
I
235 603
iBottom paint
idot on die
240 oC
Did
Color Notes
Chan_e
po
nO ---
no ---
no ---
nO ---
no ---
yes ---
no ---
no ---
Bench
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
1-22 1-22
Bench Bench
RE)4A_S (*) eC-A=ll0°C/W for TO-18 Case in moving air at NAME
100 Co (**) Under microscope after 2 m£n. appl. of p_er TITLE
'DATE
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPO*|070 & removal of cap,
,mm.
*m
i i i I
= !
.;.' i
1-22 ,
Bench ,
r ,I
T
I_ MOTOROLA INO.
Bemlo_eor
pA_____L or _ .........
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA OEVlCE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
TABLE 4,7 (Conted) LOT NUMBER
'tDetecto-Temp" temperature sensitive paint used in GROUP R_Y 098 SUSGSOtP C01
determining TJ by application of design power levels and observin_=paint color change.
After weldlng
cap to Imaderl
8J-C 8J-A*
at 100"C
500row 500row
°c/w °c/w
118 228
120 230
114 224
116 226
112 222
I06. 216
113 223
108 218
114 224
113 223
Design
Junctn
Temp.
° c
'Power
335 1030
335
335
335
Level
Appl '<
ira4
1025
I050
1040
335 1060
335 1090
335 1055
335
335
335
1080
1050
1055
top Paint Dot
on Die
3300C
Did
Col or Note s
Change
J
yes ---
brown-
yes v_llgw
brown-
yes yellow
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
}_s ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
Bottm Paint
Dot _ Die
340"C
Did
Color Notes
Change
uirty
yes white
ipurple
yes brown
Ipurple
yes orown
& It.
gray
gray-
yes Drown
brown-
yes L:Kray
brown-
yes L ,stay
Drown-
yes L ,gray
Drown-
yes L, gray
brown-
yes L gray
Drown-
yes L _ra_
2N2222
PRO3. 1130 (3P_)
Unwelded-544 (SL3-05)
After paint
appl led _before
cad W¢1¢¢d
83-C
S/N at
500mw
UNIT "C/W
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
23 114
24 113
25 109
26 107
27 109
28 103
29 106
30 104
31 110
32 108
Paint Dot
on Header
250 "C
Did
Color Notes
Change
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
yes ---
DATE 12-18 12-27 1-21 1-22 - 1-22- 1-22
STATION _0-01 ltO-01 Bench Bench Bench Bench
INSP.
REMARKS (*) _-A:ll0"C/4 for TO-18 Case in moving air at
IO0*C. (**) Under microscope after 2 mln.
ue,onol., roe..o, spo.,oTt appl, of power & removal of cap,
I
1-22
Bench
N AME
TITLE
OATE ,,,
1-22 ' 1-22 1-22
Bench Benoh Bench
..... _V
i@ Mo'roWOLA INO.
THERMAL IMPEDANCE PROGRAM
TEMPERATI_E-INDICATING PAINT I_TROD
(CAIEUIATED DATA) OEVlCE 7_(
SPEC. REV. NO.
TABLE 4.8 LOT NUMBER
c_ouP RK"f 098 sueGRouP GO1
PAGE...1._ , OF _ "i_
i
2N2222
PROJ. 1130 (JPL_
544 ($T_-05) _,*
{.
1 , ,
Comparis on of
AmbLdnt
Temp.
S/N TA
UN ! T of][
M I N II_IUM:
MAXIMUM
251 26,5
252 26,8
253 26.8
954 ---
255 26.5
256 26.5
257 26.0
258 26.0
259 26 ,0
260 26,0
MEAN _ _ROR :
|
calculated p_aer level and observed power level t'1_q'd.
OJ-A*
still
air
°c/w
379
375
_6,_
370
379
364
Power req'd, to
raise T3 to 75"0
Calc.
Power
Le_l
mw
128
129
132
131
129
135
Ob serv.
Power
Level
mw
132
!133
140
146
_.mu
Error
%
-3,1
-3,1
-6.1
.-_1_1.s
Power req'd to
raise T3 to 83"0
Calc.
Power
Level
mw
149
150
154
153
150
157
Obsery._
P(_wer
Level
136
138
200
170
Error
%
8,7
8.0
-29.9
-II.I
to reach TJ and
Power req'd to
raise header to !60"0
Observ _Calc.
Power
Level
mw
128
127
127
128
129
Power
level
mw
124
130
136
136
13_
120130
275 131 130 0.8 152 136 10.5 llS0 124
275 131 120
110
124
116
8,4 130
130:14,7
6.8
152
190129
18,4
22,7
15.6
II0
100,
_81.
_r, ror
;%
V'
3,1
-2,4
-7.1
mmm
-6.3
-5,4
7.7
4.6
15,4
23 ,I
8.3
ii
,,,DATE I-1_8 1-_8
STAT I ON
I N SP. Page"
STAMP 4-43
RIEMARKS *Based on OC-A of 2620c/w for unwelded TO-18 case
in st£11 air at 250C.
MQTOROLA FORM NO. SPID*|O?It
]
N AME
TITLE ,,
DATE
i
1-1s
&
i£ Mo'roI_OLA INO.
Semiconductee
Compar is on of
Arabient
Temp.
S/N TA
UNI T ° C
MI N IMUM:
MAXIMUM
261 26.0
262 26.3
263 26.4
264 26,4
265 26,3
266 26.3
267 26.3
268 26.3
269 26,5
27Q ---
MEAN E IROR:
DATE •
TH_MAL IMPEDANCE PROGRAM p_ 2 OF ::'6
TEMPERATURE-INDICATING PAINT METHOD
(CALCULATED DATA) BEVlCEI_PE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO..PRO.T, 1130 (:JP_)
TABLE 4.8 (Cont'd) LOTNU_£R 544 (SL3-05) _?_
c,_ _ 098 suec_ G02
STATION
calculated
8J-A
stil I
air
°c/w
pm4er level and observed
Power reqtd to
raise T3 to 100"C
Calc,
Power
Level
mw
Observ.
Power
Level
mw
i
Error
%
power level req'
Power req'd to
raise T3 to 120"C
Gale,
Power
level
mw
368 201 208 -3.5 255
205
-5.1378 195 '248
d to reach TJ and,
Power raq'd to _.
raise header to 75*C
Power
level
Error
9.1 /
11,3
370 199 165 17.1 253 21,6
369 175
_10
185
22O
180
19o
367
373
375
12,1
-4,5
6,1
-II,7
9.6
5,0
8.3
1-19
370
367
',_99
201
254
255
251
251
253
255
yage
4-44
Observ
Power Error
level
mw %
240 5,9
245 1.2
180 1:28,9
199 2_, 2
24.5 3,9
255 6,4
255 -1.6
225 11.1
230 9,8
i n
10,2
1-19
Calc. Observ
Power
Level
mw uTd
187 170
186 165
i85 145
186 160
186 140
186 145
186 130
185 132
1-]q
197
NAME _
TI TL E ...... ,,";_... ...
DATE ........... _-
197
199
200
_mm
I
I NSP.
ST_P ,,
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPO*10?l)
19.4
14.0
24,7
122.0
_0,1
28.7
'. I
' f '1
20.1
MOTOROLA INO.
|emloonclucfor
#mrdD_hmo4Jo _1o_
j 6
THERMAL IMPEDANCE PROGRAM PAG£3--.._.----- OF _" ,..
T _PERATUR E- INDICATING PA II_T MEI_IOD
(CAICUIATED DATA) _vlcE mE 2N2222 _,!_i_!- .....
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. I130 (JPI_['
TABLE 4.8 (Conttd) LOT NUMBER 5_._ (.-,T.3-O_ _:
GroUP REY 098 sUSG_t_G03 "_;
Comparison of calculated po_er level and observed power level reqtd to reach TJ and
s/N
UNI T
VII N II_IlUM
UlAXIMUM
271
272
273
274
275
MEAN
Arab ient
Temp.
TA
°C
Power req*d to
raise T3 to 140"C
O3 -A
still
air
°c/w
Calc,
Power
lave I
mw
Observ.!
Power
Level
Im¢
Error
26.5
26.5
26,3
26.3
422
365
372
372
240269
511
306
306
330
540
I0.8
-7.8
-II.I
Power req'd to
raise T3 to 150"C
Calc.
Power
Level
mw
293
338
Observ,
Power
Level
mw
310
mmm
Error
%
-5,8
Po_er req'd to
raise header to !O0*C
Calc.
Power
Leve I
mw
280
Observ
Power
Level
nlw
260
310
!
5
Error
2.1
-10.7280
_33 360 -8.1 281 260 7_5
333 390 -17.1 281 310 -10,3
E_ROR: 9.9 10.3 8.9
iii
DATE 1-19
STAT I ON
I N SP. Page
STAI_:' 4-45
R!_MARKS *Power levels 5 to 15_, lower nea_..._r die.
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPD*IOT0
i
1-19 1-19
NAME ,
TITLE , ,_
DATE I I II I _= I i [[11
MOTOROLA INO.
Semlc:onducl_P,
Jmw_e_eel Ol_vtelqm
THERMAL IMPEDANCE PROGRAM
TI_dPERATURE- INDIC AT INC PA 11¢r MBI_OD
(CAICUIATBD DATA) DEVICEI_PE
SPEC. REV. NO.
TABLE 4.8 (Cont'd) LOT NUMBER
GROIn REY
PAGE_ OF F;
PRO3. 1130 (_TPL)
544 (SL3-05)
098 SUBGROOPK01 !'7!
Comparison of calculated power level and observed power level req's
Arablent
Temp.
UN I T ° C
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
TA
OJ-A
still
air
°e/w
Power req'd to
raise T3 to 170"C
Calc.
Power
Level
mw
Observ.
P_er
Level
R14
Error
%
Power req'd to
raise T3 tO 180"C
Calc.
Power
Level
mw
Observ.
Power
Level
mw
Error
%
to reach TJ an_;l_l
Power _eq'd to
raise header to 120"C
Cal c.
Power
Level
Observ,
Power
Level
nIw
Brror
;%
34 26.5 371 387 340 12.1 414 420 -1.9 340 4,8
'360
340
300
320
26.5
26,9
7.2
12,4
:1.8.5
16,9
26.5
35
370 415
419
394
412
370
390
410
380
350
34O373
36 1.2
8.4
11.2
17_5
37
38
388
388
357
357
357
357
357
368
38539
340
3OO
280
28026.5
4.8
16.0
21.6
i
21.6
40 26.5 373 385 420 -9.1 412 440 -6.8 357 420 -17.7
|
41
42
43
392 -17.4
17,3
-19.3
8,2
,-6,0
8.9
2,1
12.5
387
[-w
388
26.9 366
371
370
26,5
357
357
357
419
414
41526,5
460
320
380
450
280
36O
_ROR:MEAN
.500
380
44O
-26.1
21,6
-8,4
15.8
DATE 1-20 1-20 _-20
STAT I ON i
I NSP. Page i
, STroP 4-46
i i i
NAME ,,
• ¢
REMARKS *Power levels 5 to 25% lower nea_._._rdie. TITLE _,
i
\ v L
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*|07t DATE ._. .
IMOTOROLA INO.
S_mlcor_lu_Qor
fme,oehemtm Dl_loeoee
Comparison of calcul ate d
THERMAL IMPEDANCE PROGRAM
TEMPERATURE-INDICATING PAINT METHOD
(CAlCUlATED DATA) _vwc[ T_E
SPEC. REV. NO.
TABLE 4.8 (Conttd) LOT NUMBER
GroUP REY
p_er level and observed power level req'd
PAGE' 5 OF 6
2N2222
PRO3. 1130 (JPLJ
. 544 (3L3-05) . _
t
098 SUe6nOLF LO1
to reach TJ'and
s/.
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
Ambient
Temp.
TA
oC
9J-A
st£11
i' air
°c/w
45 26=5 379 538
Power req'd to
raise T3 to 230°C
Calc.
Powe r
Leve 1
mw
0bserv,
Power
Level
raw
i580
Error
%
-7,8
Power req'd to
raise T3 to 2400C
Calc.
Power
Level
mw
564
Observ_
Power
Level
t_W
650
Error
%
2,5
Power req'd to _
raise header to 150"C
Calc.
Poeer
I_vel
mw
472
65O
-19,0 57447 26,2
26.2
596
577
680
_6,2
48
49
5803.6530 J
375
371
-18,5
-0.5
i
-3,05,6 602 620
550
356 5_2
473
473
473540
1.5 575 560 2.651 54837226.2
52 26.2 370 552
53
473
555
_540
550 0 .4 5_8 600 -3 .8 473
580
L_552
553
5_
26,2 580569 620
660
640
1-21
370
369
26,2
26,2
580
-4,9 -6,9
-1412
-10.3
6,9
578
-5 ,I
-1.3
5.5
56055
MEAN ERROR:
DATE 1-21
STATION
INSP.
STAMP
R_ARKS *Power levels 5 to 10% lower near did.
.aTO.OLA ,o...o. s,o.toT,
J
580
473
473
473
Observ,
Power Error
Level
i(
!,
480 i1,7
500 -5 _7
430 9.1
450 4v9
400 !15.4
460 2.8
480 -1 _5
440 7:,0
460 2.8
5.6
1-21
i
N AME
TITLE , .,
DATE
i
y
T
, I I
w
I@ MOTOROLA INO.Semlconduc(_B.Png'_h _lom THERMAL IMPEDANGE PROGRAM
T_IPERATURE-LNDICATING PAINT METHOD
(CALCULATED DATA) _v0cE r_e
SPEC. REV. NO.
TABLE 4.8 (Cont'd) LOT N_eE,
GROUPREY
i
2N2222 _
PR_T_ 11_n r Tm_
544 (SI_1-05) _
098 suec_oue I_)1:¢¢_
Comparison
s/N
UNI T
MIN IMUIV
57 ¸
58
59
60
61
of calculated
Arabient
Temp.
"TA
°C
26.4
26.4
26,4
26.4
26.4
@J-A
still
air
°c/w
.373
586
368
363
.364
power level and observed
Power req'd to
raise T3 to 330"C
Ca1¢,
Power
Level
814
786
824
836
834
Ob serv.
Power
Level
mw
700
610
675
665
75O
_rror
%
14.0
22.4
18,1
20.5
I0.I
vower level reo'd
Power req'd to
raise TJ to 340"C
Calc.
Power
Level
Paw
Obser_
Power
Level
fig0
Error
%
C_.
to reach T3' and_2A_l
Power req'd to _ /
raise header to 230*C
Calc. 0bserv
Power Power Error
Leve 1 Level :
840 665 20.8 777 630 18.9
812
852
864
630
775
735
805862
:777
777
777
777
19.6
3.5
.'_ tK
.8.1
62 26.4 363 836 730 12,7 864 805 777 5.4
63 26.4 374 812 675 16._ 838 790 777 9.3
830565
610
80426.4 510
63026.4
378
384
22,4
9.0
14.9
6.6
6.8
5.7
i
2.4
.
22.9
12.4
64
65
777
777
625
i
750
840
735
705
750
770
17.3
22.9791 817
3.5
0.9
MEAN EIROR: 17.2 8.1
1-21 1-21 1-21DATE
STAT i ON
I NSP,
STN_P
RISMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO, IPO-IO/I
NAME ' _r
TITLE .....
?
DATE ...... ;,
MOTOROLA IN@.
leml¢@nduc|_
_ll ID_¢ei_4t
PA_Z1---]---.- : Or - ,1 ....
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 4_9
DEVICE I_PE 2N2222
i
_sc. ,Ev. NO. PRO_. 1130 (3PL_ ii
LOT NUMBER 531 _
GroUP REY 098 sJeC_0Up Wate_ Bath
Verification of Bench _T-C measurement accuracy by water bath method
"K" Factor = -1.84_v/°c
IC " 40mA
VCE = 12,.b'V
_v3E
S/N at
500row
UNIT my
_IINI_UN
_AXIMUM
5 113
(I) I ot watel
Value to
b_-nch te_,
i
DATE 11-24
, i
STATION Bench
I NSP,
STAMP
eJ-C
at
, 500row
°c/v
122.8
temper tture a,
be 113 ,£11ivo'.
ter whe devlc_
11-24
Bench
Test device immersed in circulating
de£on[zed water for all measurements.
TC VBE
Cold Cold
Water
°c Volts
ljusted
ts. Th
was di,
Rx:0)
Hot
Water
°C
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*lO71)
23.2 .683 85.6
:o level
.s corre
s [pat i.
11-24
Bench
requi_
sponds
g 500 m
d for c
ith the
.11 [watt
11-24
Bench
hange i'
AVBE v_
VBE fr:
Llue obs I
11-24
)m cold
_rved o_
VBE
Hot
Volts
,570
_ater
the
Bench
I
!1-24
Bench
i _
N aUZ ;
TITLE ,, ....
DATE , _ _
MOTOROLA INO.
Sernl_oncl_tlm.
Ol_fe#e,m
PA_1.-L---- or , '1
THERHAL RESISTAI_E PROGRAH
WATER-BATH I_THOD
(CAICUIATED DATA)
TABLE 4.10
DEVtCE r_E 2N2222
_.= i
SPEC REV NO PROJ. 1130 (3P_)
;_OT;;_;,_;;,_3_(_L3.-03).__ ,,,
GFKXJPREY 098 SOBGROUPNAT_" BATH TK._T
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
Calculat£on of 9J-C £rom
@J-C "dmasured
on bench tester.
s/N
OJ-C
at
_00 me
Q3-C calculated by determining change £n water-bath
temperature req'd to produce same AVBE as bench tester.
bench test and by water-bath method.
ATC
e3..c
at
500 ._
ErrorAVBE
UNIT .., "c/w my "C °C_¢ %
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
62.4122.8 124.8113 1.65
DATE _ 2-6 1-24 1-24 1-24 1-24 ,
STATI ON Bench Bench Water N_tt_r Nater
INSP. _n_. ' '
ST_I P Bath _o_0: Bath Bath
N AME , : f
REMARKS TI TL E , , ,_ •
IliTOROt.k FORMNO. SPD*IOll) DATE , , ...... _-- _. ,
i P,_
I
I
I
REPEATABILITY TEST
Transistor Type 2N2222
Lot 544 (SL3-05)
REY 098 E01
VCE = llo9V, IC = 42mA
READOUT (°C/W) C.V.
SERIAL
NO. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 %
126
127
128
1OO
J_g-j
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
iii 113 115 114 114 117 113 112 113 112
112 109 115 iii 112 109 109 108 107 112
106 106 105 105 103 107 104 105 103 105
117 116 117 117 116 117 116 116 115 118
112 Iii 112 116 iii 112 iii 112 113 ii0
114 114 113 114 114 III 112 ii0 ii0 114
135 134 135 133 133 133 133 131 135 130
115 114 117 113 118 116 114 112 113 114
119 117 120 120 116 119 117 119 117 118
112 113 114 iii 114 113 114 113 112 112
121 122 122 123 122 123 123 122 123 123
112 ii0 112 113 113 112 109 ii0 ii0 112
120 117 117 119 115 116 117 117 117 116
121 114 113 115 115 112 113 114 113 114
iii 107 109 109 108 107 107 107 109 108
118 115 113 113 114 112 113 113 113 112
124 127 125 127 126 125 125 124 123 126
142 142 143 143 140 142 143 142 142 144
114 115 117 116 115 115 116 117 115 118
121 119 121 122 121 118 119 120 118 121
112 113 112 112 iii 113 iii 112 112 113
113 112 109 iii Iii ii0 113 iii ii0 109
122 122 122 119 121 120 121 120 122 119
118 117 115 115 114 115 113 112 114 119
115 116 117 117 116 117 116 115 116 114
1.059
2. 186
1.227
.729
i .458
1.521
1.266
1.656
1.183
.916
.571
1.274
1.238
2.188
i. 217
1.564
1.052
.744
1.062
1.179
.658
1.307
1.018
1.911
.858
Table 4.11
4-51
REPEATABILITY TEST
Transistor Type 2N2222
Lot 544 (SL3-05)
REY 098 EOI
VCE = II.9V, IC = 42mA
SERIAL READOUT (°C/W) C.V.
NOo
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 %
117 117 116 115 118 114 116 116 115 115
iii Iii 112 113 114 113 iii 112 ii0 Iii
112 114 ii0 Iii i09 109 107 11n_v 11n_v 11n_v
iii 108 112 109 iii ii0 108 107 109 108
109 IIi 109 III 109 ii0 109 108 108 109
114 114 114 114 113 113 112 iii II0 ii0
108 109 108 108 107 109 106 108 108 107
113 iii 112 II0 Iii 112 ii0 Iii 109 108
120 121 120 121 124 124 122 120 120 120
118 116 120 118 116 117 115 116 116 116
113 116 113 114 112 112 113 _iiI ii0 112
119 115 115 113 116 114 115 114 116 114
128 129 126 130 127 126 128 127 126 125
i00 i01 102 103 I00 104 I01 102 I01 i01
120 117 118 121 119 119 119 118 118 117
116 117 112 115 115 114 113 113 112 112
Iii 113 113 113 112 ii0 109 Iii 112 ii0
122 118 120 118 120 120 116 117 117 121
123 119 118 119 119 118 118 118 117 117
122 123 121 123 122 121 123 123 123 123
ii0 II0 iii 112 108 108 112 iii iii ii0
122 118 118 119 117 117 121 120 119 119
iii 112 ii0 113 114 114 113 113 112 113
112 iii 113 112 iii 109 109 109 ii0 ii0
116 115 113 117 116 114 112 117 114 117
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
1.033
I.i00
1o700
1.497
.969
1.467
.852
1.350
1.336
1.263
1.462
1.445
1.218
1.251
1.067
1.573
1.284
1.656
1.444
.689
1.286
1.372
1.128
1.293
1.557
Table 4.11 (Cont.)
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REPEATABILITY TEST
Transistor Type 2N2222
Lot 544 (SL3-05)
REY 098 EOI
VCE = II°9V, IC = 42mA
SERIAL READOUT (°C/W) CoV.
NO.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 %
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
10-7
J_%2!
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
120 120 117 119 118 120 117 118 119 120
117 1]g !]9 118 119 121 118 117 119 119
125 123 125 123 126 125 122 124 124 125
125 126 122 122 123 121 121 123 122 121
112 109 ii0 ii0 ii0 iii iii Ii0 'ii0 109
112 114 114 113 IIi 112 112 112 iii 112
118 122 118 120 117 116 117 121 118 119
Jill 107 109 iii 108 109 107 108 109 109
117 115 115 117 115 117 114 115 116 117
ii0 108 iii 109 106 105 108 108 108 106
108 Iii iii 109 108 ii0 109 108 107 107
118 120 120 118 115 117 116 118 120 119
108 112 108 !09 108 107 109 108 108 Ii0
118 118 119 116 116 118 117 117 116 118
109 112 109 109 109 113 Ii0 109 109 112
117 116 114 116 116 116 115 115 114 114
112 113 114 112 112 113 113 iii iii 112
115 113 Iii 113 114 112 113 iii 112 112
119 120 119 118 116 118 120 118 117 119
119 123 124 122 121 119 121 120 123 121
ii0 ii0 113 ii0 ii0 ii0 ii0 109 108 109
114 113 Iii 115 113 112 Iii II0 112 114
Iii 113 114 113 112 114 112 112 112 113
116 117 114 115 115 115 117 113 115 117
107 107 108 107 108 106 105 106 106 106
1.035
.995
.990
1.397
.834
.943
1.600
1.285
.980
1.717
1.356
1.464
1.305
1.000
1.449
.919
.845
1.123
1.068
1o404
1.171
1.405
.858
1.170
.906
Table 4.11 (Cont.)
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REPEATABILITY TEST
Transistor Type 2N2222
Lot 544 (SL3-05)
REY 098 E01
VCE = II.9V, IC = 42mA
SERIAL
NO.
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
READOUT (°C/W) C,V.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8 9 I0 7o
113 112 iii IIi 113 113 Ii0 112 113 115
119 120 118 121 120 117 118 117 117 11_,
106 ii0 108 105 107 107 105 107 108 108
120 120 118 120 119 119 119 119 117 118
115 116 117 118 116 115 114 114 113 113
122 121 118 118 121 118 116 120 123 123
112 112 112 114 116 Iii 116 114 114 113
ii0 112 iii 109 109 114 114 112 112 109
iii 117 113 112 ii0 112 113 ii0 II0 Ii0
Ii0 112 ii0 ii0 109 107 108 108 108 II0
125 126 125 126 128 125 127 124 125 125
114 112 112 iii 112 113 112 li0 115 ii0
120 123 123 119 121 123 122 123 123 123
116 113 116 115 112 114 112 113 113 116
iii ii0 iii 112 112 112 ii0 Ii0 Ii0 ii0
97.1 I00 i00 98.4 97.8 98.2 96.5 98.0 96.6 96.5
127 122 125 123 125 121 120 123 124 123
109 106 107 105 106 108 106 105 105 105
112 116 112 112 113 114 113 113 115 112
109 IIi 112 114 113 112 113 112 113 ii0
126 126 126 126 123 126 124 123 123 125
117 114 116 115 113 114 115 113 114 114
116 117 116 118 116 117 118 120 118 117
112 114 IIi 116 112 113 112 112 112 112
105 106 ii0 105 107 106 107 107 107 109
1.263
1.272
1.423
.836
i. 445
2. 003
1.510
1.738
1.969
1.351
.935
i . I. '_Jl "J"-I- l- J
1.222
1.432
.829
1.337
1.669
1.317
1.235
1.362
1.121
I. 109
I. 067
1.270
1.492
Table 4.11 (Cont.)
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5.0 PHASE III TESTS - MEASUREMENT OF 9J-A
5.1 Test Design and Modifications of Original Test Program
Due to problems or circumstances not contemplated at
the time the Motorola proposal was submitted, several modifica-
tions of the original test program were necessary. In no case
was the scope, intent, or effort on the program reduced.
5.1.1 Measurement of _C-A
Due to instrumentation problems and handling diffi-
culties associated with 3 mil copper-constantan thermocouples
bonded to the cases of the 2N2222 devices, the original sample
size was reduced from 25 to 6. Multiple readouts were made to
compensate for the smaller sample. The power levels used were
modified from the proposed 250-500-833mW to 500_662-778mW to per-
mit the case temperature verification tests (Section 5.5) to be
performed with available types of Detecto-Temp temperature-indi-
cating paint. The thermocouples were bonded to the index tab of
the header flange for solid bonding properties rather than to
points determined by prior experimentation. The test program was
expanded to include _C-A measurements in still ambient air, in
moving ambient air, and in 125°C moving air, as well as the pro-
posed 100°C moving air test.
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5.1.2 Measurement of Maximum Junction Temperature
Since the devices for this test were identical to
those used for 0C-A measurements, the problems and program
changes described in Section 5.1.1 above also apply. In ad-
dition, the forward voltage drop of the base-emitter diode
(VBE) was measured at a current of 2.0mA rather than the origi-
nally proposed 100_A to permit working in a more linear (and
thus repeatable) portion of the diode forward characteristic.
5.2 Method used for Determinin_ 8J-A
Since the path of flow for the heat dissipated in a
transistor junction is through the series path consisting of
the eJ-C and eC-A of the device, the total thermal resistance
between junction and ambient (0J-A) must be the sum of 8J-C and
eC-A. Expressed mathematically,
eJ-A = eJ-C + 0C-A (i)
A method for accurately measuring 0J-C for individual
transistors was developed during Phase I tests (see Section 3.1).
Therefore, if an accurate method of measuring 0C-A were to be
developed, 0J-A could be calculated from equation (i).
0C-A is defined by equation (2) below and is essential-
ly a function of the package and ambient air conditions. It is
the same for all transistors mounted in the same package under
the same ambient air conditions.
5-2
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Since the proposed JPL Accelerated Life Test Program
testing is to be performed in forced air (horizontal flow) ovens
at +I00°C, the value of 8C-A for the TO-18 package (used for
2N2222) was determined under these particular conditions. It
was also determined for still ambient air, moving ambient air,
and 125°C moving air.
0C-A =
TC - TA
P
where TC = Case Temperature
TA = Ambient Temperature
P = Power Dissipation
(2)
The actual value of eC-A was found by accurately meas-
uring TC, TA, and P, and calculating eC-A using equation (2).
The measurement technique used for determining eC-A is described
in the next section.
5.3 Measurement of eC-A
To perform the eC-A measurements, an oven with socket
configurations and air flow characteristics similar to the type
that would be used on the proposed JPL Accelerated Life Test Pro-
gram was fabricated. Six Motorola 2N2222 devices (from production
lot 544), selected on the basis of their original eJ-C values, had
3 mil copper-constantan thermocouples bonded (Eastman 910 cement)
to the transistor case (TO-18) at the point where the index tab
extended from the welding flange. The devices were retested for
gJ-C on tester HO-01. No significant change in eC-A resulted
from bonding the thermocouples.
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Initial testing was performed on three units in still
ambient air at the 500mW power level. The case temperature was
measured with the 3 mil thermocouples on a Honeywell Model 2733
potentiometer. Room ambient temperature was read on an expanded
scale (.l°C/division) laboratory thermometer. The change in VBE
was measured on the bench tester using the Tektronix CRO.
The three devices were loaded into the test sockets in
the oven and the thermocouple leads brought out for connection
to the potentiometer. The oven blower was turned on but the heat-
ing elements were left off and measurements were made of TC and
AVBE with 500mW applied in moving ambient air. The oven was sta-
bilized at +I00°C (monitored by another copper-constantan thermo-
couple located inside the oven). Power (500mW) was applied to
the devices through the bench tester circuit so that the power
level could be accurately measured and the value of AVBE deter-
mined. The thermocouple attached to the case of the transistor
under test was monitored until the TC reading had stabilized. This
value of case temperature and power level, together with the 100°C
ambient temperature, was used to calculate 0C-A for the 100°C mov-
ing air condition.
Following these initial experiments with three devices,
all six units were measured in still ambient air and moving ambient
air at the 500mW power level. The six test devices then had sev-
eral dots of Detecto-Temp temperature-indicating paint applied to
selected points on the outside of the case for the case temperature
measurement verification test (see Section 5.5). The devices were
then tested in 100=C moving air at the 500mW, 662mW, and 778mW power
5-4
levels. Following operation at each power level, starting with
the 500mW level, the oven door was opened briefly for visual
examination of the temperature-indicating paint dots.
The initial data taken on the _C-A measurement experi-
ments is presented on Pages i through 3 of Table 5.1. The cal-
culated case temperature values and comparisons with measured
values are shown on the first page of Tables 5.2 through 5.6.
Since the measured TC values generally ran lower than the cal-
culated values, it was decided that the Eastman 910 cement used
to bond the thermocouples to the cases had provided an insulat-
ing layer under the thermocouple on some devices. This same pro-
blem had been experienced in the "Thermocouple Method" tests de-
scribed in Section 4.2. Accordingly, the bonded thermocouples
were removed and then soldered to the index tab. The still ambient
air test was repeated on four devices and the moving ambient air
tests were repeated on all devices. It was intended that the IO0°C
moving air test be repeated. However, due to switching from a
thermocouple with an ice bath reference to one with a room refer-
ence for monitoring the oven temperature, the oven temperature was
mistakenly set to 100_C rather than 75°C above room ambient. This
raised the oven temperature to approximately 125°C, so the data
taken was for 125°C moving air rather than the 100°C. An additional
test of all six units was made, however, to repeat the 100°C mov-
ing air condition. The data taken on the tests repeated with
soldered thermocouples is shown on Pages 4 through 6 of Table 5.1.
The calculated case temperatures and comparisons with measured
values are shown on Page 2 of Tables 5.2 through 5.4 and on Pagell
of Tables 5.5 through 5.9.
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It was observed that the data obtained with the solder-
ed thermocouples still had considerable variation between measur-
ed case temperature values for all devices at a given power level
and ambient air condition. This was also true between measured
and calculated values for individual devices. A series of tests
were then performed to determine if soldering the thermocouples
to the cases had damaged the devices or the thermocouples, or if
the operation in 125 ° moving air at 778mW had caused damage. Wa-
ter bath "K" factor measurements were performed (Page 7 of Table
5.1) and the calculated values for "K" (Page i of Table 5.10) in-
dicated that the temperature coefficient was approximately -I.6mW/°C
rather than the -I.84mV/°C used in calculating case temperature.
However, when the test was repeated (Page 8 of Table 5.1) with the
water bath temperatures measured using a different copper-constan-
tan thermocouple, the temperature coefficient appeared to be about
normal (Page i of Table 5.10). A comparison test was then made be-
tween the temperature readings of the soldered 3 mil thermocouples
on four of the test devices and a Standards Lab copper-constantan
thermocouple with an ice bath reference junction. Measurements
were made in still ambient air, room ambient water, and hot water.
At the same time, an unsoldered 3 mil copper-constantan thermo-
couple of the same type as those soldered to the cases and a stan-
dard glass laboratory thermometer were tested for apparent temp-
erature accuracy. The data taken is shown on Page 7 of Table 5.1.
The percentage deviations of the thermocouples and thermometer from
the Standards Lab "Reference" thermocouple are shown on Page i of
Table 5.10. The apparent deviations between thermocouples were
very significant (up to 14%) at room temperatures but were insig-
nificant (less than 1%) at the higher temperatures. Another water
bath "K" factor test was performed (Page 8, Table 5.1) with test
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unit #373 using both the 3 mil thermocouple soldered to the case
and the "Reference" thermocouple from the Standards Lab. The
calculated data for the soldered thermocouple yielded a tempera-
ture coefficient 8.2% lower than the "Reference" thermocouple
(Page 2 of Table 5.10).
At this point, all 3 mil thermocouples were unsoldered
from the test units, cleaned thoroughly, examined under a 10-40
power microscope, and then resoldered to the test devices (except
for unit #375 - the 3 mil thermocouple broke during the unsolder-
ing operation). The thermocouples and the attached test units
were individually calibrated by the Motorola Quality Control Temp-
erature Standards Laboratory. A copy of one of the calibration
curves is shown in Figure 7. The five test devices with newly
soldered and calibrated thermocouples were again measured for "K"
factor by the water bath method and compared with the "Reference"
thermocouple (Page 9, Table 5.1). The results (Page 2, Table 5.10)
were essentially the same as before with the soldered thermocouples
yielding "K" factors about 6.5% lower than those computed from the
"Reference" thermocouple. The "Reference" thermocouple was then
sent to the Temperature Standards Lab for an accuracy check and
found to be within acceptable limits (better than _.05°C at 25°C).
The reason for the lower "K" factor values when using the soldered
thermocouples had not been determined at the time the program was
completed.
Since the series of measurements with thermocouples did
not resolve the differences seen in the calculated "K" factor
values (to possibly explain variations seen in calculated TC), the
5-7
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the devices were remeasured on eJ-C using the bench tester and
water bath technique developed during Phase I tests (Page 9,
Table 5.1). The new value of eJ-C was compared with the value
obtained on tester HO-01 prior to the start of Phase II and III
tests (Page i, Table 5.10). The correlation with original values
of eJ-C was very good with a mean difference of 2.0% and maximum
deviation of only 4.8%. This indicated that the "K" factor value
of -I.84mW/°C was still valid for the test units and that they
had not been damaged by soldering on the thermocouples or by op-
erating in 125°C moving air at 778mW. The five remaining test
units were measured again (Page i0, Table 5.1) in still ambient
air with values of AVBE and TC determined at the 500mW power level.
The calculated values of TC and comparisons with measured values
are shown on Page 2 of Table 5.2. The 100°C moving air test was
also performed one additional time (Page ii, Table 5.1) at the
500mW, 662mW, and 778mW power levels to verify results obtained
previously. The calculated values of TC and comparisons with
measured values are shown on Page 2 of Table 5.4 (500mW level),
Page I of Table 5.5 (662mW level), and Page i of Table 5.6 (778mW
level).
The results of measurements made in still ambient air
were very satisfactory. The difference between measured and cal-
culated TC on individual readouts varied between 0.6% and 16.4%,
while the mean difference for individual devices ranged from 5.0%
to 7.9% with an overall mean difference of 6.5%. The mean dif-
ference between calculated and measured values of eC-A for indi-
vidual units varied from 2.3% to 7.7% with an overall mean dif-
ference of 5.3%. The mean value of measured eC-A was 205.3°C/W
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compared to 204.70C/W for the calculated value. An error of
10% in eC-A would correspond to an error in TJ of 5.6% (_I0°C)
for a device with a eJ-C of II0°C/W operating at 500mWin still
ambient air (TJ nominally 183°C).
The results of measurements made in moving ambient
air were also very good. The difference between measured and
calculated TC on individual readouts varied between 0.2% and
23.3% while the mean difference for individual devices ranged
from 3.8% to 15.6% with an overall mean difference of 8.8%. The
mean difference between calculated and measured values of eC-A
for individual units varied from 2.3% to 21.8% with an overall
mean difference of 8.6%. The mean value of measured eC-A was
II4.0°C/W compared to 122.0°C/W for the calculated value (7% max.
difference). An error of 10% in eC-A would correspond to an er-
ror in TJ of 4.3% (_6°C) for a device with a eJ-C of llOOC/W op-
erating at 500mWin moving ambient air (TJ nominally 1390C).
The results of measurements made in IO0°C moving air
were good at all three power levels. At 500mW, the difference
between measured and calculated TC on individual readouts varied
between 0.1% and 16.7%, while the mean difference for individual
devices ranged from 2.6% to 8.9% with an overall mean difference
of 5.3%. The mean difference between calculated and measured
values of eC-A for individual units varied from 6.1% to 19.7%
with an overall mean difference of 12.9%. The mean value of
measured eC-A was 94.1°C/W compared to I06.20C/W for the calcu-
lated value (12.9% max. difference). An error of 10% in eC-A
would correspond to an error in TJ of 2.4% (_50C) for a device
with a eJ-C of II0°C/W operating at 500mWin 100=C moving air
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(TJ nominally 205°C). At 662mW, the difference between measured
and calculated TC on individual readouts varied between 0.4% and
15.4% while the mean difference for individual devices ranged from
6.4% to 12.7% with an overall mean difference of 9.4%. The mean
difference between calculated and measured values of eC-A for in-
dividual units varied from 2.3% to 14.3% with an overall mean dif-
ference of 8.9%. The mean value of measured eC-A was 95.9°C/W
compared to 104.1°C/W for the calculated value (8.6% max. difference).
An error of 10% in eC-A would correspond to an error in TJ of 2.8%
(_7°C) for a device with a eJ-C of II0°C/W operating at 662mW in
100°C moving air (TJ nominally 239°C). At 778mW, the difference
between measured and calculated TC on individual readouts varied
between 0.2% and 20.5% while the mean difference for individual de-
vices ranged from 0.2% to 15.8% with an overall mean difference of
8.2%. The mean difference between calculated and measured values
of eC-A for individual units varied from 5.3% to 18.3% with an
overall mean difference of 10.3%. The mean value of measured eC-A
was I04.5°C/W compared to I13.9°C/W for the calculated value (9.0%
max. difference). An error of 10% in eC-A would correspond to an
error in TJ of 3.1% (_9°C) for a device with a eJ-C of II0°C/W op-
erating at 778mW in 100°C moving air (TJ nominally 271°C).
The results of measurements made in 125°C moving air
were also very good at all three power levels. At 500mW, the dif-
ference between measured and calculated TC on individual devices
varied from 0.7% to 2.4% with an overall mean difference of 1.7%.
The mean difference between calculated and measured values of eC-A
for individual units varied from 2.3% to 7.3% with an overall mean
difference of 5.2%. The mean value of measured eC-A was I18.2°C/W
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compared to I16.5°C/W for the calculated value (1.5% max. dif-
ference). An error of 10% in BC-A would correspond to an error
in TJ of 2.5% (_6°C) for a device with a BJ-C of IIOOC/W operat-
ing at 500mW in 125°C moving air (TJ nominally 2390C). At 662mW,
the difference between measured and calculated TC on individual
devices varied from 0.5% to 5.1% with an overall mean difference
of 2.7%. The mean difference between calculated and measured
values of BC-A for individual units varied from 5.2% to 13.7% with
an overall mean difference of 9.9%. The mean value of measured
BC-A was I16.6°C/W compared to I09.2°C/W for the calculated value
(6.8% max. difference). An error of 10% in BC-A would correspond
to an error in TJ of 2.8% (_8°C) for a device with a BJ-C of
IIO°C/W operating at 662mW in 1250C moving air (TJ nominally 273°C).
At 778mW, the difference between measured and calculated TC on in-
dividual devices varied from 0.4% to 4.5% with an overall mean dif-
ference of 2.3%. The mean difference between calculated and meas-
ured values of BC-A for individual units varied from 1.0% to 11.0%
with an overall mean difference of 5.5%. The mean value of meas-
ured BC-A was 120.9°C/W compared to I16.40C/W for the calculated
value (3.9% max. difference). An error of 10% in BC-A would cor-
respond to an error in TJ of 3.1% (_90C) for a device with a BJ-C
of II0°C/W operating at 778mW in 125°C moving air (TJ nominally
303°C).
The overall mean value of calculated 9C-A for all three
power levels and for both 100°C and 1250C moving air was found to
be III.3°C/W. A nominal value of II0=C/W for BC-A was selected
for use in calculating power levels for the 100=C moving air ex-
periments with temperature-indicating paint (see Section 4.4, Ex-
periments AOI, BOI, and C01) and for recalculating the power levels
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for use on the proposed JPL Accelerated Life Test Program (see
Section 6.2). The mean value computed from the calculated
values of 0C-A was selected in preference to that computed from
the measured values because the accuracy of the calculated values
was more firmly established from the Phase II tests (Section 4.0).
Also, thermocouple bonding problems had been experienced and the
validity of measuring the true case temperature on the index tab _
of the welding flange was somewhat questionable, which added sup-
port to the decision to use the calculated values.
5.4 Measurement of Maximum Junction Temperature
This series of experiments was so closely associated
with the measurement of 0C-A (Section 5.3) that the tests were
performed simultaneously. The test procedure described in detail
in Section 5.3 will suffice for the maximum TJ test program with
the added notation that all the references made to the measure-
ment of AVBE pertain specifically to the maximum TJ experiments.
By applying power to the devices in this test through
the bench tester, the circuitry permitted the power to each in-
dividual transistor to be switched off and a 2.0mA forward bias
(sense) current to be automatically applied through the emitter-
base diode. The value of the forward voltage drop across the emit-
ter-base diode (VBE) within approximately l_sec from the time pow-
er was removed was observed on a calibrated Tektronix CRO. By
using the measured ambient temperature (TA) and the "K" factor of
-I.84mV/°C (which had been determined specifically for the Motorola
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2N2222 during Phase I tests), the change (AVBE) in the value of
VBE between a "no power" and "power" condition was converted di-
AVBE_ The ob-rectly to maximum junction temperature (TJ = TA + K J "
served values for AVBE and TA for these experiments are shown in
Table 5.1. The calculated values of maximum junction temperature
(T J) are shown in Tables 5.2 through 5.9.
In summary, the values of maximum junction temperatures
ranged from 171.6°C to 197.2°C for 500mWoperation in still ambient
air, from 141.0°C to 144.2°C for 500mWoperation in moving ambient
air, from 201.2°C to 213.2°C for 500mWoperation in 100°C moving
air, from 239.5°C to 243.9°C for 662mWoperation in moving air, from
272.5°C to 282.5°C for 778mWoperation in 100°C moving air, from
234.6°C to 243.4°C for 500mWoperation in 125°C moving air, from
266.7°C to 279.7°C for 662mWoperation in 125°C moving air, and
from 297.4°C to 313.0°C for 778mWoperation in 125°C moving air.
The specific value for TJ for each readout on an individual device
was used in calculating the TC value used in the eC-A computations
of Section 5.3 (TC = TJ - 0J-C X P).
SJ-A values were also calculated and are included in
TJ - TA
Tables 5.2 through 5.9. eJ-A was calculated from eJ-A -- PowerCP) _
AVBE
KXP"
5.5 Verification of Case Temperature Measurements
To lend credence to the case temperature values de-
termined by the experiments in Section 5.3 (Measurement of 0C-A),
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several color dots of Detecto-Temp temperature-lndicating paint
were applied to selected points on the outside of the cases of
the six test units just prior to their operation in an oven with
100°C moving air. The physical layout of the color dots and
their color-change temperatures are shown in Figure 8. Follow-
ing operation at each power level (500mW, 662mW, and 778mW), the
oven door was opened briefly and the paint dots examined for color
changes. The observed color changes are presented on Page I of
Table 5.11. The measured and calculated case temperatures were
then compared with the observed paint dot color changes. The re-
suits of these comparisons are shown on Page 2 of Table 5.11. Only
one of the fifteen measured case temperatureswas verified, but
seventeen of the eighteen calculated TC values were verified. This
gave additional support to the previous decision that the calculated
case temperatures were more accurate than the measured ones.
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THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA BEVlCE T_E 2N2222
i ll|SPEC. REV. NO. PRf,.)J. 11.50 (,.TP
TABLE 5.1 LOT NUMBER 544 (SL_-O5) :_
smm REY 098 _BGAOUP DO1 _
Test for measuring eC-A with 3 roll copper-constantan thermocouples bonded* to case.
1st Readout
St£11 AmbLent A£r
AVBE
S/N at
500_
UNI T mY
TA
oC
TC
oC
2nd Readout
St£11 Ambient ALr
_E
at
500._
TA
°G
TG
oC
AVBE TA
at
500row
my °CInv
3rd Readout
Moving Ambient Air
oc
MINIMUM
I
MAXIMUM
573
374
376 25O
259
24.4
24.5
103.6
107.8377
249
i
29O
300
24.7
24.6
24.7278 290 24.4 29.4
103.7
117.5
129.6
12-13
Bench
DATE 12-10 12-10 12-10 12-13 12-13
STATION Benc h Bench Bench Bench Bench
INSP. yage
STNdP 5-17
188
193
197
12-14
Bench
25.5
25.4
25.5
12-14
Bench
REMARKS IC:40mA, VCg=12,Svolts, l.sense=2, O_ on all IIAUE
' ( ) Bonded to index tab on flange with Eastman 910 TITLE
i
i i
H
1
73.0
72.7
77.2
IIIDTOROI.A FOtlM NO. SPO-101| cellN_nt. DATE ,,, T-
12-14
I
Bench ,
I@
I
MOYOROLA INO.
THI_AL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.1 (Conttd)
Test for measurin_ OC-A with
4th Readout
Moving Air at 100*C
UNI T
M I N I'_UM
MAXIMUM
_VBE
at
500_
g_
TA
°C
TC
°C
3 roll copper-constantan thermocouples
5th Readout
Moving Ambient Air
5YBE
at
500row
my
TA
°C
TC
°C
tl
PAGE 2_ OF _
OEVICE TYPE 2N2222 _!_
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3. 113Q (JPL_
LOT NUMBER 54_ _:_T_*-05)
G.OU_Ey 098 _uP no1
bonded* to case_ :
6th Readout; :_! +
Still AmblJnt At_
TA 'I_Z_BE
at
5oom_
573 .......... 202 25.2 71.8 310
374 ......... 199 24.7 76.4 292
139.6
139.9
134.6
186
192
100.3 °
200
190
192
186
12-18
Bench
25.0
25.1
25.0
25.1
12-18
Bench
76.3375
376
377
378 189
I00.6"
102.5 °
70.1
66.2
66.8
12-18
Bench
I
N AME
(*) Bonded to index tab on fflange with TITLE ,,
12-14 12-14
Bench Bench
i
DATE 12-14
STATI ON Bench
INSP.
STNVIP
IC=40mA, VCE=12.Svolts, I sense:2.0_ on all
readouts.
REMARKS
326
12-20
Bench
mTo,o_, ro...o, spo.loT. Eastman 910 cement. OATE
°C , +OC
24.8 ll_.O
24.9 139.9
24.9 130.5
i
i
12-20 12--20
Bench gel_ch I
I
I"
1 !
I@ IteOTOROLA INO.S_mi4:o_cluc_
_Jma_
PAGE--..,T2--....-- OF 11
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.1 (Cont'd)
OEVlCE T_PE 2N2222
_EC. REV. NO. PRO3, 1130 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SLY-05)
RIP/' 098 su_ DO1 :
Test for measuriu_ OC-A with 3 nil copper-constantan thermoco_ple bonded* to ca$¢.
7th Readout-500mw 8th Readout-662mw
Moving Air at 100°C Movlng Air at 100"C
5 nil thermocouple bonded to case 3 roll thermocouple bonded
AVBE TA TC (2) AVBE TA TC( 2_
at
500rows/N
UNIT my
i
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
373 210
374 201
375 202
376 193
377 _96
378 190
(l) _hermocol
_ere sol,
(2) [etecto-:
c etermine
(3) Data in(
"C °C
102,p _39.2
102.5 145.7
103.1 146.2
102,6 140,0
103,1 156,4
100.5 136.1
ple ca _ off
,red on for la_
emp pai It dots
maximu a case
:icates :hermoc
DATE 12-21 12-21 12-21
STATION Bench Bench Bench
INSP.
,t high
er test
were pa:
.roper at
,uple bol
at
662mw
mv °C
272 99.3
265 99.3
268 99.7
259 99 _7
261 99,7
297 97.4
:emper ature.
:nted or the s[
,res re;-.bed du]
_d ma 7 tave loo,'
°C
151.2
152.6
148.7
148.9
143,5
141.7
les and
ing tes
lened.
9th Readout-778m w
Moving Air at lO_'C
Thermocouole b on(_ied
_VBE TA ;rc(2)
at
778_
12-21 12-21 12-21
mv
330
318
310
312
318
top of he TO-1
12-21
Bench Bench Bench Bench
Page
5-19STAMP , i
REMARKS IC:40mA, VCE=I2.SV, I sense:2,0mA on all readouts. NMME
_=) Bonded to index tab on flange with Eastman 910 eem_nt.T*VL[ ,
.evo,,o,.M FO,," ,0. S,'O-,07* OAT[
°C eC
q_ __ 139 ./_3)
100.2 (1)
99.7 160.8
99.4 156.0
1o0. 15o.9
98.0 141.4
case t o
i
12-21 12-21
Bench Bench
V
| III
i i .
y
i i i ii i
(
aeOTOROLA ONO.
Semleonahu_thpP
ll_,o4_lo@o _vlo_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.1 (Cont'd)
DEVICE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT NUMBER
eJ.-,c4-_--- o_ 11
2N2222
PRO.T, 1130 (3PL_
544 (SL:_-05)
GROUPREY098 SUSG_Ue D01 _,
Test for measuring OC-A with 3 roll copper-constantan thermocouple soldered to case. _;
s/N
UNI T
MINIMUM
VlAXIMUM
373
374
375
376
'i
377
378
(1) T
lOth Readout
St 111 Arabient Air
3 m£1 thermocouple soldered to case.
AVBE TA TC
at
500row
my "C *C
IIth Readout
Moving Ambient Air
3 rail thermocouple soldered to case,
AVBE
at
500row
my
......... 208
......... 210
26.8275 25.0
307 25.0 147.3
289 25.0 137.1
_e off luring t
212
TA TC
hermocol ple bro
°C °G
25.0 85.5
25.0 96.2
25.0 99.3
215 25.0 95.O
i
_st.
213 25.0 (1)
212
DATE 1-10 1-10 1-10 1-10
STATION Bench Bench Bench Bench
, I NSP. Page
ST.AMP 5 -ZU
REMARKS IC=4OmA, VCE=12*SV, ][ sense=2'0mA on all readouts.
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*I011 |
25.0 101.5
1-10 1-10
Bench Bench
N AME
TITLE
DATE
I_ MOTOROLA INO.|emlc_r_luchw
! '
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.1(Cont'd)
PAG[ 5 OF 11
DEVICE "rW'E 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PI_O$, 1130 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL5-05) i ' "
GRouPRK_ 098 SUBGROUP DO1
Test for measuring 8C-A with 3 mll copper-constantan thermoco,uple soldered to case.
12th Readout-5OOmw -| 13th Readout-662mw
Moving Air at 125°C sL Moving Air at 125°C3 m£1 thermocouple soldered to ca 3 roll themaocouple soldered
_VBE
S/N at
500row
UNI T mY
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
573 205
574 201
375 211
376 2! 2
377 217
378 218
(1) Tt ermocou
TA
I
°C
125,7
125,3
125,3
124.6
TC
°C
173,7
182,9
187.0
184.1
nVBK
at
66amw
m_
260
260
266
276
TA TC
nk_
i
14th Readout-778mw
Moving Air at 125"C
Thermocouples sol dere(
dVBE
at
778me
mv
322
318
"C *C
125.5i 184.8
125.3i 195.6
125.7 204.5
126.6 202_4
126.4 (I)
126.3 210.3
327
331
124.7 (1) 277 331
124.9 182.5 282 545
,le brok trlng teoff d 3t.
i |
DATE I-I0 I-I0 1-I0 1 -I0 1-10 1-10 1-10 I-I0
STATION Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench Bench
I N SP. Page _
STAMP .5-ZI ,
N AME
TITLE ,
DATE .....
All power levels are applied with VCE=I2,SV andREMARKS
I sense=2.0mA.
MOTOROLA FONN NO. SPO-|O?t
TA
k;
°C °C
125.1 ., 195_4
124.4 212_7
124.6 221 _R
125,5 213.3
125.5 (1)
125.5 228.4
1-10
R_nrh
i
i
T
w
1
I@
!
MOTOROLA INO.
Bemk:onchK:lh_.
DlweakJm
TRERHAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.1 (Cont'd)
6 11PAGE-- 0 F
DEVlCE mE 2N2222
SPEC. REVo NO. PRO3. 1130 (#PL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SI_-05)
Ggop RIPt 098 SUBGROUPDO1 _
, ii
|
Test for measurln_BC-A with
15th Readout-500_r_
St£11 Ambient Air
Thermocouple soldered on
_VBE TA TC
at
500mw
Mv
s_
UNIT
VlINIMUM
MAXIMUM
, 373
374
375
37_
377
378
3 roll copper-constantan ther,mocouple
16th Readout-500._
Moving Ambient Air
Thermoc Duple
_VBE
at
500 ,row,,,
mv"C °C
----. .__
25,3 L32.4
.---- ------
Thermoe ouvle
nVBE
at
500mw
soldered to case. _._
17th Readout-500u_._
Moving Air at 100"_3
on
tort
sgldered
TA
"C
soldered on
TA
"C "C
25.3 88.8
25_3 89_7
f
lOl.S
...... ;_0_ 101.6
210
215213
307 101.5
1 01 _R
101,8211
TC
"C
214
148_4
153_1
i
153.0
1t_9_1
161.9
__ -..... 210 102.1 154,4
i
i
DATE 1-12 1-12 1-12 1-12 1-12 1-12
STATION Bench Bench Bench Boneh Bench
I NSP.
ST,AMP P_g_2
REMARKS
MOTOROLAFORMNO, SPO',lO'/I
1-13 1-13, 1-13
Bench Bench Bench Bench
NAME
TITLE
DATE
,| . ................... i
i
n
IO MOlrOROLA INO.
S e mlc _n_e_ tm.
_ttOe_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.1 (Cost'd)
DEVICE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT NUMBER
PACE--/...__ Or 1 ]
2N2222
PROJ. 1130 (JPL)
544 (St3-05)
Gn0UP REY 098 sueGnOLm ]901 :_._
Test for measuring OC_A with 3 roll copper-constantan thermocouple soldered to case._*! _
18th Readout-Water Bath
.3 m£1 copper-constantan
soldered on caseT_e rmocouple
• Nul 1
S/N VBE
i (cold)
UNI T Volts
MINIMUM
MAXIHVM
373: ,703
374 .699
375 .704
376 .697
377 .695
378 .691
S IB Standa:
Cw:
S3M 3 m£1
GLT Labora _
DATE 1-15
STATION Bench
I NSP.
STAMP
TC
Cold.
Water
"C
•Nul I
VBE
(Hot)
volts
TC
Hot
Water
°G
19th Readout-Water Bath
3 m£1 copper-constantan
Thermocouple soldered on
Null TC(1) TC(1)
VBE Cold Hot
(Cold Water Water
Volts
Null
VBB
(not)
Volts °C
20th Readout _
Copper-constantaw"_
Thermocouple check:
TA
Still
Air
• c
23,4 ,602 86.4 ,708 24.2 .608 82.4 22.64 _ 81.52
23.1 .599 87.4 .701 24.2 .600 82.7 22.64 81.52
23.6
.711 82.6
ds Lab
tn ice
24.1 .601.598 90.8 21.87 81.29
23.9 .588 93.1 ............ 21.87 _1.29
i
23.9 .588 90.6 ...............
24.2 .585 90.4 ...............
onstant ......m ther,
unctlor_erei1ce
24.76iocoupl e
)
80.96
opper-c )nstant; n therm _ouple ......... 21.87 81.29
i
ory Gla ;s Therl Lometer: ....... 24.2
1-14
Bench
Page
5-23
1-14
Rmn_h
1-171-13
Rmnrh
TC TC
Cold Hot
_ater _fter
*G °C
21.35
21.61
20.83
21.09
24.27
20.83
23.9 79.1
1-171-141-14
BenchBench
I
Ben.h R_n.h
1-13 1-13
Bench Bench
I •
N AME
TI TLE __
._e.,r
DATE,, _ :%_
REMARKS (1) Standards Lab thermocouple used to measure
water bath temperatures.
MQTOMOLA FORM NO, SPO,-10711
1-17
R_h ,
!
y
V
i
MOTOROLA INO.
Seml©cwn_u_
)
PAC_-.-L.- . OF 11
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 9.1 (Cont'd)
_EvI cE T_Pr 2N2222
s_Ec. nEv. NO. PROJ, 1130 (JPL)
LOT _R 544 (gL3--05)
G.ou_ REY 098 sueGmuP DO1 _,
Test for measuring BC-A with 3 rail copper-constantan thermocouple soldered to case._:_
2181; Readou$ _",•
(I) (:2) (1) 1.2)
q{ot
Water
UN I T Volts "C Volts °C ;G "
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
373 .708 21.40 ,607 80.1.5 _ 78.51
574 ..............
375 ...............
376 ..............
377
(2) s
VBE
Nul 1
(coZd)
m£1 col
tandard
ii ,
per-con
Lab cc
Cold
Water
;tantan
)per-c o_
_hermo¢,
stantan
TC
Cold
Water
•C
24.51
i
_ple _(Idered
thermc< _uple (_
VBE
Nul 1
(sot)
,o TO-I8
ith ide
case.
bath r_
TC
Hot
Water
ference
_unctlc n)
DATE 1 -17 1-17 1-17 1-17 1-17
STATION Bench _onch Bench Bench Bench
I N SP. P.age.
STAMP .') -Z_
NAME
_-17
BeBcb
r
REMARKS TITLE ' V
moxomout ronN NO, $PO-IOll DATE , , ,_,_ v
MOTOROLA INO.
,_emd_oam_tFow.
_Oo I_mweofon
L
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5. l(Cont'd)
PAGE_ • OF | 1
DEVICE "neE 21',12222
,
SeEC.REV.NO.... PRO,)'. 1130 (,,TPL')
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL3-05) i'-
_;
GROUP REY 098 sUSGmX_ D01;:I
Test for measurin_ 6C-A with 3 roll c opper-constantan thermocouple soldered t9 case. !
Nul 1
sA_ w_
(cold)
UN I T Vol t s
MINI_
MAXIMUIV
373 .709
374 .701
375 ---
376 .703
377 .701
378 .700
(1) 3 =tl
(2) Standar
DATE 1-22
STATION RmnPh
22ndReadout
(1)
TC
Cold
, Water
°C
(2)
TC
Cold
Water
°C
Nul 1
VBE
(Hot)
Volts
TC
Hot
Water
°G
(2)
TC
Hot
Water
°C
9_rd 1)e_dnn_,
Ca,e _nWater B@1;h
(I)
22.2 24.0 .597 89.6 86 .2 I00
22.4 87.3.59324.5 84.9
Z_BE
at
500=_t
Volts
101
TC
eC _.
23,0
23,0
(23
TC
:':'°C '
I;
C opper-c,
?,
' 2,_-3
25.0
.59122.2 23.8 22_710888.3 84.9
22.7 25.0 .590 87.3 86.0 107 22,7 25,0
22.7 24.5 .596 86.4 85.1 106 22.7 25t0
ds Lab
n therm(_nstant_ ;ol dere(
r_f_r_n,:mouDle:opper-c
c oupl e
n thermonstant_ ,m _ ttn_ '="(with |
.8 case
:e bath Inn_
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-_
Bench Bench Bench Bench Rmn_h Bench
1-22 1-22
Bench Bench
INSP.
STAMP
REMARK S
III_TOROLA FORM NO. $P0,,1071)
N AME
TITLE ....
DATE ,,,
i
i i i
T_
i ii
T
!_ MOTOROLA INO. PAGE 10 OF 11Semlcor_luc@orWb_#_B4_e _lwlf#_mct
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
I , SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1130 ('JPL)LOT NUMBER 544 (SL5-05) _
TABLE 5.1 (Cont'd) i
GROUP REY 098 _SGSOUP D01
Test for measuring 8C-A with 3 rail copper-constantan thermocouple soldered to case._-
24th Readout-500u_4 . %
_VBE
at
500row
Still Ambient Air
(1)
TA
St£11
Air
(2)
TC
at
UN I T mY °C °C
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
373 305 25.25 121.7
t
374 26.00257 117.7
375 .........
376 291 26.75 138.3
377 285 26.00 126.5
26.25
:opper-c
378 292 132.3
Standards Lab ( onstant_ in therm4 >couple (with i, :e bath(1) referen :e junct
(2) 3 mil copper-c(,nstantan therm( :ouple _oldere4 to TO- 8 case.
e
lon)
i I
DATE 1-22 1-22 1-22
STATI ON Bench Bench Bench
INSP.
STAMP
REMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM N0, SPDe|07m
1-22 1-22
Bench Bench
Page
,, 5-2o
NAME
TITLE .....
DATE ..... i i ill i nl
L,
i
I,
IMOTOROLA INO.
Seemlcor_lucCor
imr4_EeJ I:Nv#m_om
Test 'for measuring 0C-A with 3 rail
P AGE 11
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
sPEc. REV. NO. P_nT. 11_n (.TpT_
TABLE 5,1 (Cont'd) tOT NURSER 544 (SI_-05) _
GROUP REY 098 SUSG_ D01 _
copper-constantan thermocouple soldered to case;__%
oF-/L--
25th Readout-500mw
Moving Air at 100"C
S/N
UNI T
MINIMUM
nVBE
at
500_
my
TA
!
°C
TC
oC
26th Readout-662mw
Moving Air at 100°C
nVBE
at
662mw
mv
TA
°C
TC
oC
27th Re adout-77_
Mov£ng Air at 10_C
mVBE
at
77snow
mv
TA,
oG
MAX IMUM
373 200 97.9 157.2 263 97.3 177.9 341 97e9
191374
375
97.3
97.9
153.7
LSO.3
151.1
265
270
26897.3
376
377
97.0
97,0
97,5
172.8
210
213
175,8
175,1
150.7 265 97.3 176.6
1-22
Bench
Page
 -27
578 208 97.9
1-22
Bench
1-22
Bench
I
1-22
Bench
1-22
Bench
......... i
NAME
TITLE
DATE
1-22
Bench
DATE
STAT I ON
I NSP.
5T/_IP
309
331
338
328
I I
REMARKS
MQTOROLA FORM NO, SPD*I019
97,7
97.5
97.3
97,9
1 -_)_
Bench
Tc
°o
i ,, ,,
_:190.5
184.3
177.5
173.6
174,0
1 -_9 _'
Benchi
tr
I _ MOTOROLA INO,Semicoan_/uctoe
iu_,'l_qPuq=ql o _loa_
THERMAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM
MEASUREMENT OF eJ-A
(CAlCUlATED DATA)
TABLE 5.2
PA_ 1-- " OF 3;
DEVlCE 7_PE 2N2222 _:
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3, 1150 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL5-05) ; ......
GROUPR.EY 098 SUBGROUP DO1
Calculated values of TJ & TC plus comparison of calculated and measured values of T_CI)_
R/O Ist 2nd 6th
s/N
UNI T
eJ-C
at
5O0mw
Dat a
I
Calc.
TJ
_eas,
TC
Calc. Cale. Heas. Calc. Cale. Meas.
TC TJ TC TC T3 TC
Calc.
:
'm
t
°c/w °C °C °C °C °C °C oC OC _ PC
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*IO?I
_2T 6
H0-01
REMARKS
i
12-10
I
Bench
i u
DATE
STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
case w3
(P_ % d_fF fence ia measuled valu_ (M) a_d calcu ated value (C) calcula-ed _I-q
M
130.2
-0.6
[II arabat 500T
nan 910
193.4
_nt air
yage
5-28
All dat
129.6
with 3
12-13
Bench
a taken
th East
135.9
-4.9
nil the:
I|
N AME
,c:; - •
TITLE _ ;
DATE
w in st
cement.
(1) :mocoupl
ZlT_M-C .......... 10.8
376 117 164.3 105.6 105.3 164.2 103.7 105.2 .........
/k%M-C -I. 6 -I. 5 ---
377 113 169.5 102.8 112.5 188.4 117.3 131.4 .........
_-C -9 .4 -I 2.0 ---
378 .........
139.9
130.5
bonde(
Bench
115
3.3
130.7
6.6
144.6
to
K 100
12-20
w
187.7
375
374 I04 ---
A%M-C
129.4
202.1
183.7
109
2)
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
.................. 193.3 144.0 ": 139.3
m@
I
MOTOROLA INO.
Seml©onducbm,
PAGE 2- OF, j
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ, 1130 _JP_
TABLE 5.2 (Cont'd) LOT NUMBER 544 (SL3-05) -__'_. ,
GROUP REY 098 SUBGROUP _1 _"
Calculated values of TJ & TO plus comparison of calculated and ._asured values of T_ I).
24th
S/N
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
373
Z_M-C
374
10th 15th
Gale. Meas. Cale. Calc. Meas. Calc. Gale. Meas. Gale.
TJ
°C
TC
°C
TC
°C
TJ
°C °C
TC
°C
TJ
°C
191.1
165.7
TC
°C
121.7
117.7
TC
°C
136.6
-12.2
113.7
m
375 ......... 192.2 132.4 134.7 .........
/k_ -C --- -I. 7 ---
173.5 114.5
9.7
376
3.4
126.8
Z_-C
138.3 125.9
9.0
377 192.0 147.5 135.0 ......... 180.9 126.5 124.4
L_'=M--C 8.4 --- 1.7
378
Z924-C
znt air
172.1
All dal
110 cas(
114.6
16.4
at 500r
185.1
with 3(1)
DATE
in st
137.1
a taken
132.3
mil the:
1-22
Bench
11 ambJ
1-121-10
STAT I ON Bench Bench
IN SP. Page_
S'[AMp 5 - Z_J
N AME
RE]qARK S TITLE
DATE
126.6
4.3
_AN VA
mocoupl
VALUE
_TC
7.8
5.0
_6.3
5.5
7.9
6.6
jUE: 6.5
•.s solde red
III
¢
I _ MOTOROLA INO.
_1_ Semic_u_t_or
I
PAGE ''_ OF '_
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3. 1150 (JPL)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL5-05)
: TABLE 5.2 (Cont'd)
GRou, _EY 098 SUBGROUP. D01
Computation of 8J-A aqd 8G-A values for 500row operation in still ambient air. _
1
Mean values for individual units. From From From From % between!
s/N TJ
UN I T °C
MI N IMUM
MAX I MUM
373
.374
375
376
_77
378
DATE
STATION
192.2
174,7
197.2
171.6
182.7
184.6
TC
!,
oC
132,9
128.,8
131,5
118.1
123.$,
152.1
{
tale. Haas.
.TC TA
°C °C
138,0 25,1
122.2 25,5
159,7 25,1 .
112.7 25.2
125.8 25.0
126,8 25,_
I NSP.
_T,_F,
REMARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO"|071)
MeaS, Calc,
ValuesValues
6J-A 8J-A
°c/w "c/w
--- .334,2
--- 298.4
--- 544,2
--- 292.8
--- 315.4
--- 319.0
MEAN rALUE :
CalQ,
Values
215.6
206.6
212.8
185.8
197.0
214,0
205.3
NAME
TI TLE ,,,
DATE
225.8
193.4
229,2
175.0
201.6
203,4
204.7
Meas. & G41c.
Values
_J-A Z_-A
%
--- 4.7
--- 6.4
--- 7.7
--- 9.8
--- 2.3
--- 5.0
--- 5.15
I@
I
MOTOROLA INO.
Semlcondue@¢_.
\,
THERMAL REBISTANGE PROGRAM
MEASUREMENT OF @3-A
(CALCULATED DATA)
TABLE 5.3
P AGE
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
_EC. REV. _. Pro_. 1130 (JPL)
-I
LOT NUMBER 544 (5L 3-05) _:
GROUPREY 098 SUBGROUP DO1
i1•
m,,,
Calculation of TJ & TC plus comparison of calculated & measured Values of TC (1)
S/N
UNI T
HINIMUM
_AXIMUM
373
A_-C (
G JC a_
500mW
°c/w
109
2)
376
3rd
MFAS.
TC
OALC.
o
C
CALC.
T3
r
5th
taCAS.
TC
CAIC.
TC
O
C
88.5
R_O
DATA CALC.
T3
O
C
mm
O
C
TC
142.5
135.1
OC
71.8
76.4
-23.3
82.1
-- -7.5
115 .... 138.0 #6.3 80.0
76.273.0
-4.9
76.1
-8.6
117 70.1
-4.4
i134.6
377 113 72.7 80.6 135.7 66.2 78.7
T_4-C -I 0.9 -I8.9
133.4
with 3
ated Va
117378 77.2 66.8
rail the
.ue (c)
12-18
Bench
tn mox
I0 .._ce._
ad Valu_
12-14
Bench
(I) All dat
(2)
75.9
-13,6
rmoe oupl
calculat
e bonde
:ed H-C
M
O
C
! u
135.2
137.6
139.7
a taken at 500_
with E;tstman 9
fence 11 Measuz
to case
i
% Diffe
83.2
- 7,8
ing arab
nt.
(tO an
Lent air
] Calcu]
Page
5-31
12-6
H0-01
DATE
STAT I ON
I NSP.
STAMP
X I00.
REMARKS
NAME
TI TLE
DATE
r
1T-----
MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconductor
_uJo_
Cal eulat ion
2 3
PAGE-- OF
TABLE 5.3 (Continued)
DEV ICE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT NUMBER
L
t_
GROUP SUOGROUP (1-:'::)_: •i
of TJ & TC Plus comparison of calculated & measured values of TC
S/N
UNI T
_INIMUM
_AX IMUf_
R/o
Data Calc.
TJ
°c
373 145.8
A%M-C
374
A?_4-C
147.4
375 149.3
376
A*:_--C
577
378
All dat(I)
DATE
STATION
150.2
149.8
ia taken
to case.
Cale.
TC
oc
Calc.
T3
oc
92.3 ....
-8.0
96.4
-0.2
91.8
7.6
94.8
0.2
95.7
ring arab
INSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO-|O'/ll
95.3
8.1
Me an
Value
ATC
(M-C)
%
15.6
16th
Heas. Calc.
TC TC
oc oC
88.8 84.7
4.6
89.7 82.9
7.60
MEAN V_
with 3 Mil the
1-]2
_ 3.8
ii
6._
143.2
4.5
LUE :
143.4
lent al_
Page
5-32
Bench
;rinsesup
8.8
|
12.5
9.8
i i i a
N AME
TITLE ............
DATE ,i_
e solde
_._
I
red
T
I@ MOTOROLA INO.Somi©i_'_l_tl(N.
fm_ln4heeYheo _u6o_4e
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
i
TABLE 5.3 (Continued)
......Computation of @J-A and @C-A Values for 500mW Operation
DEVICE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT NUMSE R
PAGE.__... _
GROtIF' SU BGROUP
$OF
in moving ambient air.
I!
iMean values for individual units
S/N
UNIT
MINIMU_
%4AXI MUIV
373
374
375
Cal,.
TJ
O
C
144.2
141.3
143.7
J
141 .I
Mea8.
TC
i
O
C
78.7_
86.3
87.8
Cal c •
TC
O
C
90.4
89.3
85.9
Meas.
TA
O
C
[_L'Om
_as.
Values I
24.9
eJ-A
0
c/w
25.0
From
Calc.
Values
eJ-A
0
cA,,
238.2
252.8
237.4
From
Meas.
Valuep
8C-A
o
c/w
107.2
122.8
125.6
113.0
From
Calc.
Values
OC-A
0
c/w
130.6
128.8
121.8
376 81.7 B3.0 25.2 --- 231.8 115.6
377 141.7 76.2 84.0 25.2 --- 233.0 102.0 117.6
378 141.0 81.8 84.1 25.2 --- 231.6 113.2 117.8
MEAN ALUE: I14.0
DATE
STATION
i N SP. P_age_
_TAIVlp .5 -33
RI_ ARK S
N &ME
TITLE
DATE
122.0
A % Betw_n
Meas.& Ca_c.
Values i:
AeJ-A A:eC-A
-[
--- _21.8
--- 4.9
--- 3.0
;--- 2.3
_--- 15.3
--- 4.1
--- 8.6
MOTOROLA INO.
Semicor_t¢w.
ObNMk*_4hm _lomlm
TABLE 5.4
1 3
PAGE-- OF _,_
2N2222
DEVICE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO,.]'. 1130 (J_L_ ,,
LOT NUMBER 544 (3L3-05) }::
GROUPRE%" 098 SUBGROUPDO1 _:-"
Calculated values of T3 & TC plus comparison of calculated & measure values of TC (I_.
eJ..C
S/N at
500.,_
UN IT °C/W
MIN IMUM
MAX IMUM
375 109
/k_h4-C(2)
374 104
375 115
_'a'c...
376 117
377 115
378 117
£9_-c
(I) All dat
with Ea
(2) % dlffe
DATE 12-6
Rib
DATA
i
Cale.
TJ
eC
200.4
205.0
2O5.7
4th
Me as.
TC /
o c
Gale,
TO
° c
_m_ mmN
139.6
139.9
m_N
mm_
141.4
-1.5
148.0
-5.8
Calc.
TC
e c
/
i
159.2
-9.3
148 .I
7th
Calc. _eas ./
TJ TC
° c ° c
216,5 139.2
212.2 145.7
210,6 146,2
207 .I 140.0
208.7 136.4
206.0 136 .I
ith 3 m'_l ther_
-5,8
151.7
-11.2
134.6 149.2 148.5
-I0.9 -9.1
a taken at 500rw in mo_
stman 9 .0 cemel t,
rence i] measured valu(
STATION }10-01
I NSP.
STAMP
R!_MARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPO*|OTm
12-14
Bench
'ing 100
(bO an
'C air
! calcu] ated value (C)
ocouple
calcula
i
|
bonded
:ed M-C
M
i
12-21
Bench
NAME
TITLE
DATE ,,,
_.O case
: I00.
n
W
I i
iii i
MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconducfor
IJ_g_Nl_o _ Joloa_
TABLE 5.4 (Cont'd) DEVI CE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT NUMBER
c
PAGE 2 OF 3
2N2222 .._
PrinT. 1130 (JPL_
544 (s_-o5)
GROUPREY 098 SUBGROUPDO1
Calculated values of TJ & "_ plus comparison of calculated and measured values of _I)
s_
R/O
Data
17th
Calc.
TC
°CUNI T
MINIMUIV
Calc.
T3
°C
25th
Calc. Meas.
| , i ,,
TJ TC
l
°C °C
215.0 148.4
211.4 155.1
215.7 153.0
218.8 162.1
218.2 161.9
216.3 154.4
a taken at 500r
e
Mea8,
TC
oC
Calc.
TC
oC
Me an
Value
%
MAXIMUM
373 158.5 206.6 157.2 152.1
_M-C -6.8 5.5 8.9
159.4
-4.1
158.2
-5.4
160.3
574
ZiT_-c
375
576
201.1
• 212.1
205.1
211.0
ZIT_-c
577
_I-C
378"
155.7
150.3
151.1
150.7
1.1
161.7
149 .I
5.0
155.6
-2.2
146.6
3.0
152.5
-1.2
MEAN VJ
J.,UE:
0.1
157.8
-2.2
.5:'
4.1
2.6
5.0
5.8
5.3
(I) All dal _4 in mo ,ing IO(=C air Ith 5 m£1 ther,,ocouple sold,re
I I
to cas(
Cr
w
I ,
i
DATE • 1-15 1-22
STAT ION Bench Bench
IN SP. FaKe
S_AMP 5-35
REM ARK S
MQTOROLA FORM NO, $P0-1079
NAME
TITLE
DATE .,,
¢ --
Ij_ MOTOROLA INO.
_ SemicG_rN_n=_
_m_9_Ifu4reo OQ_Qm$_ TABLE 5.4 (Cont'd)
PAGE. 3 OF _
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. ,,Pl_OJ, 1130 (J_.L)
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL3-05) ,
Gram REY 098 SUBGROUP DO1 :_:_
Computation of 8J-A and 8C-A values for 500row operation in moving 100°C air.
Mean values for indlvi4ual units
Cale. Meas. Calc. Heaa.
sA_ TJ TC
!
°C
TC TA
UN I T oC oC oC
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
148.5212.0 157.7373 100.6
P om I
_9". I
Values
eJ-A
°c/w
374 208.2 150.8 155.9 100.5 ---
375 213.2 149.6 155.7 102.3 ---
376 148.0
147.3
144.0
377
378
150.9
152,0
152.0
DATE
209.6 100.7
100,7
100.8
208_8
209.8
STATION!
_mm
MEAN
IN SP. Page
ST .AMP _}-36
RE]vIARKS
Fr om
Cale.
Value_
OJ-A
222.8
215.4
From
Meas.
Values
OC-A
°c/w
95.4
I00.6
From
Calc.
Values
OC-A
°c/w
114.2
II0.8
221.8 94.6 106.8
94,6
93,2
100,4217,8
216,2
218.0
ALUE :
102,6
86.4 102.4
94.1 106.2
A % betw_n
Meas. &".Gale.
Value s.:
Z_J-A _OC-A
% :%
i
--- ;19.7
--- I0.I
--- 12.9
--- 6.9
--- I0 .I
--- 18,5
.... 12.9
NAME
TITLE
DATE
I _ MOTOI_OLA INO.
I V_v_W S,,mlcom_u_eo,.
V _ _vqeioam
I
THERMAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM
MEASUREMENT OF OJ-A
(CALCULATED DATA)
PAGE I-_ OF
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ.IIS0 (JPL)
TABLE 5.5 ._
LOT NUMBER 54/4 (_L3-05)
GROUP REY 098SUBGROUP D01
Calculation of TJ & TO plus comparison of calculated and measured values of TC (I) •
8J-C
S/N at
500row
UN I T De/w
_11N I MUM
VlAX I MUM
373 109
A %M.--_: )
574 104
A_H-C
375 115
A_M-C
376 117
377 113
A _M-0
378 117
A_.<:
(I) All dal
to cas(
(2) % diff_
I
DATE 12-6"
STATION tl0'01
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARK S
R/q
DATA
a taken
with E
fence o
(
8th
,, |\
_CAIE. Hlt_9.
TJ TC
°C °G
245.2 1.51.2
241.7 152.6
243.9 148.7
239.4 148.9
241.0 143.5
237.5 141.7
at 662_w in mo
mtamn ¢ I0 ceme
measul ed valu
12-2i
Bench
,u|
CAIE.
TC
oC
CAIE.
TC
oC
173.7 168 .I
VAI,UE
A TC
2"
14.9 5.5 10.2
171.5 172.2
12.4
167.7
-12,8
161.3
-8.3
165.6
0.4
166.4
26t h
CAlc';' H AS.
TJ TC
°C °C
240.3 177.9
241.0 172.8
243.8 175.8
243.3 175.1
241.4 176.6
8th Readout h,j
t has thermocot
ated value (C)
-15.4
161.3
-13.8
,ing 10C
Lt. 26t
5.4
168.5
I164,0
7.1
MEAN V,
_UE:
°C air. s therm)couple
h Reado, ple sol !ere_ to
calculai calcu: :ed M-C
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO*107|
H
(H) ar
1"22
Bench
N AME
TITLE
DATE .
n
p
age
5-37
6.4
12.8
6.9
9.6
10.5
9.4
)onded
case,
I00.
n DEVICE TYPE
LOT NUE_ER
GROUP SUBGROUP
Computation of 8J-A and 8C-A values for 662 mw operation in moving 100°C air,
Mean values for indiv:,dual units.
Calc, Meas. Calc.i Meas.
TJ TC
I
TC
UNI T °C ° C eC
M i N I MUM'
MAXI MUM
374
' TA
"C
Fr om
Meas •
value.
eJ-A
From
Calc.
va]u_,
0J-A
373 242.8 164.6 170.9 98.3 -- 218.5
241.4 162.7 171.9 98.:2 -- 216.3
167.7
163.9
167.]
375 243.9 99.7
98.4
98.6
241.6
242.2
102.4
159.3377
217.8
216.3
216.9
From
Me as •
v;il tz_m
0C -A
°c/w
100.2
97.4
96.7
91.7
From
Cale.
8C-A
°c/w
109.7
111.5
102.7
98.9
103.5
_78 239.5 159.2 162.7 97.4 -- 214.8 95.4 98.6
l
MEAI VALUE: 95.9 104.1
DATE
STAT ! ON
!NSP. Page
sT,Nvp b -38
REMARKS
_% between s
meas. & _Q.
vm_ t*_ o
ASJ-A AOC-A
<;
-- - 9.5
-- -14.5
-- - 2m3
-- -I2.9
-- -5.6
-- 8.9
i i
NAME
TI TLE
hATF_
/
MOTOROLA INO.
Somlco_:ltw=f_, THERMAL RESISTANCE PRO(_24
MEASUREHENT OF OJ-A
(CALCULATED _TA)
TABLE 5.6
pA__L___ OF
DEVICE TYPE 2N2222 h
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1150 (JPL_!
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL5-05)
GROUPREY 098 SUBGROUPD01
Calculation of T3 & TC plus comparison of calculated and measured values of TC TM ,
i
03-C
S/N at
500._
UN I T o¢/w
_INIMUM
_AXIMUM
575 109
Z_%M-C' 2)
574 104
_7s 115'
a_H-C
576 117
A7_-C
577 115
nT_-C
578 117
(I) All da
to cas
R/O
DATA CAIC.
9th
MEAS,
TJ TC
CAIC.
TJ
!
°C °C OC
281.8
279.5
272._
"A"
159.1
160.8
DATE 12-6
STATION H0-01
I NSP.
150.9
267.8
269.8
283. I
CAIE,
TC
°C
197.0
198.6
183.0
-13.8
156.0 ,176.8 277,3
-13.3
181.8
-20.5
179.8
_ing 10' °C air.
tlt. 27 il K=-_d_
: (H) aILd Calcu
i
265.6
280.8
270.8 141.4_ 276.0
red valt
:a taker at 77__._.88
with eas_man
_rence (f measu
12-51
Bench
Page
STAMp 5-39
REMARKS (*) Data indicates thermocouple bond may have
MQTOROLA FORM NO_gP@*_9_I d_ NO_ used in calculation of' mean
qe B e,z '1 ,zl_
lated v
27th
Hc_s. CAm.
TC TC
°C °C
190.5 198.3
-4.1
184.3 184.7
-0.2
177.5 186.3
-5.0
175.6 192.8
-Ii.I
174.0 185.0
-6.3
MEAN fALUE :
adout has therr_ocouple
Llue (C) calcul_Lted M-C
H
ATC
(H-c)
4.1
0.2
6.3
8.2
b onded
X 100
1-22
Bench
N AME
TI TLE
DATE
15.8
• I
n nmu n ii 11 11
n nl n I _:w_
,9.1
13.8
I@MOTOROLA INO.Seml©oncluctor
IWt,eeoqm
TABLE 5.6 (Conttd)
DEVICE "r_PE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT MJI,_ER
PAGE--..Z.--
GROUP SUBGROUP
OF, 2
Computation of 83-A and 6C-A values for 778_a
Mean Values for individual units.
s/N
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
i 373
Celt.
TJ
oC
282.5
Me as.
0}
TC
!
°C
190.5
operation in moving air 100°G,
From From From From
MeaD. Gale. Fleas. Ca1¢.
Valuesl Values Values Value_
eJ-A
°c/w
eJ-A
Cale. Heas.
t
TC TA
°C °C
197.7 98.6
i,
191.7 99.0
183.0 99.7
181.6 98.5
187.3 98.8
182.4 98.0
:h R/O qinly - t]
with E_stman "!
236.5
OC-A
°c/w
118,1
eC-A
°c_
127.4
374 272.6 184.3 -" 223.1 109.6 119.1
375 272.5 ..... 222.1 --- 107.1
376 272.6 177.5 -- 224.0 101.5 106.9
377 275.3 173.6 -" 227.0 96.2 113.8
378 273.4 174.0 225.6 97.7 108.5
ME
(1) Values from 27'
9th R/O
VALm
,eared t
DATE
STAT I ON
_les apl
itng.
104.5
) be lo(
during
I N SP. Page
STAMP 5-40
Ri[MARK S
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPO-I07I
113.9
se or b,
A% bet_en
MeaD. & _ale.
Values:'; f
z_GJ-A n I_C-A
--- 7.9
.... 8_7
_mm
-'" 5.3
--- 18.3
--- II.I
--- 10.3
_.comtng loose
i
N AME
TITLE ,
DATE ,,
I@
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
MOTOROLA INO.
|emle(_tcduc|q_" pA_---/-.-1 o_ , 1
THERMAL RES ISTANCE PROGRAM
MEASUR_ENT OF OJ-A
(CAIEULATED DATA)
DEVICE TYPE
SPEC. REV. NO.
LOT NUMBER
2N2222
PRO_. 113o (_L)
544 (SL3-05)
TABLE 5.7 GnOtP REY 098 susc, notPD01
Calfulated values of TJ & TC - Comparison of measured & calculated values - computation oi eJ-J
i R/O 12th - 500mw (I) ' From From From From 6% between & _C-A
s/N
UNI T
DATA
eJ-c
at
500mw
°c/w
Calc. M eas T
TC
Calc,
Me as.
Yalues
TJ
109
°C °C
TC
237,2
°C °C
8J-A
°c/.
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
373 183.2
181.6
0.7
182.5
2.4
374
d 7_-C
104
115375
234.6
240.0
A%M-C
182.9
187.0
376 117 239.9 184.1 180.9
_-C
377 113 243.0 ---
d 7_4-C
117
1.7
186.0
_g airAll dat
125,7
125.3
125.3
124.6
124.7
1124.9
% diffe
MRAN X
with 3
Calc.
Valne_,
8J-A
"¢/.
225.0
218.6
229.4
230.6
236.6
237.0
8C-A OC-A
°c/w °c/w
115.0
115.2 112.6
123.4 114.4
112.6
122.6
122.0
116_5
'. soldel
Meas. & Cale.
Vat ,,D_ '
neJ-A A_C-A
--- 2.3
--- 7.N
--- 5.4
--- 5,9
--- 5-2
ed to c Lse.
ated M-¢ X I00
M
378
_82.524_, 4
in movi
measur
A _I-C
(1)
;d value(2) 9 (M) a,
I taken
fence o:1 Ld calc_
!AL|1R."
nil the]
Lated v;
119.0
115.2
118,2.
'moeoup1
dues (C ealeu]
DATE 12-6 1-I 0
STATI ON HO-O1 Rp_noh
IN SP. Page
STRVIP 5-41
REMARKS (*) Apparent measurement error - No___tused in
calculations.
MOTOROLA FORM NO. SPO-IO?@
NAME
TITLE
DATE
i
MOTOROLA INO.
Semiconeluct(N.
_wel_'gm
THERMAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM
MEASUR_dENT OF @.7-A
(CALCULATED DATA)
TABLE 5.8
PAGE 1 OF 1 _
_EVlCE TW'E 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3. 1130 (3PL) __
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL5-05)
R_ 098 SUB_ D01
Calculated values of TJ & TO - Comparison of measured and calculated values-computa}£on ot
s/N
UNIT
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
373
Z_4-C (
374
13th- 662mw (I)
Cal,. Meas. Calc,
TJ TC TC
"C °C
195.4
R/O
196.5
Meas |
TA
°C
125.5
From From " From From A% bet_een
125.5
DATA
OJ-C
at
125.7
195.6
OJ-A
°c/w
213.6
Meas,
Values
BC-A
"c/w
Calc,
Values
8C-A
MI_TOROLA FORM NO, SPO-1079
i
DATE 12-6 1-1 N
STAT I ON H0-01 Bench
IN SP. Page
ST_P 5-42
RpAARKS (*) Apparent measurement error. No___tused in
calculat ions.
(2) % diff. :ence o; measur _d value s (M) a,d Calc_ fated v; lues (C calcu]
All datt _aken in movi_ air _t 12;°C(1)
203.5
3.2
1_ 9"gl _K
ATJTR :
210.3378
with 3
1 9t;_7
I16-6
•mc_ nllnl
| ,,,
N AM E --
TI TLE
T
DATE , ,
MRAN S
376 202.4 198.5 126.6 --- 226.6 114.5 108.6
A%M-C 1.9
577 --- 201.5 126.4 --- 227.3 --- 113.4
A_,__¢ ---
107.6
103,3
116.5
lnq 9
Mea_. & _ale.
Val.p_g
A 8J-A _SC-A
--- 13,2
--- 13.2
--- 5,2
|
--- R_I
---_ 0 -q
Pd t'- " ,e_
ated M-, X 1"00
M
I
5oom_
°c/w °C
109 266.9
2)
104 266.7
115 270,3
117 276.6
113 276.9
117 279.7
204.5
A_M-C
194.1
5.1
A_'_-c -o. 5
375 ---
"cA,
_as.
Values
9J-A
218.4
213.6
119,0
106.2
105e6
"c/w
I@ MOTOROLA INO.
_h,_e#gkre
TRERMAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM
HEASURPIHm_ OF OJ-A
(CAICULATE D DATA)
TABLE 5.9
1 1
PP_T,E-- OF
_VlCE T_PE 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PRO3. 1150 (JPL)
LOT NUMS£R 544 (SL3-05)
GROUPREY 098 SUBGROUPD01
ill.
Calculated values of TJ & TC - Comparison of measured and calculated values-Computat£on of
R/0 14th - 778mw(i) From I From From From &% between &
M_s.I Ca_,e. Me_s. Cale.Values Value, Values Values
s/_
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
DATA
eJ=C
at
500row
°c/w
109373
Calc.
T3
Meas.
TC
Calc.
TC
*C *C *C
300.1 195 .(_) 214.9
M_as.
TA
"C
125.1
i
6 7h__C(2) --.
374 104 216.5 ---
-I .8
115375 211.9
124,4
124.6
297.4 212.7
302.5 221.8
305.5 213.3
305.5 ---
313,0 228.4
:a take, in mov
_rence cf measu
OJ-A
"c/w
aI-A
"e/w
224.9
228.7
8C-A
"c/w
113.5
124.9
BC-A
"c/w
115.4
118 _4
112.2
_,-C 4.5
376 117 212.5 125.5 --- 231.4 112.9 111.8
MEAN
with 3
Z_Th_-C 0.4
215.6377 113
117
,_r_,c
231.4
241.0
ALUE:
rail th(All da
222.4 ]_32.3
!20.9
_rmocoup
125.5
125,5
2.6
,ng air
I15.8
124.6
I16,4
Le sold_
(2) % diff, :ed valua (M) a_ d calc_tated w lue (C) calcul_
Meas. & (Bale.
Values:'
OJ-A A_C-A
% _%
]
--- /__3
--- 11.0
--- 1.0
--- 5.8
--- 5.5
red to ase.
ted M-C X 100
L'J
I I, I I
DATE 1 _-_ 1-10
STATI ON I40-01 Bench
I N SP. Page
STAMP 5-43
REMARKS (*) Apparent measurement error.
calculations.
MOTOROLA FORM NO, SPO-107|
No!t used in
NAME
TITLE ,
DATE ,,, ¢ i
I m MOTOROLA INO.
Seml©onducfoe
J
THERMAL IMPEDANCE PROGRAM
MEASUREM]_T OF OJ-A
(Calculated Data)
Table 5.10
1
PAGE-- OF
2
oEv=cE TYPE 2N2222
SPEC. BEY. NO. Proj 1130 (JPL_ _
LOT NUMBER 544(SL5-05)
GROUP REY 098 SUBGROUP DO1
Computation of temperature coefficient (K) - comparison of thermocouples &
R/O 18th -"I_' Factor 19th -"_' Factor 20th-Thermocouple (I")
Data Ealc.
sin AVBE
UNI T mV
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
373
374
'A_-c
375
ZiT_-C
376
iA_a-C
377
A7_-C
378
A_-C
SIB
SSM
GLT
(I)
Calc.
A TC
I
oc
I01 63.0
z)
I00 64.3
106 67.2
109 69.2
107 66.7
106 66.2
Standar _s Lab
3 Mil C_-Const
Labora _ory th,
Data shman is
Calc.
K
Calc.
AVBE
Cal c.
K
M_as,
ZITA
Arab.
Air
Meas.
ATW
Cold
Water
Fleas.
Hot
Water
mV mv/°C % % %
-1.60_ I00 -1.718 8.6 12.0 -0.7
-1.726-1.555 101 8.6
11.7
11.7
Calc.
ATC
58.2
58.5
58.5
J.
mm
V.N(_E" t
ot bon@
re ad in
-I.578 110
-1.575
11.0
14.2
13.1
-1.880
-1,605 ..........
, "REFE}
-ouple-r
C:
_tion oi
-I .602
D1e : 0.0
;e 11.7
2.3
armoc OU
(uJConst
thermc
rmomete
_ermoc ol
'.d to ca
s of th
0.0
14.2
3.2
le or t% devi
-0.7
i
-0.4
-0.4
O_O
-0.4
2.3
GJ-C Val des /
23rd -@_C
",?,
Meas Calc.
@J-C, "eJ-C
at at
500row :500row
o C/_Oc/w
109 109
0.0
104 109
-4.8
I
I15 .m--
117 118
-0.9
llH 116
"2.7
117 115
1.7
lermome1:er from "REFERE
i
DATE 1-13 lJ13 1-14
STATION Water Water Water
INSP.
STN4P Bath Bath Bath
.fference of meas. value
REMARKS calculated M-C
T X 100.
MOTOROLA FORM NO, $P0-1071
1-14 1-17 1-17 lm17 12--6 1--221
4,
Water llO-Ol Bench &
Wat¢_
Bath Bath
i T
Water Water
Page
Bath 5-/t4 Bath
value
Water
Bath
N AME
TITLE
OATE
I@MOTOROLA INO.Semiooe_N=tor
#m_oee I_aliooev TABLE 5.10 (Continued)
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DEVlCE TYPE 2N2222
mEC. REV. NO. Proi 11_0 (JPL_
LOT NUMBER "544($L5-05) ,,
GROUP REY 098 _eG_UP DO1
Computation of temperature coefficient (K) - Comparison of thermocouples
, l
Data
s/_
21st - "_?' Factor
Cale. Cale. Calc.
AVBE
UN I T mV
MINIMUM
MAX I MUM
CaXc.
(1)
K
_v/°c
Calc,
22nd - "_' Factor
%
573 101 -1.717 -1.870 62.2
%- •
A%(K) -8.2
374
_%(K) "I
375
_(K)
3;77
(1) (2)
A'rc z_¢c
I
oc oc
58.8 54.00
mm m_
m-- m_
en wit_ 3 Mil
en with Standdl
refere Ice jun(
ence in "K" fa(
_%(K)
60.4
61.1
61.0
m_
.378 ...... 60.8
/k%(K) --
:opper-c
ds Lab
:tion. )
(I) Data ta]
(2) Data tal
ice batT
)nstantd
• op per-(
ured wi
theri
onstan_
th dlff(70Diffex
Calc. Calc.
Z_VBE A(_
mv °c
112 67.4
108 64.9
112 66.1
111 64.6
104 63.7
_ocouple solder(
"REFERI_ _CK"' tl
_rent t_ -.rmoeo_(3)
(1_ X 100
DATE 1-17
:tor mea
:d to ca
termoc OU
les ; ca
1-22
Calc. ci!c.
?
 v/°c ,v/°c
2
U ,
-I .662-i .800
!-7.7
-1.664 -1.788
-6.9
-1.695 -1.832
-7.5
-I. 718 -I .820
|
-5.6
-1.633 -1.710
-4.5
se,
)le (with
1cul atec
STAT I ON Water
INSP. Bath Page
STm_P 5-45
R,EIMARKS
IlaTOJlf_tl IrBIIM Nn. _PB. tnTI
Water
Bath
NAME , .
TITLE .....
DATE ......... .'_ ,
I@ MO+OROLA INO.Semlcor_l_cth_
THERMAL RESISTANCE DATA
TABLE 5.11
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DEVICE ME 2N2222
SPEC. REV. NO. PROJ. 1150 (JPL)
LOT _sE, 944 (SL5-05)
GROUPREY 098 SUBGROUPDO1
i
Use of Detecto-Temp paint to determine maximum case temperatures t
All tests performed in moving air at 100"C except
for 0mw condition which was perEocmad at room ambient.
C Ol or
Dot
#I
c ol or
120 OC
cream
cream
Iil ac
cream
l 11 ae
I&lae
Iil ac
lilac
Iil ac
cream
lilac
lilac
lilac
lilac
I ilac
cream
lilac
lilac
Iil ac
)ts did
Color
S/N Power
Level
UNI T
M:_ ---
MAX I MUM
,%11 6
:units 0
575 500
374 500
375 500
376 500
377 500
578 500
373 662
374 662
375 662
376 662
377 662
378 662
373 778
574 778
375 778
376 778
377 778
378 778
(1) Color d
DATE 12-21
STATI ON Bench
I NSP.
STAMP
REMARKS
Dot
#2
color
14o:c
155 G
blue
gray-
Green
gray-
_reen
gray-
_reen
_ray-
zreen
gray-
_ree n
gray-
RrceN
gray-
green
gray-
green
m_dium
_rav
_rag-
_reen
gray-
ffre.e.n
_edium
_rav
dark
igray
dark
gray
dark
_rav
gray-
green
medium
gray
dark
_ray
not adh
Color
Dot
#3
Col or
Dot
#4
Color
Dot
#5
Col or
Dot
#6
Color
Dot
#7
color color color color color
140 °c17o°c 18o'c 23o'c 18o'c l ,O'C
blue
mediumi
gra[ :
medzum
_ra¥
medium
_r_v
_edlum
_rav
medium
_rav
medium
_rav
white
white
white
white
tJh'_e_
whi_e
white
! ight
yell_:
white
white
white
white
white
yel low
7ell_
yel 1 o_
1 i_ht
ye Yl
white
Iight
yell ow
erly to
medium
gray
m_dlum
gr_y
medium
ffrav
_edium
gray
medium
_rav
_edlum
_rav
dark
gray
dark
_ray
dark
_rav
mediumi
gray
dark
_ray
_re prop
12-21 12-21 12-21 12-21
Bench Bench Bench Bench
_reen
green!
green
_reen
=teen
green
_ree_
_reen
ffreen
ffree_
_reen
green
green
_reen
green
green
green
_r_n
the top
12-21
Bench
yage'
5-46
white
white
white
wh {t-e
white
white
1 ight
veIlo_
wh ite
wh_e
whle_e
white
white
yellow
yellow
ii_ht
veIl_4
light "
veIlow
white
white
of the
12-21
Bench
blue
medium
ffray
medium
_r_v
mediumi
_edlum
_edlum
medium
_r_v
medium
ffrav
medium
_r_v
medium
_edlum
r av
_edlum
dark
_rav
dark
_ray
dark
ffrav
!medium
_rav
medium
_rav
medium
=ray
i
T0-18 c
12-21
Bench
I
N AME
TI TLE
DATE
C ol or
Dot
color
blue
gray-
_reen
gray-
Crr___n
gray-
_r_
_ray-
gray-
_ray-
f_ r_ f*.n
gray-
_r_n
gray-
medlum
g_°y
gray-
_reen
gray-
dark
_rav
dark
_ray
me d ium
ffrav
_ed_um
_rav
gray-
_reen
medium
ffrav
_se-qa_e
Color
Dot
col or
120°C
cream
(1)
or_
(I)
(1_
(1_
(1_
(1)
(I)
cream
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
0_ du;
12-21
Bench
i
i
Color
Dot
#10
col or
:_';180"C
white
white
uh{¢o_
white
_,_1 1 ,-,u
white
white
yellow
white
white
Iight
veil n_+
white
in_ tes_ .
12-2]
Bench
i
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TABLE 5.11 (Cont'd) DEVICE r'_P£ 2N2222
mEc..Ev. NO. PEnT I_0 (;PT_
LOT NUMBER 544 (SL_-Q$)
Group REY 098 SUBGROUP I)01 ;
%
Verification of case temperature in moving 100°C air at three selected pc_er level_.
I,
Did _c_,l '_ (ii)Case Temp.
- Observed TC range based on change in change _fy
Fleas. Calc. color of Detecto-Temp paint. .¢pse temp.:
Power
S/N Leve 1
; Applied
UNI T
MINIMUM
MAX IMUM
37.3 500
374 500
375 500
376 500
377 500
378 500
373 662
374 662
575 662
376 662
377 662
378 662
373 778
374 778
575 778
376 778
377 778
378 778
DATE 12-21
STATION Renoh
INSP.
ST,N_,IP
TC TC
I
°C °C
139,2 162,5
145,7 159,2
146.2 1.53.1
140.0 148.1
136.4 i151.7
136 .I 148.5
151.2 173.7
152,6 171,5
148.7 167.,7
IZ_8,9 161,3
145.5 165.6
141.7 161.3
--- 197.0
--- 198.6
160.8 183.0
156.0 176.8
150.9 181.8
--- 179.8
].2-2! 12-21
Bench Bgnch
<_120°C >120°C
<140°C
>140°C
<155°C
X
:X
X
X
>170 °C
4180 °C
)
Meas.
TC
No)
No
No
NO
No
/
Calc.
Tc
i,,
X
X No No
X
Yes
X No Yes
YesX
X No YB@
X No Yes
No Yes
X
X
X No
X
REMARKS (1)If meas. or talc. temp. was within 5°Col color NAME
change temp., it was considered verlf£ed. TITLE ,
MOTOnOLA FORM NO, SPO*IO?0 DATE ,
X No
i
X No
X ----
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6. I Conclusions
The original intent of this program was for Motorola
to refine an existing thermal resistance measuring technique
and to determine its accuracy and repeatability, with the spe-
cific objectives of determining if the measurement technique
was capable of _I0% absolute accuracy and +5% repeatability.
After a thorough review of the data obtained, the re-
suits show that the objectives were successfully achieved.
Absolute accuracy verification by the thermocouple
method demonstrated a "worst case" accuracy of 8.4% for a nomi-
nal eJ-C value of 100°C/W measured with TC of 25°C and 500mW.
This would correspond to an error in TJ of 4.2°C (5.6%) at 75°C
nominal TJ. The majority of this error is attributed to the HT
cement used to bond the thermocouples; since, the successfully
stitch-bonded device showed an absolute accuracy of 1.6%.
The temperature-indicating paint methodutilizing "cap-
ped" devices demonstrated an absolute accuracy of +__8.3% for a
nominal eJ-C value of 100°C/W based on operation in 100°C moving
air and 600mW. This would correspond to an error in TJ of +__5°C
(!2.1%) at 235°C nominal TJo The accuracy in this instance is
limited by the color-change temperature range of !5°C from the
nominal value of 235°C.
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The water bath method demonstrated an absolute ac-
curacy of 1.6% for a nominal 0J-C of 124°C/W measured with TC
of 25°C and 500mW.
The repeatability was demonstrated to be !1.26%,
which is well within the +__5% requirement in the JPL Accelerated
Test Program.
_C-A values for the Motorola 2N2222 device were de-
termined to be 205°C/W for still ambient air, 122°C/W for mov-
ing ambient air, and II0°C/W for moving 100°C air.
It was shown that 0J-C was independent of power level
within the range of power levels normally experienced by the
2N2222, and that the value of 0J-C was not influenced signifi-
cantly by removal of the cap.
6.2 Recommendations
Since the power levels proposed for the JPL Accelerated
Life Test Program were based on a 6J-A value of 300°C/W, it is
recommended that these values be recalculated using the value of
225°C/W. This is based on the value of II0°C/W for 9C-A for 100°C
moving air as determined from the Phase III tests and a nominal
value of II5°C/W for 0J-C that was computed from the data taken
during the repeatability verification experiment.
It is recommended that for any program requiring thermal
resistance measurements on the 2N2222, a group of at least five
6-2
devices be used as correlation samples for setting up tester
HO-01 and for periodically monitoring the bench tester. This
procedure will insure correlation with tester HO-01.
For any program requiring thermal resistance measure-
ments on devices other than the 2N2222, it is recommended that
the "K" factor be initially determined using the water bath
technique and the eC-A value be determined using the actual am-
bient air conditions and the bench tester.
6-3
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Purpose and Advantages
Philco Thermal Plotter is an outstanding infrared
sensing device used to analyze the temperature distribu-
tion of small structures, particularly the complex geom-
etries of mici_circuits. Philco Thermal Plotter may
be used beth as a design tool and as an aid in reliability
and life testing. As a microcircuit design tool it enables
rapid evaluation of power handling capabilities for a
variety of operating conditions without extensive life-
testing procedures. Used in reliability and life testing,
the Thermal Plotter is capable of evaluation of large
numbers of microcircuits and other small structures.
The Philco Thermal Plotter is the result of a search
for an improved method of thermal evaluation of small
structures. The emmmmly used techniques have many
disadvantages: the use of themmcouples and of heat-
sensitive films is slow and tedious; they lack the resolv-
ing power necessary to obtain complete information;
their contact with the evaluated slxucture sffec_
heat distrilmtion and muses inaeeuracie_
Basic Design and Operation
The Pldico Thermal Plotter is essentially a high-
semitivity infrared detector combined with a micro-
seope. The heart of the system is an indium antimenide
detects, a solid rote device operating at liquid nitrogen
temperatures. Attached to the detector is a dewar ca-
pable of an uninterrupted 8-hour operation. An optical
system focusses the sensitive areas of the detector on
the sample. The same system also provides visual ob-
servation capabilities by means of an additional eye-
piece with crosshairs. The signal is chopped, amplified
and demodulated by associated electronic circuitry, and
displayed either on a built-in meter or on an external re-
corder, such as an X-Y plotter, strip chart recorder, or
intensity-modulated long-persistence cathode ray tube.
In the manual plotter, the object is mounted on a
micrometer substase and manually positioned while
viewed through the eyepiece. A scanning feature can be
added to the basic unit, thereby e_abling the plotting
of isotherms superimlmeed on an enlarged drawing of
the object.
Automatic Plotting
with X-Y Recorder
A method for the automatic plotting and display of
thermal maps is available.
The sample is mounted on a subetage and the
micrometers are driven by two motom; the pmitional
information is _ to an X-Y recorder, and the out-
put from the IR eell is fed to the memdm_s pea-lift
By using a series of threshold cir_mits, curves of equa: X-Y Imeitionai information is fed to a cathode my tubemdiati_ can be plotted one at a time, thus providing a display unit whose intensity is m dulated by the IR
radiation map of the sample, cell's outlmL A number of threshold circuits can digitize
If a transparent enlarged drawing of the sample is the information to obtain plateaus of equal mdiatkm.
superimposed on the X-Y plot, the emissivity of the In this fashion a radiation plot can be d_played ml
various elements can be taken into consideration, en- the CRT face within a second's time and repeated about
abling the conversion ot the radiation map into a tern- once per second. Using a long-persistence tube, the dis- U
perature ploL play can readily be viewed and also photographed forermanent record. Also, by changing the th es ol set-
High-Speed Dynamic Display tings, the plateaus to be viewed can easily be altered.
' on Cathode Ray Tube ' _ method _ particularly s_ for deeisn purpoeesdue to its rapidity and ease of changing of lettinp. ItSoon to be available will be a display method hav- can abo b#. used u a quality mn_)l tool, either by
ing the advantage of veklmtility and high speed. The visual obeervation or by providing alarm circuJta to
sample is moved by means d a traverse mechanism operate in conjunction with the threshold circuits, giving
while it is scsnnted in the other dimension with the use alarm or rejection signals if the radiation deviatee in
o( a mirror-lens assembly rotating at high speed. The any area from the permJmJb]e 8etpoin_
I For more information about the usei of the Thermal Ploffor,see flue Fo//ow/ g _s:
Walker, M., Roschen J., and Schlegel, E., IEEE Trans. Electron
Dee., ED-I O, No. 4, July 1963, p. 263.
SchlegeI, E.'-_., Ree. Sci. Instr., 34, No. 4, April 1963, p. 360. '
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Figure 2--Philco Thermal Plotter Resolution Curves
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Figure 3--Philco Thermal Plotter Sensitivity Curve
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NPN
2N2218-2N2219
2N2221-2N2222
PNP
i
• 2N2904-2N2905
I SILICON ANNULAR STAR*TRANSISTORS 2N2906-2N2907
, _ DESIGNED for )J_L_ •
I COMPLEMENTARY iir.. ii l  • SILICON
IL. lr'lJ! HIGH-SPEED SWITCHING iLli rJJl " ANNULAR? EPITAXIAL
I "_ _L_?/" APPLICATIONS and ..._/g.. • COMPLEMENTARY
SWITCHING -- -_.
DC to UHF AMPLIFIER _ TRANSISTORS z
CIRCUITS • ,_z ----
. sE.+E..E.1.,
DS 5057 .._, ¢.O N
• High Uniform Beta from 0.1 to 500 mA. • _ w,_
• High Voltage Ratings _ P+
I • _.--" _
• Similar Switching Characteristics •
• Low VcE (,,+}-- 04 V at 150 mA Maximum • _ _=
II • TO _
I • Z
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS •
Characteristic 1 Symbol NPN gnits •
Collector - Base Voltage l[ VCB O 60 Vdc •
Collector - Emitter Voltage I V _ K _til + Vd_ •
tter- Base Voltage l V § I ' _ Ydc
I EBO : '
Collector Current I Io l++++_:_ ++_!j ' mAde •
Total Device Dissipation I PD [ ::: : :;: _:i; : •
i @ 25'C Case Temperature I I I::;" _'_'_: --
To - 5: 2N2218, 2N2219 I P 3 | w •
Derate Ab°ve 25°C I mW/°C •
2N2904, 2N2905 I [ I w
| Derate Above 25'C [ I mW/°C •
I To- 18:2N2221 2N2222 I [ t.8 W •Derate+oe  °C1 I " m+°C
2N2906, 2N2907 I l W •
I berate Above 25°C [ I [ I0_:|;_:_ ! mW/°C •I I ' +': 'r" : ++t&++':++
Total Device Dissipation I PD [ t {:::z'_ i::::: :: •
@ 25 ° C Ambient Temperature I [ :'_:+_i_:'
To- 5: 2N22t8,2N2219 I [ o.+ w •
DerateAbove250C I ++m+ [: ++_:_:+:+.... mw/°c
2N2904, 2N2905 I [ [| :_*::::: W •
Derate Above 25°C / [ .... W/°C •
To-18: 2N2221, 2N2222 I 0,_ _ w
Derate Above 25°C I ++m mW/°C •
2N2906, 2N2907 // I i+ +;+O+1 : w •
Derate Above 25°C ] mW/°C •
Operating Junction Temperature / T I --65tO +175 : °C
[ J ; •
Storage Temperature I Tst --65 to +300 1' _÷_t00 °C •
• / g I •
Trademark of Motorola Inc. f r •
_Manufactured by the annular process, Motorola patents applied o • •
MOTOROLA Semiconductor Products Inc.
1
370
'1-- 33 _ m_
.335
009 '_[ 31 3_
p-_- _0o
,029
TO5 OUTLINE
178
_-_ 185 MAX
4 002 _ _[_00] 500 MIN
o,7_ "U UI_L
OIA )
.209 --,I _--
230 m fEMmE R
242 ,. .I /
L J
041 LLECTOR
TO-18 OUTLINE
A SUBSIDIARY OF MOTOROLA ]NC+
i;!ii!?i?!:¸
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (At 25°C ambient unless otherwise noted)
StaticCharacteristic
Collector-Base Breakdown Voltage
(I C = 10 pAdc, I E = 0) All Types
Collector-Emitter Breakdown Voltage*
(I C = 10 mAde, I B = 0) 2N2218-19, 2N2221-22
2N2904 thru 2N2907
Emitter-Base Breakdown Voltage
(I E = 10 _Adc, I C = 0) All Types
Collector Cutoff Current
(VcB = 50 Vdc, I E = 0) 2N2218-19, 2N2221-22
2N2904 thru 2N2907
(VCB = 50 Vdc, I E = 0, T A = 150°C) 2N2218-19, 2N2221-22
2N2904 thru 2N2907
FiE.No.
9
Collector Cutoff Current
(VCE = 30 Vdc, VBE = 0.5 Vdc) 2N2904 thru 2N2907
Base Cutoff Current
(VCE = 30 Vdc, VBE = 0.5 Vdc) 2N2904 thru 2N2907
Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage*
(I C = 150 mAde, I B - 15 made) All Types
= 500 made, I B = 50 mAde) All Types
Base-Emitter Saturation Voltage*
(I C = 150 mAde, I B _ 15 mAde) All Types
(I C - 500 mAde, I B = 50 mAde) All Types
f ._.
DC Forward Current Transfer Ratio
(I C - 0.1 mAde, VCE = 10 Vdc)
(I C - 1.0 made, VCE = 10 Vdc)
(I C = 10 made, VCE = 10 Vdc)
(I C _ 150 mAde, VCE _ 10 Vdc)*
(I C - 500 mAde, VCE - 10 Vdc)*
2N2218, 2N2221, 2N2904, 2N2906
2N2219, 2N2222, 2N2905, 2N2907
2N2218, 2N2221, 2N2904, 2N2906
2N2219, 2N2222, 2N2905, 2N2907
2N2218,2N2221,2N2904,2N2906
2N2219, 2N2222, 2N2905, 2N2907
2N2218, 2N2221, 2N2904, 2N2906
2N2219, 2N2222, 2N2905, 2N2907
2N2218, 2N2221, 2N2904, 2N2906
2N2219, 2N2222, 2N2905, 2N2907
10
11
Symbol
BVcB O
BVcEo*
BVEB O
IC EX
IBL
VCE (sat)*
VBE (sat)*
hFE
Min
6O
30
4O
5
_._
20
35
25
50
35
75
40
100
20
30
Max
.01
.02
10
20
50 [
5o I
0.4
1.6
1.3
2.6
120
300
Unit
Vdc
Vdc
Vde
p Adc--
nAdc
nAdc
Vdc
Vdc
DynamicCharacteristic
Output Capacitance
(V_D = 10 Vdc, I E = 0, f = 100 kc)
Input Capacitance
(VBE 0.5 Vdc, I C - 0, f - 100 kc)
(VBE 2 Vdc, I_ - 0, I = 100 kc)
Current Gain - Bandwidth Product
(I C - 20 mAde, VCE - 20 Vdc, f - 100 me)
(I C 50 mAde, VCE - 20 Vdc, f - 100 me)
Delay Time
All Types
2N2218-19, 2N2221-22
2N2904 thru 2N2907
Rise Time
Turn-On Time
Storage Time
Fall Time
Turn-Off Time
Total Switching Time
2N2218-19, 2N2221-22
2N2904thru 2N2907
2N2904 thru 2N2907
2N2218-19, 2N2221-22
2N2904thru 2N2907
Fig.No.
4
2N2904 thru 2N2907 --I --
I
1
2N2904 thru 2N2907
2N2904 thru 2N2907
2N2218-19, 2N2221-22
2N2904thru 2N2907
All Types
Symbol
Cob
Cib
fT
td
tr
ton
tat_
toff
, ttotal
Min Typ
250 ---
2OO
--- 6
--- 20
--- 26
--- 26
Max Unit
pf
8
pf
3O
3O
mE
10 nsec
46 , nsec
nsec
45
8O nsec
20 30 nsec
70 --. nsee
70 I00
12 --- nsec
*Pulse Test, Pulse Width _ 300 /_sec, Duty Cycle _ 2%
PNP SWITCHING-TIMETEST CIRCUITS
For NPH Switching Tests, reverse diodes, polarities, and input pulses.
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FIGURE 3 - NON-SATURATED SWITCHING-TIME TEST CIRCUIT
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FIGURE4- CAPACITANCEVARIATIONSversusVOLTAGE
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FIGURE5- ACTIVEREGIONTIMECONSTANT
versusCOLLECTORCURRENT
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FIGURE6 - TOTALCONTROLCHARGEversusBASECURRENT
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FIGURE7 - NORMALIZEDTURN-OFFTIME
versusCOLLECTORCURRENT
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FIGURE8- CURRENTGAIN-BANDWIDTHPRODUCTversusCOLLECTORCURRENT
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FIGURE15 - COLLECTORSATURATIONVOLTAGEversus BASECURRENT _,j
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FIGURE16 - BASESATURATIONVOLTAGE
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FIGURE17 - TEMPERATURECOEFFICIENTS
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FIGURE9 - COLLECTORCURRENTversusMINIMUMCOLLECTOR-EMITTERBREAKDOWNVOLTAGE
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FIGURE10 - LOWCURRENTGAIN
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FIGURE11-HIGH CURRENTGAIN
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FIGURE12- COLLECTORSATURATIONVOLTAGEversusBASECURRENT
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FIGURE13- BASESATURATIONVOLTAGEversusBASECURRENT
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FIGURE14-TEMPERATURECOEFFICIENTS
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